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Summary

This dissertation consists of four chapters plus introduction and conclusion. Each
chapter is an independent study of some of the uses and meanings of the LOTOPvocabulary in Archaic and Classical Greek literature, excluding tragedy.
In the Introduction the theme of the dissertation is introduced and the
two methodological approaches relied on, Cambridge history of ideas and

Begriffsgeschichte, are discussed.
Chapter I deals with the earliest available material, with particular
emphasis on the proem of Herodotus' Histories. Among the questions it tries to answer
is whether any of the early uses of the LOTOP- vocabulary gives a key to Herodotus'
use of LOTOPL 11.
Chapter

n takes a closer look at Herodotus' practice in the Histories by

analysing his uses of LOTOPl11 and LOTOpElV. These uses are largely confined to book

n,

the Egyptian logos. This chapter also deals with the uses of the LOTOP- vocabulary

in some of the medical writings, particularly On Ancient Medicine and the Hellenistic
sect known as the Empiricists.
Chapter III is a detailed enquiry into the uses of the LOTOP- vocabulary
in the only treatises of the Hippocratic collection that use it to any substantial degree:

On Generation, On the Nature of the Child and Diseases IV. This material is
compared with Aristotle's treatment of the same "embryological" problems in his
zoological treatises and the question about the relation of observation and theory is
discussed.
Chapter IV takes a closer look at Aristotle's Historia Animalium,
comparing it to Theophrastus' Historia Plantarum. The first half of the chapter
concerns the status of living nature, the sublunary world, in the cosmology of Aristotle
and Theophrastus.
In the Conclusion I briefly pull together some of the main threads of the
dissertation.

Introduction

Alle Begriffe, in denen sich ein ganzer ProcefJ semiotisch
zusammenfafJt, entziehen sich der Definition; definierbar ist nur das,
was keine Geschichte hat.

Friedrich Nietzsche Zur Genealogie der Moral

I could spend the rest of my life studying LaTopLa. 1 But why do it at all? The
simple answer is: because it is an important concept. Important for what, and
why? It is important in and for the knowledge industry because it is among the
fundamental concepts in the debate about the nature and acquisition of
knowledge from the ancient Greeks to our day. Someone might claim that if we
did not have "History", it would have to be invented. The ancient Greeks did.
But at that time it did not obviously have to be invented. 'IaTopLa was not the
same for them as History is to us. My enquiry is about the melting pot from

I I use the Attic form LOTopLa when referring to the concept in general, and it should be
understood to include the Ionic LOTOPLT] as well.
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which this concept was minted and the minting itself. 'I(JTopLa has the special
feature of being among words, like q>LAO(JO<pLa, which are used as names for a
certain kind -

or certain kinds -

of knowledge in this debate. It is not only

the name of History, as we use it today, but more generally of the world as

described. For an extremely inductive approach-like Bacon's -

history is the

foundation of all knowledge. It has thus a special affinity with the rise and
development of empiricism. In antiquity, as well as in modem scholarship
about antiquity, it is often used to name empirical knowledge in distinction
from speculative knowledge. It is description either as explanation, as opposed

to explanation or as what comes before explanation.

1. The status of i CJTOp{ a.

Herodotus, the "Father of History", opens his magnum opus by referring to his
whole work as a presentation of his L(JTOPL T]. Thucydides never uses the term,
probably in opposition to Herodotus. In Plato's dialogue the Phaedo Socrates
gives a brief account of his intellectual biography to explain the kind of causal
enquiry he is engaged in, trying to prove the immortality of the soul. As a
young man he was keen on the wisdom, (Jo<pLa, "they call inquiry into nature",
KaAoV(JL TIEPL <pU(JEWC; L(JTopLav

(96a7-8).2 This kind of wisdom was able to

give a physical explanation of how Socrates could sit, as he was at the time,
waiting for the hemlock he had been sentenced to drink. But it could not give
an explanation of why he was, or should be, sitting there. What purpose did it

I

This phrase is also used by Aristotle in de Caelo 298b2, where he argues that ~ TTEpl <!>UOEWS'
lOTopla has bodies, oWllaTa, primarily as objects. Euripides frg. 910 also associates lOTopla
2

\
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serve? This question was not only relevant to Socrates' sHuation but to the
study of nature and everything else in general. Socrates wanted to know what
was the best for each individual thing and what was the best common to all
(98a-b), and his dissatisfaction with what they call TTEPi. ~U(JEWS L(JTopLa is
that it does not try to answer this fundamental question. He, therefore, turned
his attention away from perception, al(JeTl(JLS, and towards AOYOL (9ge), and
this involved hypothesising the good and the beautiful to explain causes (lOOa-

b).
The author of the Hippocratic treatise On Ancient Medicine criticises in
general the intrusion of the method of hypothesis into the well-established
TEXVll of medicine. To claim that health and disease can be explained on the
basis of the hot and the cold, the wet and the dry is not only a simplification. It
is an unnecessary simplification, as medicine has, through its development
from time immemorial, gathered so much information about what causes
diseases and health that there is no need to base medicine on postulated
principles. He goes on to describe the method of hypothesis as leading to
~LAO(JOCPLTl,

while he refers to the cumulated and cumulating knowledge of the

real craft of medicine as L(JTOPL Tl (ch. 20). Aristotle, in discussing the nature of
tragedy, contrasts poetry (and tragedy is poetry) with L(JTopLa, by which he
means History. Poetry is more general and, therefore, worthier and more
philosophical (~LAO(JOCPWTEpOS) than L(JTopLa (Poetics ch. 9). In his own
zoological investigations L(JTopLa comes before demonstration (ciTT08EL~LS),
and there is no demonstration before there is a L(JTopLa of what is to be
demonstrated. 'I(JTopLa does not necessarily mean the same in these two
instances , but it shares some essential characteristics: it is a description of the
facts. It is important not to underestimate that he uses the same term to refer to

with <j>uaLS . Isocrates' Pallathel1aicus 246 confirms that LaTopi.G and <j>LAoao<j>i.G were at the

5
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what we recogmse as "History" and "Natural History" . -

however we

understand these terms. Later there were also attempts at philosophising
history, as is evident from the well known phrase of Dionysius from
Halicarnassus, paraphrasing Thucydides' dictum that his account of the
. Peloponnesian war is to be a possession for ever as: LUTopLa <pLAou0<pLa EUTLV
EK TTapa8EL Yllchwv .
From this brief review of some striking discussions it is obvious
how LUTopLa gains status as a concept expressing a kind of knowledge, in
opposition to <pLAou0<pla and the method of hypothesis . 'IuTopla is therefore
usually, in the context of ancient philosophy and science, taken to refer to an
enquiry of an empirical sort. And this is indeed one of its principal uses. This
concept could be what a study of LUTopla, like my own, is about. It would
make it an enquiry into the development and nature of empirical enquiry in
ancient Greece. I would have to start from a concept of enquiry and look for it
in the textual material I am working with. To ease the teleological strain I
could try to identify the concept of enquiry through uses of LUTopla in Greek
literature, texts where it is used for enquiry. But here the teleological trap
comes in again: LUTopla is not always, and not even usually, used for enquiry
and even where it is used to refer to some sort of enquiry there are many
different concepts on offer. Should Herodotus be our primary example? The
Hippocratics? Aristotle? Depending on the disposition of the interpreter, each
of these authors, or groups of authors, has been claimed as the most important
"empiricist" in antiquity, if not the "father of empiricism".3 This approach is
legitimate and can be done with sophistication. 4 It would not be a study of

time clearly distinguished and easily recognised categories.
D. MUlier (1981) on Herodotus, Farrington (1949) on Hippocratics, Barnes (1986) 86 on
Aristotle.

3

4

I would in particular like to mention the works of Geoffrey L10yd on ancient Greek science,

for example "The development of empirical research" in L10yd (1979) and (2002). But even
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LUTopLa, but a study of a concept, or a cluster of concepts, LUTopLa, among
other words, is used to express. To figure out what that cluster is to contain,
whether it should contain the vocabulary of questioning means "to ask" -

as LUTOPELV usually

as well as the vocabulary of enquiring and describing,

depends on what concept of LUTopLa we adopt or emphasise. By concentrating
on LUTopLa itself I hope to show how a distinctively Greek concept developed
in the boiling epistemological debate of archaic and classical Greece. The
varieties of its uses and what it is defined and used against also shows
important aspects of Greek ways of enquiring into and describing the world, or
that part of it which is being studied and debated.
I will, therefore, focus on uses of the word LUTopLa and cognates.
But this can be done in many ways. One is to approach it linguistically, either
through the stem and root of LUTopLa (lUTWp and id respectively (on the
standard account)) or on the lines of John Lyons' Structural Semantics (1963) .
The etymological approach has been favoured by scholars such as Snell and
von Fritz (apart from Indo-European linguists such as Benveniste and Frisk)
and more recently by Gregory Nagy, who explains the use of LUTOPL T] in
Herodotus as an application of the archaic model OflUTWP, an "arbitrator". This
approach has its uses, but also severe limitations, and I discuss this in chapter

II.S John Lyons is more promising. In his PhD work, published as Structural
Semantics, he studies the "meaning relations", i.e. relations that generate the
meaning of the terms -

or linguistic units -

in a language, of certain key

Lloyd seems to take lOTOPlO for granted: "As we said at the outset, popular and traditional
beliefs - including superstitions and 'magic' - were not superseded: they continued to be
held not only (one presumes) by most Greeks but in particular by many highly articulate
writers and they can be exemplified in prominent exponents of LOTOPlT] like Herodotus ." Lloyd
(1979) 227.
5 What we know about the knowledge of etymology in ancient Greece, for in_
stance from
Plato's Craty!us, should make us wary of assuming that the Greeks knew anything about the
true etymology of words .

7
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words in the dialogues of Plato. The most important relations in general are:
incompatibility, autonomy, hyponymy and synonymy as well as the "relation
of consequence", which is particularly important in an epistemological context.
Applying this to LUTOp( a would, for instance, show that in Herodotus
ETTLUT~I-lTJ

can be a consequence of LUTOPLTJ (cf. II 118, 1; 119, 3), but not in

Aristotle. 'IuTopLa means, therefore, on Lyons' account different things in
Herodotus and Aristotle, because the "relation of consequence" is different for
the two authors. While I hope to show some of the same things as Lyons'
approach would this is not a linguistic study. I am not only interested in
mapping the meaning of LUTopLa in the key authors that use the term and to see
how these change between authors and through time, but also to see their use in
the broader cultural context. I cast my net wider than Lyons does.
Another approach typically used in studying LUTopLa is to write
its history leading to History. Gerard Press' The Development of the Idea of

History in Antiquity (1982) has ultimately this agenda. 6 One of his initial
methodological statements is that we should not ask "What ideas have people
had about (the unstable referent of the term) 'history'?" but rather "What
different referents has the term 'history' had for these different agents and
cultures?" (p. 16) And further: "An examination of the uses of the ancient
Greek words LUTOPElV, LUTopLa, LUTOPLKOS and their ancestor, 'LUTWP, and the
ancient Latin words historia and historicus will reveal what the term "history"
in its various linguistic forms was taken to mean." (p. 17) So far, so good. But
Press betrays his hand on page 19, where he spells out his purpose in three
steps: "(1) to study the term "history" as a member of the Greek, Latin, and
hence of our own intellectual vocabulary; (2) to determine, through the study
of the term, the content and development of the idea of history in antiquity; and

6

So does Sauge's De l'epopee a ['histoire, culminating in Herodotus.
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(3) through the detennination of the history of the idea of history, to learn
something about the cultural transformation of the ancient world (a) as a
detailed study of the specifically intellectual relationship between
Graeco-Roman and Judeo-Christian cultures and (b) as a re-examination of the
popular linear-cyclic account of the idea of history in the two cultures." It thus
turns out not to be a study of the tenn or concept of L(JTOplG at all, but a study
of the development of the idea of History in antiquity. This should not come as
a surprise, as this is what the title of the book states. But is there not a conflict
between the method and the aim? It is obvious that L(JTOplG becomes the name
for History. Already Aristotle in the Poetics uses the word LUTOplG to refer to
the writings of Herodotus (and probably Thucydides). Enquiring into the uses
of LUTOp(G and cognates in antiquity is thus highly relevant to a study of the
development of the idea of History. It is still a different study .. IUToplG is used
in a great variety of contexts, some of which are almost completely left out in
Press' account. It is, for instance, a fundamental term in medicine, both
Classical and Hellenistic. This hardly gets a mention in Press' book. There is
thus a conflict between the aim and the methodology. Press misses for instance
the important connection between History and the uses of LUTOplG in medicine
to refer to knowledge from the past of medicine, both in the Hippocratic
treatise On Ancient Medicine and in the later Hellenistic medical sect known as
the Empiricists. Another less important, but telling, mistake is in claiming that
Herodotus used the terms LUTOPELV, LUTOplG and LUTOPLKOS'.7 Herodotus only
uses the first two. This is surely a slip on Press' part, but it shows that the
teleological nature of his approach makes him less sensitive to nuances, both
great and small, in the development and history of LUTOplG and cognates.
Aristotle, again in the Poetics, is the first, as far as we know, to use the term

7

Press (1982) 20 n 48.

9
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LaToplKOS, in the same chapter where he, also as the first as far as we know,
refers to History by LaTopLu. 8

2. Concepts and histories.

I have mainly been influenced by two methodological approaches. The first is
Cambridge style history of ideas, as argued for and practiced by Quentin
Skinner and Geoffrey Lloyd, but also John Dunn and J.G.A. Pocock. The
second is German style history of concepts, Begriffsgeschichte, mainly
associated with Reinhard Koselleck 9 and, for the philosophical part of the
project, Joachim RitterJO. I emphasise, on the one hand, reading texts in
context ll and, on the other, concentrating on concepts, or, as in my case, a
single concept. Both these traditions arise in opposition to careless ascription of
concepts from the present to the past. Koselleck describes the genesis of

Begriffsgeschichte, which for him mainly concerns political history, thus: 12

First, it began as a critique of a careless transfer to the past of modem,
context-determined expressions of constitutional argument, and second, it
directed itself to criticizing the practice in the history of ideas of treating ideas
as constants, articulated in differing historical figures but of themselves
fundamentally unchanging.

I discuss this in chapter Il, but without going into the development of historiography after
Aristotle. In particular the nature of description and explanation in the development of
historiography takes on many different forms, one of which is according to an Aristotelian
model of explanation. But see Walbank (1960).
9 Chief editor of Geschichtliche Grundbegriffe .
10 Editor of Historische Worterbuch der Philosophie. See Rottgers (1991).
11 Cf. Dunn (1968); Skinner (1969); L10yd (1990) 1-14; (1996) 1-19. See Prudovsky (1997),
who argues that L10yd is a more radical version of Skinner.
12 Koselleck (1985) 80.

8
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What distinguishes Begrijfsgeschichte from Cambridge history of ideas is the
understanding of what a "concept" or BegriJJ is. As usually understood in
English scholarship a concept is something expressed in words and if the same
word has different meanings in different contexts it expresses different
concepts. By "concept" (Begriff) Koselleck means something different
(ibidem):

a word becomes a concept when the plenitude of a politicosocial context of
meaning and experience in and for which a word is used can be condensed into
one word.

Some special words have the status of being concepts, or even fundamental
concepts (Grundbegriffe). They become this through a historical process. This
understanding of what a concept is opens up the possibility of writing the
history of concepts. The connection between concepts and words is thus much
stronger according to this theory than is usually assumed in philosophical
discourse, and this explains the different emphases between Begriffsgeschichte
and Cambridge history of ideas. In BegriJJsgeschichte the stress is on the
diachronic and not the synchronic.
Lloyd's

version

of the

history

of ideas

approaches

Begrijfsgeschichte to a significant degree. Here he is discussing the usefulness
of the category of magic in interpreting ancient cultures: 13

The question, then, of how the actors themselves perceive their own activity, or
the conventions within which it fits or from which it deviates, the traditions that
do or do not sanction it, are prior to and independent of the question of the

13

L10yd (1990) 69 emphasis mine.
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existence of some such category as magic itself. But once that category exists, it
can hardly fail to change the perception. In that sense the metaphorical -

as with the category of

the question of the availability of the explicit category is a

crucial one: for the category enabled the challenge to justify the activity to be
pressed. Once again an issue was forced, by that challenge, and the activity
could no longer remain, or could not do so easily, an unquestioned item
invisible -

or indistinctive -

against the background of the traditions to which

it belonged. Conversely it is also clear that, in the absence of the category, the
answers to the questions of the relationships between the activities and the
beliefs that we might label 'magic' and the culture within which they fit will
inevitably be multifarious and diffuse.

A category can only be made explicit with a word to express it in. Concerning
the category of magic, the words flD80S' and flUYi.u, which Lloyd discusses, are
fundamental tools in the epistemological debate in ancient Greece. It is
imperative, according to Lloyd, that these categories should not be taken at
face value but rather understood in the context in which they are brought
forward. This goes for L(JTOPi.U, as any other fundamental concept: 14

What those Greek scientists who advocated historia did was just that, to
advocate empirical research self-consciously. Again informal testing
procedures and techniques of argument are, we might say, as old as the human
race. What the Greeks did was to insist explicitly on testing and verifiability,
and to carry out the first explicit formal analysis of schemata of argument.
But this making of methods, arguments, categories explicit was no
trivial matter. The weapons the proponents of logos self-consciously deployed
against others -

in some cases invented to use against others -

could be, and

were, turned against themselves.

12
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The importance of explicit categories, or concepts, for the possibility of
dialogue and argument -

both within the material we are studying and

between the interpreter and the interpreted -

in political and scientific debates

is crucial. It is also important not to assume that our categories, or concepts,
map neatly on to the material we are interpreting.
Scholars like Skinner, Pocock and Lloyd cannot imagine concepts
having histories. 15 If a term like lGTop(a has different meanings in different
contexts, the term expresses different concepts. Strictly speaking a concept
only exists in particular speech acts, as ideas only exist in individuals and their
communicative performances. Against this Koselleck stresses that a choice of
words can not be made apart from knowledge of their histories (Koselleck
(1996) 63:

No author can create something new without reaching back to the established
corpus of the language, to those linguistic resources created diachronic ally in
the near or more remote past and shared by all speakers or listeners.

The synchronic analysis cannot be separated from the diachronic analysis
(Koselleck (1985) 89):16

A concept is not simply indicative of the relations which it covers; it is also a
factor within them. Each concept establishes a particular horizon for potential
experience and conceivable theory, and in this way sets a limit.

14

L10yd (1990) 70.

This is explicitly argued by Skinner (1988) and, following him, by Pocock (1996) 52-56.
Only Pocock is arguing against Koselleck's Begriffsgeschichte. See also Cartledge (2001) 69.
16 Pocock (1996) insists on the priority of the synchronic over the diachronic . Concepts,
according to him, only exist in particular arguments .
15

13
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Basic concepts (GrundbegriJfe), like LO"TopLa, make verbal interaction, among
them interpretation and analysis, possible. The limit is set by the history of the
concept (Koselleck (1985) 89):

Once 'minted', a concept contains within itself, purely linguistically, the
possibility of being employed in a generalized manner, of constructing types, or
of disclosing comparative insights.

The difference between Lloyd and Koselleck is not as substantial as it might
seem on a first reading. Koselleck's BegriJfe and Lloyd's "explicit categories"
are similar entities so even though they would not agree on the nature of
"concepts" there does not seem to be a lot separating their historical
approaches. I draw on both: from Lloyd the emphasis on explicit categories
and detailed analyses of complex arguments, stressing the synchronic aspect,
and from Koselleck the focus on the history of "concepts" and the process by
which they are minted, stressing the diachronic .

3. Overview .

. IO"TopLa was not a given in Archaic and Classical Greece. The situation was
different in the Hellenistic period, where LO"TopLa had gained status as a
fundamental category in descriptions of the past and descriptions of nature. It
had been minted, though the minting process never ends. In the following I
present four independent but interrelated studies. I hope they add up to a
sustained enquiry into the minting process of this fundamental concept. The
studies follow a roughly chronological order.

14
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Chapter I has as its focus the proem of Herodotus' Histories. The proem
has frequently been used as a key to the Historie. Among the most important
elements in this kind of reading is the use of L<JTOPL T] in the proem. Usually
scholars look back, either to the Ionian "enlightenment" or an archaic
institution of a L<JTWp. I review the material in this chapter, starting with Homer
and Hesiod. I do this partly to explore the proem and partly to explore the uses
of etymology for interpreting the uses of L<JTOplG.
Chapter 11 takes a closer look at Herodotus' practice in the Histories. I
follow his uses of L<JTOPL T] and L<JTOPEL v and this leads me to book two, the
Egyptian logos. This seems to be the unavoidable destination for anyone
exploring the methodology of Herodotus. It is in book two that Herodotus is
most explicit about his procedures. There are, in particular, two areas where he
explicitly applies L<JTOPL T]: his enquiries about the river Nile, and the fates of
Helen and Heracles. These are two different areas, the hidden geography of the
world and the hidden past. From Herodotus I tum to the Hippocratics, and the
treatise On Ancient Medicine. Here I am again mainly concerned with
explorations of the past, 'n this case the past of medicine. How does a medical
writer use the past and what are his means of accessing it? In this context the
Hellenistic medical sect known as the Empiricists is also very important. I
therefore end this chapter on analysing their methodology with special
attention on the role of L<JTOplG.
Chapter III is a detailed enquiry into the uses of the L<JTOP- vocabulary
in the only treatises of the Hippocratic collection that use it extensively: On

Generation, On the Nature of the Child and Diseases IV. Here we yet again are
dealing with enquiries into what is hidden, in this case the intemal workings of
the body and more precisely the conception and the development of the foetus.
This gives me an opportunity to compare the Hippocratic material with

15
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Aristotle's later treatment of the same material: the egg experiment. This
throws up questions about the relation of observation and theory , and in this
context I discuss briefly the methodological passages from Aristotle's zoology,
where he explains the role of lCJTOpla and its status within his explanatory
framework.
Chapter IV takes a closer look at what kind of work Aristotle's Historia
was, comparing Aristotle with Theophrastus and his Historia. There are some
apparent differences between these two works and the question I ask is whether
this has anything to do with the subject matter of these two different works:
animals and plants. The first half of the chapter concerns the status of living
nature, or the sublunary worlds, in the overall cosmology of Aristotle and
Theophrastus. The second half concentrates on the Historiae of Aristotle and
Theophrastus.
In these four chapters I concentrate on the uses of the LOTOPvocabulary in particular arguments in order to analyse the uses it is put to.
They are roughly chronological and present a story of the concept: of how it
changes, develops and becomes increasingly fixed, or minted, as a category. In
my concluding discussion I draw a systematic way, abstracting from the
complex arguments I have been concerned with in my four studies.
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The moment i.oTOpLT] is placed firmly on the intellectual map is in the opening
words of Herodotus' Histories:

'Hpo86TOU 'AALKapVTlOOEOS LOTOPLTlS (hT68E~LS ~8E, KTA.

This raises the question of why he presented his work like this, and, more
generally, why he presented his work at all, i.e. why he announces at the start,
together with his name and place, the contents of his work. The first few lines
of Herodotus' Histories, i.e. the proem i , are among the most intensively
discussed lines in the whole corpus of Greek literature. They are often used as
a key to the Histories. 2 It has frequently been argued that they express
Herodotus' debt to Homer, not only for the grand scheme of his large
composition but also for the nature of the work -

what it is about, what its

purpose is. 'IoTopL T] is one of the most important elements in this kind of
reading, as it can possibly be taken to refer back to a Homeric model of a judge

By "proem" I mean the lines that precede chapter one in modem editions of the text.
2 E.g. Kirscher (1965), Hommel (1981), Nagy (1990b), Bichler (2000).
1
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(cf. laTwp in Il XVIII 501 and XXIII 486).3 But it can. also be read as
signalling a break from the epic tradition, if we understand it as referring to an
Ionian tradition of inquiry.4 The proem, and the chapters immediately
following, are undoubtedly important for an overall interpretation of
Herodotus, as it is here that he establishes the rules of the narrative for his
readers as well as his own person, the narrator. 5 It is quite another thing to try
to read from this something about his overall methodology, as indicating what
he actually does in the rest of the work. Even so, the fact that he did introduce
his work with these words is the reason why we know history as "history", and
that in itself is important. 6
I will, later in this chapter, discuss the proem in more detail.
Before I do that it is important to look into the history of LaTopL T] and cognates
in order to see what Herodotus might be claiming, ifhe is claiming anything by
using this word. Then I will take a closer look at the phenomenon of the 'LaTwp.
Some discussions of the proem, particularly those of Nagy and Connor, rely on
the idea of some kind of an institution of the 'LaTwp Herodotus is supposed to
have identified himself with. Was there such a thing, and, if so, what was it?
Later I will look closer at contemporary or near-contemporary comparisons,
among them Hecataeus and Thucydides as well as Simonides, i.e. the so-called

So Nagy (1987) and (1990b); Lateiner (1989) 92; Connor (1993).
4 Thus e.g. Rornrn (1998) 20 and Thomas (2000) 13-16, 135-167. Thomas argues that

3

Herodotus is not referring to an old Ionian tradition OflOTOPLT], but to a new contemporary one,
by which she means Hippocratic.
5 See e.g. Dewald (1999) 223 .
6 Rornrn (1998) 9: "In his opening sentence Herodotus wrote, "This is the display of the
historie of Herodotus of Halikarnassus," using a word that in his day denoted "research" or
"inquiry" rather than a narrative of past events. The word historie thus provided a convenient
handle for making reference to his text, so much so in fact that the word subsequently took on a
new meaning, "a work of literature based on inquiry, like that of Herodotus" - and hence
started its evolution towards its modem day meaning. (We might therefore say that Herodotus
can justly be called Father of History, the honorific Cicero gave him, in at least one sense: he
gave birth to the word as we now know it - he is the father of "history" ."
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New-Simonides. 7 When Herodotus composed his account of the Persian wars
there were already some alternative versions around, in various literary and
non-literary forms. The Persian wars were, for the Greeks, among the defining
events of the fifth century.s Herodotus has managed to overshadow them all,
and his account is the main source for later historians, for better and for worse,
in their studies of the Persian wars. But the nature of his work is notoriously
difficult to grasp. Was he a historian? The answer to this question depends on
what we mean by "history". If he was not doing history, was it fiction? What
do we mean by "fiction"? More importantly, can we ascribe our concepts of
"history" and "fiction" to Herodotus, i.e. is it meaningful to say that if it is not
history it must be fiction, that if he is not telling the truth according to modern
criteria he must be lying?9 To classify his work is no easier than it is to classify
Plato's dialogues. It is sui generis. That it became one of the most important
works in the history of historiography, even though it was for the most part
regarded as bad History, does not mean that it was a historical study, in our
sense of "history", for Herodotus or his contemporaries. 10
Even though I frame this as a discussion about Herodotus, and in
particular his proem, I intend this chapter to do a double work. First, to give an
account of the history of LaTOpLT] and cognates before Herodotus, the history of

7

ef. Boedeker and Sider edd. (2001).

8

Though Kuhrt (1995), in her history of the Near East, spends only 12 lines on the Ionian

revolt and the battle of Marathon and two pages on "The western front, 486-431", less than a
page on the battles of 480-479. From our, or at least her, perspective on the history of the
ancient middle east, these battles were not particularly important. See also Bowden (1998).
9 This is the premise behind Fehling's (1989) criticism of Herodotus. See the recent rebuke of
Murray (1987) 27 n 28: "To postulate deliberate and wholesale deception (oo.), rather than
faulty execution, requires an answer to the question, 'Who invented the model which Herodotus
is thought to have abused?' It implies a proto-Herodotus before Herodotus."
10 Thomas (2000) 137: "While it is always important to bear in mind that there was no separate
discipline such as history when he wrote, it is harder to imagine exactly what that meant in

practice in mid to late fifth century." This strikes me as a more interesting subject to try to
grasp, which Thomas indeed tries to do.
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the word and its etymology, and, second, to test the explanatory value of this
for the authors I am mainly studying in this thesis, i.e. Herodotus, the
Hippocratics and Aristotle. The primary question usually asked in this context
is about the original meaning of LCJTOPl T]. This has been studied a great deal
over the years and the main contestants have been "knowledge"ll and
"inquiry"12, while some recent alternatives are "testimony,,13 and "judgement"14.
It is usually assumed in studies of this kind, and this is often the impetus that

drives them, that "the original" meaning, expressed by the root, to use the
proper terminology, is transmitted through the stem and to all the branches.
Discovering the "original" meaning is thus supposed to give a key to later
usage. The linguistic picture seems too anarchic for this to be possible, at least
according to a strong formulation of the thesis.

1. Earliest uses of i' o"TWp.

The word LCJTOpla is based on the stem 'LGTWp, from which also LGTOpEW,
LGTOpLOV and LGTOpLKOS' etc. are formed. The root is usually believed to be the
Indo-European *w( e)id-, which has something to do with sight (cf. video,
18Elv, ELSOS' and oLSa).15 The main problem with this derivation is the rough

11

E.g. Snell (1978) 36-8.

12 E.g. Muller (1926). Szemerenyi (1972) opts for both, but argues that we are in effect dealing
with two homonymous but radically different words . See below.
13 Sauge (1992).
14 E.g. Nagy (1990b).
15

Pokorny (1994) ad loc "u(e)id-". Frisk (1954) ad loc. "w(e)id-", stressing the idea of seeing

involved in '(OTWp and cognates, refers to the use and distribution of words of this stem as
following the spread of Ionian science and enlightenment ("Wissenschaft und Aufklarung").
This is typical of a narrowly linguistic and historically naIve approach to the vocabulary of
philosophy and science.
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breathing l6 , often explained by the presence of a digamma in a couple of
Boiotian inscriptions from late third century BeE, where the word fleJTwp is
used of witnesses.17 A witness is someone who has seen or otherwise
experienced a (potentially) contested event, and seems therefore to fit the
combination of *w( e) id- and the suffix -tor. Tor (as well as ter and tes) is an
agent suffix, and LaTwp would thus be an agent of seeing, according to the
traditional view. 18 Benveniste ((1948) 45) goes even further than this, as he
distinguishes between two kinds of agents, expressed by -TWP and -TTJP
respectively. According to him the suffix -TWP refers to someone who happens
to do something ("l'auteur d'un acte") while -TTJP refers to a person fulfilling a
function ("I'agent d'une fonction"). As witnesses are usually not professional,
i.e. as witnesses, this seems to fit the story so far rather well. This is sometimes
thought to be the meaning of '(aTwp in early Greek literature. 19
But there is a problem when we look at the earliest occurrences of

LaTWp in Greek literature, Iliad XVIII 501 and XXIII 486 and Hesiod's Erga
792. In the games in honour of Patroclus (ll XXIII 262-897) the first contest is
a chariot race. As the chariots are returning a quarrel breaks out between
Idomeneus, who claims to see Diomedes in the lead, and Aias who, abusing
Idomeneus, claims that Eumelos, who actually has crashed, is in the lead.
Idomeneus replies (483-7):

16

Most editors of the Iliad print the psilotic form 'LUTWP, but the rough breathing predominates

in the ancient evidence, and a scholiast to Il XVIII 501 (=Herodian II . 108, 32 L) discusses the
presence of the breathing, and he might have had an old manuscript with HIETOPI. I opt for a
breathing in most instances in the following.
17

FLuTope; MvauvYEvES 8E8w [pw], 8E8wpos MvauLYEvEOS, ~a~ciTpLoS ~ci~ovos ,

KAELT[i.]8as w~i.~w . (lG VII, Berlin (1892) 1780); FLUTOpE[S] ' ['0 ]ciu[uv]os 8LOYi. TOVOS,
KTA-. (ibidem 3173). Cf. also Jus) (CMG I, i, 4).
18

See E. Fraenkel (1910) 14; also Poltera (1997) 39.

19

Snell (1973) 181: "'LUTwp ist 'der Wissende', 'der Augenzeuge, der gesehen hat': das dazu

gebildete Verb LUTOPEW heiBt zunachst 'ich bin Wissender'." Cf. also Snell (1978) 36; Lesky

(1971) 255.
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Most editors of the Iliad print the psilotic form 'lGTWp, but the rough breathing predominates
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Snell (1973) 181: "'lGTWp ist 'der Wissende', 'der Augenzeuge, der gesehen hat': das dazu
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Alav, VElKOS' UPWTE, KaKocppa8ES', uAAci TE TTcivTa
8EllEaL 'Apydwv, 0 TE TOL vooS' EaTl.v ciTTT]V~S'.
8dJPo

VUV,

~ TPL TT080S' TTEpL8wIlE8a ~E AE~T]TOS',

'(aTopa 8' 'ATPEl8T]v ' AyaIlEIlVOVc;t 8dollEV UIlCPW,
OTTTTOTEPaL TTpoa8' 'LTTTTOL, 'Lva YVW1JS' c:lTTOTLVWV.

It might be argued that Agamemnon is to witness which charioteer is the first,

i.e. that he is to observe the finish of the race, and that that is the nature of his
being a LOTWp. Another possibility is that he is to preside over the quarrel as an
arbitrator, and that that is the meaning of '(OTWp, an interpretation supported by
Il XVIII 490-508, the scene on the Shield of Achilles including the dispute
over blood-money (497-501):
Aaol. 8' Elv c:lyopfj Eaav a8pooL" Ev8a 8E VElKOS'
WPWPEL, 8uo 8' UV8PES' EVElKEOV E'LvEKa TTOLVfjS'
c:lv8poS' c:lTTocp8LIlEvou. 0 IlEV T]UXETO TTcivT' c:lTT080uvaL
8~1l<.p

mcpauaKwv, 0 8' c:lVaLVETO 1lT]8EV EAEa8aL"

UllcpW 8' lEa8T]v ETTl. 'LaTopL TTElpap EAEa8aL .

What is the debate about? Is the one man claiming to have paid compensation,
the other contesting it? Or is one claiming to have the right to pay, the other
refusing to accept it? Most of the linguistic, as well as comparative, evidence
seems to suggest the latter reading. 20 The details of this debate are not
important for my present purposes. In neither case would the LOTWP be a
witness, as there is no indication that the LOTWP is supposed to have witnessed
anything (like a handing over of money, if that is the issue) other than the

Muellner (1976) 100-106 on the Mycenaean evidence; Anderson (1976) on the parallels of
the Shield of Achilles with the plot of the Iliad as a whole; Westerbrook (1992) on parallels

20

with Near Oriental and Mycenaean legal practices. For a balanced discussion and further
references, see Edwards (1991) 213-18 and Gagarin (1986) 26-33, who thinks the case is more
complex then either of the two alternatives suggested. See now Roebuck (2001) 58-64, who
agrees with this interpretation.
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debate itself. Instead the matter is left to a group of elders, who take turns
giving judgement. 21
Common to the two passages from the Iliad is that the

'LO"TWP

is

someone both (aIHPw) the contestants refer the dispute to. He is not there as a
witness to what happened nor as someone in a position of particular
knowledge, except possibly knowledge of the customary laws of the
community.22 He is someone the contestants voluntarily refer the case to, a
person they both expect to be able to solve it in a way they can both live with.
Admittedly, in he first case (ll XXIII), the contestants do not agree on handing
the matter over to Agamemnon. It is only Idomeneus who suggests that they
do, but he suggests that they both do 23 , which only supports this interpretation.
But turning to the "days" section of Hesiod's Erga we seem to
meet a different category

OnO"TWp

(792-3):

ELKaOL 0' EV ~EYaAl] 1TAE41 f\~aTL LOTopa <l>ClTa
YElvaoem' flaAa yap TE

Whether we read

'LO"TWP

VOOV TTE1TuKao~Evos

EOTaL.

with the begetter, the son, or both, it surely means

nothing more specific than "wise" or "knowing". We might want to read a
Homeric "arbitrator" into this passage, which would make the man in question
a good arbitrator between days, i.e. a good judge of which day is the right one
for begetting a boy. But it is hard to see any judicial or quasi-judicial function
here, a very important element in the Iliad passages. In Bacchylides IX 44
(SnelllMaehler) 'LO"TWP is similarly used in a more general sense:

Roebuck (2001) 59: "The gold goes to the one whose knowledge of the law and opinion
based on it is accepted .... Where oral customary law is applied, that rule which produces the
result acceptable to the assembly is the right rule. Why? For that reason! It would be
unthinkable for the traditional law of the community to project an unjust result."
22 Roebuck (2001) 59.
23 ef. ApollRhod I 188-9.
21
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E]YXEWV
to"TOPES Kolipm 8LWEC lTTrQ~' "ApTjOS,
KTA .

The Amazons are skilled with the spear and this can not have anything to do
with arbitration or, in any essential sense, with seeing. The meaning of'LoTwp
here must be skilful,24 pointing in the same direction as Hesiod, i.e. to a more
general kind of knowledge than either what is based on seeing or judicial
status. 25
Here again we are in a situation where it is difficult to settle what
LOTWP means. It has something to do with knowledge, but the idea of seeing
does not seem to be prominent in these examples, if it is present at al1. 26 In
general it seems doubtful, in the case of Homer, Hesiod and Bacchylides (and
Heraclitus, see below), to try to narrow down the meaning OfLOTWP to a single
sense. In Homer we have 'LoTwp connected with a quasi-judicial function of
resolving a conflict. But there are other scenes of conflict in the Iliad where
there is no mention of a LOTWP when it comes to solving the case. Neither is
there in Hesiod's Erga, which has a lot to say on disputes and their solution.
This range of uses and meanings in these precious few examples shows that
though an idea of judicial sentencing is present in some early uses of LOTWP,
there are other contexts where it refers to skills or wisdom in general.

ef. the opening lines of the Homeric hymn to Selene, admittedly one of the late hymns, but
due to the formulaic character of the opening lines they might go back to an older tradition:
M~vTjv aLolov TaVUULiTTEPOV EUiTETE, Mouam ~OUEiTE1S', Koupm KpovloEW ~lOS', '(UTOPES'
00~S'. See also Apollonius Rhodius I 188-9 (on Erginus and Ancaeus, two of Poseidon's sons):
lUTOPE 0' all<Pw ~IlEV VaUTlALTjS' ~o ' apE oS' EUXETOWVTO.
25 "IuTwp or ~UVlUTWP in tragedy also confirms this, e.g. Euripides' Suppl1174 and IT 1431;
SophocIes El 850-2; cf. also Thucydides n, 74.
24
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2. Heraclitus and Plato's Cratylus.

I will now turn to texts that are more overtly epistemological: Heraclitus from
Ephesus and Plato's Cratylus, starting with frg. 35 27 :

xp~ yap EU fl.aAa

rronWV '(OTOpaS <jJlAoo6<jJovs av8pas ELVaL KaS'

, HpaKAEl TOV

What part of this, if any, is originally from Heraclitus is and has been a
disputed issue, though all seem to agree that at least rroAAwv LaTopas belongs
to the original. This is often translated as "enquirers into many things,,28, but
this is surely reading a later meaning of LaToptY] back into Heraclitus. But is
Heraclitus presenting the Lanup as a positive figure? The answer to this
question rests to some degree on whether we want to read <plAOao<pol as a part
of the original or not, and, if we read it as part of the original, whether we think

it was a positive term or not for Heraclitus. 29 Read as a positive statement about
the laTwp the fragment states how difficult it is to know the true nature of
things 30 , but read as a critical statement it is deriding those who claim to be
wise: they know many things but not the one thing they really need to know,

Frisk (1954) ducks the problem by referring to the examples in Homer and Hesiod as "in
unklarer Bedeutung."
27 DK22B35 : Clem Strom V, 140,5. See below for the authenticity of the relevant fragments.
28 E.g. KRS 218 and Robinson (1987) 29 . DK and Snell (1924) translate "kundig".
29 If it is authentic it is the earliest known use of the term.
30 In which case it is read together with fragments that deal with how difficult it is to approach
reality. Cf. DK22B 123 (Them Or V 69b): <pUGLs DE Ka8' . HpaKAELTov KpuTITw8aL <pLAEl.
The message would be that the only way to know <pUGLS is to study it extensively.
26
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2. Heraclitus and Plato's Cratylus.

I will now turn to texts that are more overtly epistemological: Heraclitus from
Ephesus and Plato's Cratylus, starting with frg. 35 27 :

xp~ yap EU llaAO rrOAAWV '(OTOpOS <pLAoo6<pous avopos ELVaL KOS'

, HpaKAEL TOV

What part of this, if any, is originally from Heraclitus is and has been a
disputed issue, though all seem to agree that at least TIOAAWV LCJTOpaS- belongs
to the original. This is often translated as "enquirers into many things,,28, but
this is surely reading a later meaning of LCJTOPl T) back into Heraclitus. But is
Heraclitus presenting the LCJTWP as a positive figure? The answer to this
question rests to some degree on whether we want to read <pLAOu0<p0L as a part
of the original or not, and, if we read it as part of the original, whether we think

it was a positive term or not for Heraclitus?9 Read as a positive statement about
the LUTWP the fragment states how difficult it is to know the true nature of
things 30 , but read as a critical statement it is deriding those who claim to be
wise: they know many things but not the one thing they really need to know,

Frisk (1954) ducks the problem by referring to the examples in Homer and Hesiod as "in
unklarer Bedeutung."
27 DK22B35: Clem Sfrom V, 140,5. See below for the authenticity of the relevant fragments.
28 E.g. KRS 218 and Robinson (1987) 29. DK and Snell (1924) translate "kundig".
29 If it is authentic it is the earliest known use of the term.
30 In which case it is read together with fragments that deal with how difficult it is to approach
reality. Cf. DK22B123 (Them Or V 69b): <j>uaLS oE KaS" HpaKAELTov KpUlTTWSm <j>LAE'l.
The message would be that the only way to know <j>uaLS is to study it extensively.
26
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the AOyOS' that rests behind the stream of the phenomena. 31 In this case we
should read it with frgs.129 32 and 40 33 :
I1u8ayopTjS MVTjaapxou LaTOpLTjV

34

~aKT]aEV av8pwlTwv llaALaTO lTaVTWV,

Ka!. EKAE~aIlEvos TauTas TCIs auyypa<j>as ETTOLllaaTO EaUTOU ao<j>LTjV,
TToAuIla8d TjV, KaKoTExvL TjV.
TTOAUIla8L Tj

VOOV OV

8L8aaKEL' 'HaLo8ov yap

QV E8L8a~E

Ka!. I1u8ayopTjv,

aUTLS TE SEvo<j>avEa TE Ka!. 'EKaTaLOV.

To know a lot is not tantamount to understanding, i.e. to know the important
thing that explains all the rest. Verdenius ((1947) 181), relying on Snell, reads
frg. 35 as drawing a distinction between

LO"TOPELV

and llav8avELv, "inquiring

There are no compelling reasons to read XP~ as a part of the original, in which case we
would not be dealing with a normative statement from Heraclitus, but Clemens - our source -

31

using him to further his own agenda. Heraclitus might even, as Kranz in DK suggest, be
referring to a commonly held view about what it is to be a lover of knowledge. The following
claim ofVerdenius «1947) 280), commenting on DK, completely ignores the problematic
context of the fragment: "Kranz presumes that frag. 35 does not express the author's own
conviction but only a popular view . However, the admonitory force ofXp~ seems to preclude
such an explanation." Another possible interpretation of the fragment has been proposed by
Lallot (1971). In order to make fragments 35,49 and 129 cohere, he proposes to translate: "Il y
a grand besoin que enquetent sur le multiple soient hommes epris de sagesse." 17, and n 3.
32 DK22B129: DL VIII 6.
33

DK22B40: DL I 88.

34

DK22B 129 contains the earliest occurrence of i.aTOpLTJ in the extant Greek literature, if we

accept it as authentic, and there is only one other occurrence of i.aTopLa in the extant fragments
of the pre-Socratics, the other being Democritus DK68B299, which authenticity has also been
contested. Diels (but not Kranz, pace Thomas (2000) 164 n 95) had some doubts about it,
mainly because of the phrase TaUTaS TaS auyypacjlus . What books could Heraclitus be
referring to? Diels, like Diogenes Laertius, thought the phrase EKAE~UIlEVOS TauTas TaS
auyypacjlas must mean that Pythagoras himself wrote books, and that therefore at least this
part of the fragment must be false. See Lallot (1971) 16-17. It is still debated when books
became available, and there is no incontestable evidence either way. It can therefore not be
concluded that this phrase is inauthentic for the reason that we can not imagine what books he
is referring to (pace Schofield in KRS 217). See e.g. 10hansen (1993) 27-29. Ion of Chios (DL
1,120) might be replying to this : dTTEP IluSayoPTJS ETUllwS aocjlos, OS TTEPt. TTUVTWV
avSpwTTwV YVWllaS ElOE Kat. E~EllaSEv . (Accepting Sandbach's (Sandbach (1958-9))
emendation of 0 aocjlos to aocjlos, os.) Pythagoras was wise, but only because of what he
learned from others. Iamblichus, in his biography of Pythagoras (XVIII 89), states: EKUAELTO

DE

~ YEwllETpLa TTPOS IluSayopou i.aTopLa. It is, of course, impossible to rely on this report,
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independently" and "borrowing other people's wisdom", anq understands this
as a serious admonition by Heraclitus. Consequently he sees

LO'TOPL T]

in frg.

129 as an "ironical sneer" at Pythagoras. 35 The issue is, to put it simply,
whether Heraclitus is criticizing the practice of LO'TOPLT] (and the state of being
a LO'TWp) in general, or criticizing Pythagoras for not having obtained vous,
despite doing the right thing. This is both a problem for understanding LO'TWP in
frg. 35 and for understanding LO'TOPLT] in frg. 129. If he is criticizing Pythagoras
for not obtaining understanding, even though he knew a lot, we should
understand frg. 35 as expressing Heraclitus' own view on methodology,
whereas if we take him to be more generally criticizing the practice of LO'TOPLT],
that would be a good reason to belief that he also sees the state of being a
LO'TWP

in a negative light. But even on the positive reading, doing

LO'TOPLT]

is

not sufficient to gain proper understanding or knowledge.
If we understand Heraclitus in this "positive" way, i.e. that doing
LO'TOPL T]

is necessary but not sufficient to gain proper know ledge36 , there is a

partial parallel with Aristotle's understanding of LO'TOPL a in relation to
ETTLO'T~j1.T].

The collected information about animals is not sufficient to gain

knowledge, even though, at least in the case of animals, this information is a
necessary condition for knowledge. (I discuss this in chapters III and IV.) In
this context I want to draw attention to what seems to be a similar distinction
drawn in the Cratylus of Plato. David Sedley has recently (1998a) argued that
Plato actually believed that the etymologies proposed in the dialogue were
exegetic ally sound -

"that they correctly analyse the hidden meanings of the

words." (140) He goes on to say: "This must be kept quite distinct from the

but the combination with Heraclitus DK22B129 gives it some plausibility. It is used by von
Fritz (1978) as positive evidence for the inclusiveness OHoTopla.
35 "Heraclitus first quotes the traditional praise of Pythagorean wisdom and then denounces it
as charlatanism." 284.
36 Cf. Kahn (1979) 105-110.
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thesis that the etymologies are 'philosophically correct', whjch would be the
view that the meanings which they attribute to words convey the truth about
their nominata." The long etymological section of the dialogue (390e-421c)
turns out to confirm the view that all things are in flux (ws TOU TIaVTOS
LOVTOS TE Kat <pEP0J1.EVOU Kat PEOVTOS <paJ1.EV uT1J1.aLVElV ~J1.LV T~V
ouuLav Ta QV0J1.aTa 436e). Among the words explained in this part is
EmUT~J1.TJ

(412a):

Kat. ~~V ~ yE E1TLaT~~Tj ~TjVUEL WS' <PEpO~EVOLS' TOlS' TTpay~aaLV
ETTO~EVTjS' TTlS' l/JUXTlS' TTlS' aClaS' A6you, Kat. OUTE aTTOAEL TTO~EVTjS' OUTE

TTpo8EOuaTjS" 8u) 8~ E~~aAAOVTaS' 8El TO

h "hETTLaT~~Tjv"37 aUT~V

OVo~a'ELv.

Accordingly, the knowing soul needs to keep up with the things, which are
continually moving. The etymological explanations of other "knowledge"
words correspond to the same basic view.
' EmUT~J1.TJ

is the only word repeated, and corrected, in the

section later in the dialogue where Socrates, in order to refute the thesis that all
etymologies indicate flux, explains a new batch of "knowledge" words (437a):

aKOlT(D~EV 8~ EC aUTWV avaAa~ovTES' TTPWTOV ~EV T01JTO TO ovo~a, T~V
"E1TLaT~~TjV," wS' a~<pl~oAOV KaL ~aAAOV EOLKE aTj~alVOVTL OTL 'LaTTjaLv

~~wv ETTt. TOlS' TTpay~aaL T~V l/Jux~v ~ OTL aU~TTEpL<PEPETaL, KaL

Op80TEPOV EaTLV waTTEp

vuv aUTou

T~V apx~v AEYELV ~aAAOV ~

E~~aAAOVTaS' TO h "hETTLaT~~TjV," ana T~V E~~OA~V TTOL~aaa8aL aVTL

TTlS' EV T4J

37

El EV T4J LWTa.

Here I try to stay as close as possible to the typographical devises used in the new OCT,

accepting Schmidt's emendation. See also Sedley (1998a) 151 n 40 for this and
meaning "aspirate" .

E~pciAAELV
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How does ETTlUT~f.lll make our soul stand still by the things if they are moving,
and there is no indication that Plato (or Plato's Socrates) claimed that the
things, as opposed to the ideas, were still? The answer comes in the etymology
proposed for LUTopLa immediately after the passage just quoted (437b):

ETTEL Ta

~

"lGTOpla" atJTO TTOU GT)flalvEL OTL LGTT)GL TC)v poDv.

The words dealt with in this section all relate to a mental state relevant to
knowing (the other are: ~E~aLOV, TTlUTOV and f.lv~f.lll) .. IUTopLa is therefore,
most probably, in the same category. The issue is that knowledge is stable and
certain and in this respect, at least, it does not follow the flow of things .
. IUTopla is what establishes the link between ETTlUT~ f.lll and the poDs of the
perceptible world. Once the flow has been stopped and we have stable
information (a possible translation of LUTopla) about things, knowledge or
understanding (depending on how

We

want to translate ETiLUT~f.lll) stops our

soul by the things. This distinction is in many ways similar to the one in
Heraclitus, if we assume, as is not unlikely, that it is possible to have the
LUTopla without the ETTlUT~f.lll.38

3. Some tragic problems.

Of the cognates of LUTOPlll Herodotus uses the verb LUTOPELV most frequently.
The verb is fairly common in tragedy, where it used by Aeschylus, Sophocles
and Euripides, in general meaning "to ask". It is not in any way obvious, if

38lt

must be emphasized, returning to the distinction Sedley draws between exegetical and

philosophical correctness, that this is still exegetical and not philosophical.

_......
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possible at all, to refer this meaning back to an idea of seeing or, indeed,
knowing. The one who knows needs not ask. 39 Discussing the etymology of the
verb

LO"TOPELV

LO"TOPELV

Szemerenyi ((1972) 243-6), taking as his starting-point that

can mean both "to know" and "to ask" from its earliest recorded uses

and that these senses do not cohere and are even contradictory, proposes that
we are actually dealing with two different words, one derived from *w( e )idand the other from the Indo-European root *ais-, "to seek".4O Apart from its
initial implausibility, this theory also suffers from misunderstanding the key
evidence, and particularly the star witness, Aeschylus' Eumenides 455 (Orestes
to Athena):

'APYElOS EL[1L, TIaTEpa 8' LaTopElS KaAws,
'AyaIlE[1vOV', clv8pwv vau~aTwv clp[10aTOpa,

KTA.

Even though many have taken this to mean "you know my father well ,,41 , the
phrase probably means something like "it is good that )Iou ask about my
father"42. There is no reason to see a radical break in meaning here between
knowing and asking. There are two other places in Aeschylus where

LO"TOPELV

is often understood as meaning "know", Persians 454 and Agamemnon 676. In
the Persians 447f. the messenger describes to the queen how Xerxes had sent a
group of men to Salamis in order to make an easy killing of the Greek force.

39 Particularly on the traditional way of understanding verbs in --£w, as denoting the condition
or actuality of what is expressed in the stem.
40 He takes the meaning of *w( e) id- to be "to know" and of *ais- to be "to seek". See
Szemerenyi (1960) 232-238 for a discussion of *ais- . He turns this into a typical account of
Ionia as the cradle of science, from where the *ais- variety of LUTOPELV comes, and the more
dogmatic Athens (not his term), where the native homonymous LUTOPELV is of the *w( e) idvariety.
41 E.g. Lloyd-Jones (1970) and Sommerstein (1989) 161.
42 See e.g. Verrall (1908) ad loco and Snell (1978) 36-7.
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They were promptly slaughtered in the most ignominious way. In this context
he says about Xerxes (454):
KaKWS TO IlEA.AOV laTOpWv.

Does this mean that he knew badly what was to come43 , or does it say that he
was a bad student of the future, that he asked badly, meaning that he was bad at
strategy? Similar to the previous example there is no need to see the one
possibility excluding the other.

In Agamemnon 636-680 the herald brings news of his escape
from a storm on see, in which also Agamemnon was caught. He assures the
chorus (Clytemnestra has just left the stage) that Agamemnon is also safely
back (674-7):
MEVEAEWV yap ovv
TTPWTOV TE Kat. IlclALaTa TTpoa86Ka 1l0AElV.

El 8' ovv TlS clKTt.S TJALOU VLV laTopEl
Kat. (WVTa Kat. ~AETTOVTa, KTA.

Here, also, LaTopElv is usually taken to mean "know"44 but, again it can just as
well mean "learn about".45 There is , therefore, no need to claim a radical
difference in meaning between these uses of LaTopElv in Aeschylus.
If, for comparison, we look at the use of the verb

In

the

Hippocratic Corpus we find it in the treatises On the Seed, On the Nature of the

Child and Diseases IV (8, 7; 48, 3) meaning "proofs" or "indicates", where it is

43 E.g.

Broadhead (1960) 131.

"an abnormal usage" Denniston and Page (1957) ad loc., referring to the passages from Pers
and Eu for parallels.
45 Cf. Eduard Fraenkel (1978) commentary ad loc. He translates: " ... for as Menelaus is
44

concerned, first and chiefly thou must suppose that he is back again. But if any ray of the sun
does descry him safe and sound, ... " Fraenkel seems to approach here the later Hellenistic use
of LUTOPELV in the sense of reporting.
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obviously used in conjunction with the frequently used LaToplov, "proof" or
"evidence". These treatises are usually dated to the late fifth century, and
therefore not far removed from the material I am dealing with here (see chapter
Ill). It is later used in the post-Epicurean Precepts meaning "to ask/inquire". It

is therefore obvious that the explanatory force of going back to stems and roots
is limited, and that we have to be particularly careful in dealing with the
earliest material. It only gives us few and precious glimpses of a vast area and
we must treat them as such. 46

4. HerHist I, proem etc.

Now I will turn to a closer reading of the proem of Herodotus in the light of the
foregoing. It must be kept in mind that I do not intend this to be a general
discussion of Herodotus' methodology or about his work in general. This is a
close reading of the proem, and the chapters immediately following, trying to
see how and whether it recalls an older model Herodotus, the announced author
of the work, can be said to refer to. I will also compare his proem with the
proems of Hecataeus and Thucydides, as well as the new-Simonides, as they
show marked differences from his.

46

I am not claiming that linguists are not aware of this . Only that this element is often brushed

aside by scholars looking into the essential meaning of key words. E.g. Sauge (1992) passim,
cf. Thomas (1995) .
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'Hpo8oTOU 'AALKapVTlooEOS LOTOPLTlS (hT08E~LS ~8E, WS IlTJTE Ta
YEVOIlEva E~ clv8pWTTWV T41 XPOV4> E~L TTlAa YEVTlTaL, IlTJTE Epya IlEyaAa
TE Kat. 8WUIlaOTa, Ta IlEV "EAATlOL, Ta 8E ~ap~apOLaL clTT08EX8EVTa,
aKAEa YEVTlTaL, Ta TE clAAa Kat. 8L' ~V alTLTlV ETTOAEIlTlOaV clAATJAOLaL.

As far as can be said that Herodotus' Histories have a Greek title, LUTOPL 11S'
(hro8E~LS'

is it. But Herodotus would not have regarded himself as a historian,

LUTOPLKOS' ,47 as nothing of the sort existed in his time. He has similar status for

history as Aristotle has for zoology and the Hippocratics for medicine. From
the point of view of later generations they either fathered these disciplines or
saved them from (superstitious) speculation. 48 He was an enquirer, but of what?
The great and remarkable deeds of Greeks and barbarians and, among other
things (TCi TE aAAa KaL ),49 the reason why they fought each other. Why does
he want to do that? So that these things will not be forgotten. He describes his
role as preservative. But he is not going to preserve everything from the past in
a systematic account, only what already, according to him, is noteworthy or
glorious, i.e. the Epya IlEYclAa TE KaL 8wullaunl . He does not want these
Epya to become aKAEG. The concept of renown or glory (KAEOS') was essential

to the heroes of epic poetry and even the rationale of it, by keeping alive the

!

Probably coined by Aristotle and first found in his Po ch 9. Thomas (2000) argues that
Herodotus, by using LOTOPLTj, is using the fashionable vocabulary of contemporary "science",
by which she basically means the Hippocratics. But as Herodotus uses the verb most

.I

47

:I

frequently, and in the same way as it is used in tragedy, it might just as well be argued that he
is using a vocabulary that was more common in Athens . It is regrettable that I have not been
able to deal sufficiently with the tragedians and that Sauge, who does, is too obsessed with
establishing his pet "meaning" for LOTOpl.U.
48 Not many people working in these fields today would recognize that any of these ancient
writers were doing what they themselves are doing now. From their point of view the fathers
and saviors of history, medicine and biology still belong to a pre-scientific period.
49 Most translators take this to mean "more particularly", "primarily" or "especially" . But it
does not have to contain so much emphasis. I prefer the weak translation "among other things".
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memory of people and their actions. 50 This paragraph (i.e. the proem) has been
much discussed in Herodotean scholarship, where the last part (from TCi TE
aAAa KaL) has particularly been a source of trouble. Grammatically it fits
awkwardly with the rest. Without it the statement could be taken to refer
exclusively to the ethnographic parts of the Histories. It has even been
suggested that it was not included in the introductory statement in its original
form which, according to this view, was written before Herodotus conceived of
the war as his central theme. 51 This is in support of Jacoby's (1913) analytic
reading of the Histories, according to which Herodotus started as an
"ethnographer" (much like Hecataeus), but later, realizing the importance of
the Persian Wars, made them his central subject. 52 This is all in the realm of
speculation. What is important is that it is included in the work as we have it
and belongs- to -Herodotus'
announced
LCJTOPL11S'
---- - -(hT68E~lS'.
--Another important question relating to this sentence is: what does
aLTL 11 ("responsibility", "cause") mean? It is repeated in the line immediately
following. "Learned Persians (A6YlOl) say that the Phoenicians are responsible
(a'Lnol) for the difference".53 There follow, meticulously laid out in a temporal

Achilles has to choose between a long life in obscurity or to die young with KAEOS'. Romilly
(1985) 60: "The first historian still sees it as his task to render excellence immortal - as had
Pindar."
51 Hommel (1981). In his (Hommel's) "original" version, where Ta flEV "EAATjUl, Ta OE
~ap~clpolUl cmooEx8EVTa is also removed, it looks like this:
. HPOOOTOU . AAlKapVTjUUEOS' LUTOPLTjS' cmOOE~lS' ~OE,
WS' fl~TE Ta YEvoflEva E~ av8pwTTwv Tt\) XPOV41 E~LTTjAa YEVTjTal,
fl~TE Epya flEyclAa TE KaL 8wuflaUTcl aKAEU YEVTjTal
According to Hommel, Herodotus in his final edition, after he had written the Histories with
the war at its centre, hurriedly added some words to announce the war as a central subject. He
has problems explaining why Herodotus was in such a hUrry.
52 Connor's developmental version of Nagy's interpretation also points to this, Connor (1993).
See below.
53 Repeating a key word (in this case aLTLTj/aLnol) from a proem in the sentence immediately
following is a common practice in epic poetry. This shows, according to Kirscher (1965), how
deeply indebted Herodotus was to the epic form of narrative. But is it only common in epic
poetry?
50
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order (with IlETG Taiha's), divided into first (I, 2, 1) and second (1, 2, 2)
injustice, four different abductions: of 10, by the Phoenicians; Europe by some
Greeks; Medea by the Greeks; and Helen by Patis, which resulted in the Trojan
war which again made the Persians enemies of the Greeks. A sttiking feature of
this account is the rationalising nature of it. This is purely secular womanstealing -

which Herodotus mockingly dismisses as not being a serious

offence (I, 4, 1). Herodotus concludes this discussion by putting the largest
blame on the Greeks, as they invaded Asia by attacking and sacking Troy
(which was not justified by mere women stealing). This whole discussion 54 is
then dismissed as irrelevant by Herodotus in I, 5, 3, sometimes called "the
second proem":

Taiha flEV vuv ITEpaaL TE Kat. <l>OlVlKES' AEyoual . EYW BE TTEPt. flEV
T01JTWV OUK EPXOflaL EPEWV wS' OUTWS' ~ aAAwS' KWS' Taum EYEVETO,

TOV

BE olBa aUTOS' TTpGlTOV iJTTcip~aVTa aBlKWV EPYWV ES' TO US' "EAATWaS',
TOVTOV aT]fl~vaS' TTpO~~aO\-1aL ES' TO TTp6aw
flEyciAa aaTEa av8pWTTWV

TOU AO/,OU

6\-10lWS' flLKpa Kat.

ETTE~lWV.

It has even been claimed (by no less authorities than Felix Jacoby and Simon

Homblower), particularly with regard to oloa alJT()S' , that this paragraph marks
the beginning of histotical wtiting. 55 This is supported with reference to the fact
that the author here, for the first time, speaks in the first person and as such
takes a critical stand towards the traditional stories of the Greeks. He could,
therefore, be seen here to be delimiting historical time within which he believes

54

This aitiological game was, according to Evans (1991) 39, a stock in trade of the MYLOL, and

parodied by Aristophanes (Acham 514-34). It is an open question whether Aristophanes is
parodying Herodotus only or whether they might both be parodying the AOYLOL. Asheri (1999)
ad loc. reads this as the first digression: "In realta, la «causa» e il tema della prima
digressione." Does that mean that these stories are just for fun? Do they not underline a theme
of the Histories, the friction between east and west, and thus serve a serious purpose? See
Harrison (2000a) 200.
55

This begs too many questions about what "history" is, questions I need not get into here.
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himself able to claim knowledge about the things he writes about. And even if
we do not want to go this far in positive statements about the nature of
historical time or when the writing of history began (did it really begin
precisely in Herodotus I, 5, 3), we might want to accept the more particular
claim that this passage delimits the scope of Herodotus' L<JTOpLT).56
In the chapter immediately following (1, 6) he claims that Croesus
the Lydian was the "first foreigner as far as we know" (OUTOS 6 KPOL<JOS
~ap~cipwv TTPWTOS TWV ~l1ElS tOl1EV

) to come into direct contact with the

Greeks, who, up to that time, had been free (EAEV8EpOL). Is Herodotus drawing
a line, a temporal line, between what belongs to knowable history and what lies
in the realm of pure stories? Between history and mythology? Support for this
has been sought in Ill, 122,2:

TIoAuKpaTT]S yap EaTL TTPWTOS TWV ~flElS LOflEV 'EAA~VWV, os
8aAaaaOKpaTEElV ETTEVO~8T], TTapEC Ml.vW TE TOU Kvwaal.ou Kal. EL o~ TLS
aAAos TTpOTEPOS TOUTOU r,PCE Tlls 8aAciaaT]S' TfjS OE cw8pWTTlll.llS
AEYOflEVT]S YEVEllS TIoAuKpaTT]S TTPWTWS, EATTI.Oas TTOAAclS EXWV 'Iwvl T]S
TE Kal. v~awv apCELV.

Of the so-called "human generation" Polycrates was the first to control the sea.
In other contexts Minos is a fully legitimate figure in the story Herodotus is
telling (1, 171, 2-3; 173, 2-3; VII, 169, 2; 171, 1). This distinction may,
therefore, have more to do with the kind of persons we are dealing with than
the nature of the time they were living in. Herodotus is not sceptical about the
existence of Minos, nor does he seem to doubt whether he controlled the sea or

Hartog (1991) vi; but see Romm (1998) 24 for a somewhat different appraisal: "His opening
question about aitie is answered not by a Thucydides-style analysis but by his own choice of a
starting point for the narrative: the moment at which Asian imperialism, in its relentless quest
for new territory, first encroached upon the outer fringes of the Greek world."
56
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not. He just belongs to another generation -

he was not human. 57 This might

though still imply a temporal framework. Polycrates and Croesus were both
active after the middle of the sixth century, which means that Herodotus would
be dealing with a tradition going two or three generations back.58 But if we
return to book one, and how Herodotus continues his narrative, having
identified Croesus as the first, he immediately plunges far beyond Croesus. The
Cimmerians attacked the Greeks before Croesus and in I, 15 he goes even
further back, when he claims that Gyges also attacked the Greek poleis in Asia
Minor. These were definitively not gods, and there is no indication that he
doubts any of these stories. They are just as much a part of his LO'TOPL 11 as the
story of Croesus.
And if the phrase np0hos

TWV ~f1.ELS

'L8f1.EV is anything to go by,

it appears that Herodotus finds no trouble using it of people who lived long
before Croesus. Arion was the first, as far as we know, to compose and name
the dithyrambos (I, 23, 7), the Lydians were the first to use gold and silver
currency (I, 94, 1) and Gyges was the first foreigner, as far as we know, to
place offerings in Delphi, i.e. the first after Midas (I, 14, 2). That Herodotus
may have had some evidence to back up these stories, e.g. the offerings he saw
in Delphi, does not change the fact that in principle there is nothing wrong in
claiming knowledge about very ancient persons and events. And as far as
Herodotus' LOTOPL 11 goes, we will see in the next chapter that Herodotus applies
LO'TOPL 11 in dealing with very ancient stories, i.e. Heracles and Helen.

57

See Vandiver (1991) 144-148.

With the exception of the information he gets in Egypt from the Egyptians and when there is
some visible evidence to support a story. See Rhodes (1994) 159 and Shimron (1973) 47, who
argues that Herodotus seems to have been satisfied with information he received from oral

58

sources that reached two to three generations back. When it was within this time frame he was
ready to refer to it by oL8a. This is supported by the study of Thomas (1989) 123-131,
according to which the leading families in Greece seem to have had detailed traditions for only
three or four generations back. But see Murray (1987).
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But why Croesus, then? The attacks of the Cimmerians, of Gyges
and his sons until the time of Croesus are described as raids. Croesus, on the
other hand, subjugated the Greek pole is and had them pay tax, apart from those
he befriended. And he was preparing to attack the islands (1, 27, 1).59 Excluding
the "old stories" his was the first serious contact with Greece.
It is clear from the "second" proem, as well as from the "first",
that Herodotus is not exclusively interested in the war and the causes of it. 60
The war belongs to the remarkable works of men, but there are other
remarkable things as well that deserve to be preserved. This is amply borne out
in the rest of the work. Even though it is possible to interpret every
ethnographic digression as having a function in the overall narrative of the
great war, it would be going too far to claim that it was their only function. The
description of Egypt is not just there to show what a great country the Persians
managed to submit to their rule, which again shows what a great power Persia
was. It does this as well, but it is not its only function in the narrative. Egypt
was also interesting for its own sake, i.e. apart from its role in the History of
Herodotus. Looking at the History as a whole, from above as it were, we can
see how the Egyptian logos fits into the overall scheme of the narrative. But
that is not all the Egyptian logos is about.

5. New-Simonides on Plataea.

Until recently the earliest extant example of a work dealing with the Persian
wars was the Persians of Aeschylus, performed 472 in Athens. The action of

59

60

See Harrison (2000a) 201-2.
Contra Nagy (1990b) 250.
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the play takes place at the court of Xerxes around the time the news of the
defeat at Salamis are reaching the court, and it ends with Xerxes returning
home a beaten man in torn robes. Before he arrives, at the end of the play, we
hear news of the war from a messenger, who just about managed to escape
from Greece. We are told that the best of the Persians died shamefully, by the
most inglorious fate (8UCJ"KAEE<JTCh4l 1l0P4l, 444), we hear about the fate of
various noteworthy Persians, mostly killed, and the role of the Athenians is
stressed. 61 This is a celebration of the Greek victory by showing the effect it
had on the other side. 62 Through the reconstructions of Parsons and West we
now, since 1992, have a part of a poem by Simonides on the battle of Plataea
that is probably earlier than Aeschylus' Persians. Simonides' account seems to
be from a Spartan perspective. From Herodotus we learn how hard it was for
the Greek poieis to work together in their defence. And the alliance did not last
long. The Athenians controlled the Delian League, militarily and financially,
carrying on the defence against Persia. 63 The Spartans were not a part of this
alliance and the relations between Athens and Sparta, never good, deteriorated
rapidly. The result we read about in Thucydides. One thing the Athenians and
Spartans did not agree on were their respective roles in the great war. This was
important for the internal struggle of Athens and Sparta, as it involved looking
for support from the other Greek poieis. Being regarded as the defender of
Greece was a weapon in the battle for support within Greece. With the
increased self-interested domination of Athens over the League the

See Harrison (2000b) 61-65 and Cartledge ed. (1998) 173-4 for important qualifications to
this view.
62 On the competitive nature of KAEOS, see Goldhill (1991) 70.
63 See e.g. Homblower (1983) ch. 2.
61
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relationships within it also began to sour. This is the atmosphere in which
Herodotus is writing, supporting the Athenian case. 64
We do not have much more than the proem of Simonides'
Elegy,65 but it shows some very interesting characteristics. The text, as
reconstructed by Parsons and West,66 starts with a hymn describing the fate of
Achilles 67 (1_8 68), goes on to describe the sacking of Troy (9-12) and the
homecoming of the Danaians (13-14). It then (15-18) refers to the immortal
fame (ci8a]l!aTOV ... KAE os) they have been granted by Homer, OS lTap'
LOlT]AoKaIlWV 8E~aTo I1LEp18[WV/ mlaav aATj]8ELT)V .69 The poet then bids
farewell to Achilles and his lot (19-20) and, after the transitional formula
almlp E'Y~ (20),70 asks the Muse to become his ally (ElTLKOUPOV, 20) in
celebrating those who fought for Sparta (and Greece?7l) so that they will get
immortal glory (Kal KAEOS ci]1!8p~1T4l1! [EaaET]c;t~ ci8avaTo <V>, 28,72 cf. 15).

64

Or as a friendly critic, if he meant the Athenians in particular to learn from the tragedy of

Persian expansionism.
65 And only a part of it. Less than half the width of the column is preserved. It must also be
stressed that the reconstruction is based on the narrative in Herodotus and that there is a
considerable risk of circularity here .
66 West (1992=W2) and Parsons (1992) . For a description of the reconstruction process, see
Rutherford (1996).
67 Unusual subject for a proem. But his cult status as a hero is well known, and he was even
venerated as a god by some. See Homrnel (1980). It is possible that the poem was composed
for a performance at a celebration of the victory over Xerxes at some shrine of Achilles . See
West (1993) 5.
68 Line numbers refer to Fll in W2.
69 West also suggests YllPUV ~-] Sdllv, "divine song", but see Od XI 507 .
70 On this formula as used here, see Obbink (1996), Rutherford (1996) 182. Parsons (1994) 122
says that with alJT(lp EY4> "the old heroes move into the hymn, new heroes occupy the
narrative." See also Kranz (1961) 11-12.
71 Line 25:
]v, 0'1. LTHlPT [
ap . West's proposal for the
lacuna is: [lll TE Kai.' EAMol OOUAlOV ~Il). Whether it is only the Spartans, the Spartans and
some other specific polis or the Spartans and the Greeks in general Simonides is referring to is
impossible to establish. But it is interesting that the Spartans have such a prominent position in
the proem. Lines 29 ff. describe the route of the Spartan army to Plataea. I repeat that it should
not be forgotten that the reconstruction of the "New-Simonides" is based on Herodotus.
72 In avSpwTIWV only Sp can be seen. Of the rest almost nothing is visible, judging by the
pictures in Arethusa 20/1-2(1996) x. Note in particular that KAEOS' is a part of the reconstruction
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Simonides thus explicitly compares and

contra~ts

his own poem

with Homer's. He has the same objective as Homer, i.e. to glorify and make
immortal the deeds of the Greeks (if lines 15 and 28 are properly
reconstructed). What Homer did for the heroes at Troy, Simonides will do for
the heroes from Plataea. But whereas Homer, according to Simonides, received
the whole truth 73 from the Muses, Simonides needs the Muse only to assist him.
He is not a medium through which the Muses speak, guaranteeing the truth of
the account. This can partly be explained by a different attitude towards poetry.
Already Hesiod claims that the Muses can deceive/ 4 though he happens to
receive the truth from them,75 and the attitude towards them changes radically
through the archaic period. The role of the Muse(s) in Stesichorous and Pindar,
for instance, has become even more problematic,76 and it eventually becomes a
literary convention to call upon the Muses for inspiration. 77 But this is not the
whole story, at least as far as Simonides is concerned. The Persian wars took
place in his own lifetime. He was, therefore, unlike Homer,78 writing about
contemporary events. In addition to that, Simonides was well known
throughout antiquity for having invented a mnemonic technique and he thereby
made the Muses redundant. As Detienne puts it: " ... with Simonides, memory

and that one of the reasons for suggesting KAEOS' is probably that there is something immortal
missing which belongs to men.
73 Or the divine song, see n 85.
74 Theogony 27-28 .
75

Kranz (1961) 13: "Jene nachtliche Vision hat Hesiod dazu gefiihrt, gleich zu Werkanfang die

Stimme tiber sich selbst berichtend zu erheben, gegen den ionischen Brauch, und wenn er dabei
die ihm personlich Erschienenen sagen laBt, sie wtiBten viel Falsches zu sagen, das dem
Wahren nur ahnlich ist, doch auch, wenn sie wollten, die Wahrheit zu verktinden, so muB hier
die Meinung sein: ihm werden sie zum Unterschied von anderen Dichtern - auch zum
Unterschied von Odysseus T 203 - das Wahre sagen."
76 Cf. Pindar's "Provide abundance of it [sc. aOloav] from my llijTLS''' Nem 3.9.
77 Nagy (1989) 23-24. According to Finkelberg's recent study on the use of the Muses in elegy,
they were only invoked on occasions "on which the poet finds himself engaged in evoking past
events, whether traditional or historical." Finkelberg (1998) 162. Cf. Plato's Phaedrus 245a.
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became a secularised technique, a psychological faculty available to all via
definite rules that brought it within everyone's reach. ,,79 He was also among the
first poets to practise poetry as a craft, celebrating humans, as opposed to gods
or heroes, and charging for it. sO Poetry as a craft should be distinguished from
inspired poetry, e.g. the Homeric singers,S1 "for whom speaking Aletheia came
as naturally as breathing. "S2

It is interesting to compare this with Choirilos and how he
embarks on his epic account of the Persian wars. S3 He most probably based it
on Herodotus,s4 when he re-established the genre of epic poetry as epic history
by writing about the Persian wars. S5 Aristotle quotes these as the opening lines
of Choiriloss6 : ~YEO

1l0L

Myov aAAov, 07TWS' 'Aal TlS' a7TO yal TlS' ~A.8EV ES'

EupW7TTlv 7TOA.EIlOS' IlEyaS' . Why "another logos"? In a scholion to this (PEG

78

Cf. Il2.485-6: UIlElS' yap SEat EOTE, mipEOTE TE, LaTE TE mivTa, ~[lElS' 8E KAEOS'

olov clKOUOIlEV, OU8E
79

Tl

'(8IlEV. See also Ibycus fr. 263 Page, 23-6.

Detienne (1996) 110. Cf. Calame (1995) 78 : "In the absence of a mnemonic technique

backed up by some system of writing, the production of the text must depend solely on the
poet's memory, which is made divine by inspiration."
80

See H. Frankel (1962) 346; Segal (1989) . Ibycus' on Polycrates (263 Page) is another well-

known example. See Goldhill (1991) 116-19; Bowra (1961) 250-57 for a somewhat pessimistic
interpretation of this development.
81

See Finkelberg (1998) passim. She is concerned with the rise of fiction in ancient Greece,

and distinguishes between what she calls "poetics of truth" and "poetics of fiction", also called
"the 'inspiratin:art' dichotomy" with a clash at some point in the fifth century (21). See also
Nagy (1989) 23-4, who distinguishes between aoidos and poetes, the first being divinely
inspired and the second "a master of tee/me" . Aristotle's Poetics marks the culmination of this
trend.
82 Detienne (1996) 109.
83

Hermeias, commenting on Plato's Phdr 245a, takes Choirilos as an example of a poet who

relies on TEXVT] as opposed to IlUVlU. See for the identification of this Choirilos as the Samian,
as opposed to the Iasian, Hollis (2000) .
84

Huxley (1969). Choirilos, if he based his account on Herodotus, is an extreme case of a poet

as a craftsman. He put on verse what was already written in prose!
85

According to the Suda (pEG Tl), he and Herodotus were lovers . It is not clear how extensive

Choirilos' poem was. Did it only involve the invasion of Xerxes? The invasions of both
Daraios and Xerxes? Possibly some ethnographic material as well? It is called by different
names in the sources, among them : PEG T6: XOlPlAOU
IlEpa[lKci] PEG Tl: ~' AST]vulwV VlKT] KUTa 3Ep~OU.

TTOL~IlUTU BUp~UPlKci'

MT]8lK[ci]'
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F2) Choirilos is quoted as complaining that he has nowhere to go, as
everything has been used up. He refers, enviously as it seems, to the blessed
one, who was a servant of the Muses and skilful in song, when the meadow
was unshorn. 87 All he, and his fellow poets, are left with are arts that have
reached their limits (TTElPUTU TExvm), and they have nowhere to go. They
look around and everything is already taken. This must mean that, as Choirilos
saw it or at least wanted to present it, the traditional subjects of epic poetry had
been more than adequately treated, and that he, therefore, must turn towards
more recent events. He uses the Persian Wars as a substitute. In this way he
stresses that this is an unusual subject for epic poetry and he seeks justification
for this. But this is hardly all there is to it. By writing about the Persian wars in
epic verse he is giving them the status of what deserves treatment in epic
poetry, i.e. he is saying that the Persian wars deserve the same treatment, and
status, as the Trojan War. Simonides, on the other hand, by choosing another
form, elegy, stresses the difference between himself and Homer (cf. U1JT(IP
EyW).88 While Choirilos seems happy to embrace the old model of epic poetry
for his treatment of the Persian Wars,89 Simonides stresses his independence
from this -

but at the same time stressing that he wants to do for the heroes of

Plataea what Homer, relying on the Muses, did for the heroes from Troy.
Common to Simonides and Choirilos, as well as Herodotus, is that they deal
with events that took place in recent human memory.
There are some obvious similarities between Herodotus and
Simonides. They are both concerned with the KAEOS' of past deeds, but whereas

86 Rh III, 14,6 (pEG Fl). He does not mention Choirilos by name here, but as he has just
before talked about him, it is generally assumed that these lines are by Choirilos.
87" A llaKUP, Duns ErW KELVOV Xp6vov tOPlS aOlo~s, Mouuawv SEaTTwv, DT ' aKllPuTos
~v En AElllWV . He is here describing the epic poet, not himself, as a servant of the Muses.
Contra Finkelberg.
88 See Stehle (1996).
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Simonides seems to be bestowing KAE os on the Greek heroes Herodotus is
concerned with preserving the KAEOS that is already there. He does not want
past deeds (Epya) to become clKAEU. And it is not only the glory of Greece he is
interested in, as he puts barbarian deeds on an equal footing with Greek deeds.
In addition, there is no indication in Simonides that he was interested in why
the Greeks and barbarians fought each other. His is a celebration, as Aeschylus'
tragedy is a celebration, and not a critical appraisal of the tradition. Which is
not to say his account is not interested. Quite the contrary. But the role of
LaTopL T) in Herodotus' proem points to something different, an explicit
recognition of proceeding according to a method. In particular the combination
of LaTopL T) and aL TL T) indicates that something significantly different is going

Writing about the Persian wars Herodotus and the rest were not
processing raw data. Right from the end of the war it was subject to celebration
in song, paintings, buildings and stories told about it. Each version was
according to the interest of the author, or the interest of the patron. This might
be the function of the Persian and Phoenician logoi at the start of Herodotus

Histories. They show us, the readers, from the start that stories about important
events are never straight. 9J This is the condition he works in.92

Instead of "modernizing the old" he "archaized the new". HaiiJ3Ier (1976) 78.
90 Romm (1998) 20: "If the central segment of Herodotus's opening sentence reads like
something Homer might have said, the clauses on either side [i.e. those including lUTOPLT] and
at TLT]] are distinctly un-Homeric."
91 As Dewald (1999) 224-6 has recently argued. This might be reflected in Herodotus' use of
the term ChPEKElT] instead of ci.KpL~Ela. See e.g. Lateiner (1989) 10 n 20.
92 See e.g. Murray (1996) 367.
89
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6. Herodotus the logios.

But this view has been challenged by Nagy93, who has proposed a new
interpretation of Herodotus, comparing and contrasting him to Pindar and more
generally the poetry of praise. The relation of LaTopL 11 to at TL 11 in Herodotus'
proem plays the leading part in his interpretation. Nagy finds Herodotus more
related to Pindar and his poetry of praise than is commonly assumed. Pindar
and Herodotus are presented as competitors to be the masters of the Homeric
"tradition",94 respectively in the media of poetry and prose. Pindar as an aOL80s
and Herodotus as a A.6yLOS. The comparison and confrontation of Pindar with
Herodotus are admittedly a part of a larger study,95 but Nagy makes some fairly
substantial claims about Herodotus, based in particular on the first few lines of
his work. According to Nagy's approach the question of what a "composition"
says about its "performance or potential performance" as well as what it says
about "whoever is the composer"96 is fundamental. "What makes words
authoritative is the value that a given society attaches to their performance ....
The notion of authoritative speech ... is conveyed in Greek by such key words

93

Nagy (1987) and (1990b). Connor (1993) argues a case similar to Nagy's. According to him,

Herodotus uses the Homeric notion of'LCJTWP as a model for himself in navigating through the
discrepant local traditions of the Greeks. This supposedly explains his practice of relating
different versions and then choosing one; cases where he relates absurd stories without
showing any incredulity - he didn't have alternative accounts to choose between; why
Thucydides and Xenophon avoided the term lOTOplO . Connor, then, turns this into a
developmental hypothesis: Herodotus started by using the model of the '(OTWp, but faced with
the problems and limitations it posed, changed his ways and felt increasingly free to express his
own views. "The historian asserts the right to investigate topics that he knows are important for
the proper memorialisations of his subject." (15, my emphasis) Note that enquiry and proper
memorialisation are what Herodotus does when he has freed himself from the model Of'LOTWp.
I concentrate on Nagy in the present discussion, as he is more consistent in his methodology.
94

"Tradition" is one of the most basic concepts in Nagy's approach but difficult to pin down.

95

His perspective is Indo-European linguistics explicitly modeled on Benveniste. Nagy on

Indo-European linguistics: "the attempt to reconstruct a proto-language translates into an
attempt to recover various patterns in society as articulated by language." Nagy (1990a). His
modest attempt is to do this for Greek society.
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as ainos."97 In the introduction Nagy has the following summary of ch. 8, one
of his key chapters on Herodotus. 98 "The prime example of early Greek prose is
the discourse of Herodotus, whose language makes it implicit that he is a logios
'master of speech', a description that is pertinent to the dichotomy, made
explicit in Pindar's language, between logios 'master of speech' and aoidos
'master of song'. The prose of Herodotus, like the poetry and song of the ainos,
is a speech act of authority.,,99 Nagy's claim is, therefore, that Herodotus is
working within the dichotomy of aOLoos and AO/,LOS and presenting himself as
a A.O/,LOS. This dichotomy must, on Nagy's account, have been a pattern in
Greek society at the time Herodotus was composing his narrative, and made
explicit by Pindar. lOo What is happening, according to Nagy, is that Herodotus,
as well as Pindar, is trying to appropriate the "discourse" of Homer by claiming
identity with it. And he does this as a A.O/,LOS in opposition to an aOLoos,
represented by Pindar.
Nagy relies heavily on the proem of Herodotus and the lines
immediately following for his interpretation. It has long been recognized that
this has some essential similarities with the Homeric proems. This is usually
explained by the fact that Homer was the only literary precursor Herodotus
could to model his large scale narrative of the war on. But Nagy's theory of
appropriation goes much further. In the proem Herodotus announces as the
subject of his LCJTOPL TlS aiT08E~LS the glorious deeds of both Greeks and
barbarians and among them (or in particular) what was the reason, or who was
responsible, (aLTL Tl) for them fighting each other. In the first line of ch. 1
(immediately after the proem) he talks about what the Persian and Phoenician

96

Nagy (1990b) 9.

Ibidem. I follow Nagy's typographical methods in the quotations from him .
An enlarged edition of Nagy (1987).
99 Nagy (1 990b) 13.
97

98

100

Whether this is a justified reading of Pindar is another question.
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AOYLOL have said about the reasons for this enmity. Nagy takes this to be
implicitly saying that Herodotus is a AOYLOS'. 10\ And AOYLOS' is surely among
Nagy's performative/authoritative words. The argument must be (there is no
argument for this in Nagy) that, as Herodotus is himself inquiring into the
reasons for the enmity, that is doing the same as the Persian and Phoenician

AOYLOL, he is implying that he is himself a AOYLOS'. But a serious problem for
this particular interpretation of Herodotus, as opposed to a general criticism of
Nagy's approach, is the fact that Herodotus dismisses the arguments of the

AOYLOL in I, 5, 3, three Oxford pages into the work.102 Here he claims only to be
interested in what he himself knows about the subject. He seems, therefore, to
distance himself from the tradition of the AOYLOL. It is difficult to argue from
this that the discourse of Herodotus is, implicitly or explicitly, claiming the
authority of the AOYLOS', "master of speech" as opposed to that of the aOL8oS',
"master of song". 103
Another related issue in the "Homeric strand" of Herodotus is the
subject matter of his arro8ECLS'. The purpose of it is that the deeds of Greeks
and Barbarians alike won't become inglorious. This Nagy relates to Homer and
Pindar, and correctly so. Herodotus has this purpose in common with Pindar
and Homer, as well as Simonides and many more. But Nagy completely
ignores the differences between these authors when he discusses the issue. He
seems to assume that as they are all interested in the KAEOS' of past deeds they

101

In his reply to objections in Arethusa 20/1-2 (1996): 210, Nagy says: " .. . the syntax of the

transition from the proem to the first sentence of the Histories proper is for us explicit evidence
that Herodotus considered himself a logios. It is only for Herodotus that this consideration is
implicit, not explicit." (Italics mine.) He goes on to say that he thinks Herodotus had the likes
of Hecataeus in mind when he used the word ~6YLOL .
102 Cf. Hartog (1991): vi, referring to Nagy (1987).
103 This is in addition to problems to do with Nagy's rendering of A6yLOS as "master of prose".
He finds it "anachronistic" to translate A6YLOL in Herodotus 1,1,1 as "historians". I agree. But

the only scholar he can find to argue against on this point is Famell (1932) 116! But it is not
self-evident that, because it does not mean "historians", it must mean "masters of prose".
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are basically doing the same.104 Above I tried to show througi:l the comparison
of Herodotus and Simonides that they are doing essentially different things,
even though they share some objectives.
So much for the Homeric strand of Herodotus. Nagy also finds a
Hesiodic strand in him. This has to do with the theme of the just king in
Hesiod's Erga, but oddly enough the argument must start in Homer's Iliad and
hardly involves Hesiod at all. Nagy refers here to the passages from the Iliad
discussed above. This is a "Hesiodic" strand, as Nagy needs to read the figure
of leJTWp into the discussion of the just king in Hesiod's Erga. 105 This Hesiodic
strand is, according to Nagy, very much present in the proem. Herodotus also
uses LGTOPLTl in conjunction with alTLTl. This means, according to Nagy, that
the stated purpose of the entire narrative of Herodotus is to inquire into the
cause of the enmity between Greeks and Barbarians. 106 There is a way to read
the Histories as being largely concerned with who is responsible for the war
between Greeks and barbarians, in so far as it is about the expansion of the
Persian empire, or the Barbarians in general,107 and its unavoidable clash with
Greece?108 This interpretation requires us to take the notion of responsibility or
cause (alTLTl) very broadly.109 It is important to distinguish between the explicit

104 Cf. Goldhill (1991) 72.
105

Gagarin (1986) does the same in his account of the quasi-judicial ways of settling disputes

in archaic Greece. He does not, though, have Nagy's problem of identifying this with an
institution of the '(GTWp.
106"The juridical aspect of Herodotean narrative [sic] - that it can establish who is aitios
'responsible' for the ultimate struggle between Hellenes and Persians - is articulated already in
the proem of the Histories , in that the purpose of the entire narrative is said to be an inquiry
into the aitia 'cause' of that struggle." Nagy (1990b) 250. Note that Nagy translates i.GTOpLT]
with "inquiry", even though he wants to argue that it really means "arbitration" .
107 Herodotus does not start his narrative with Cyrus the Persian, but Croesus the Lydian and
his ancestors .
108 E .g. Evans (1991) 7.

109 Evans (1991) 33: "But in fact, Herodotus made no consistent effort to discern over who was
guilty of causing the war, in spite of his announced intention in his proem, for it had no bearing
upon the fundamental cause of Persian expansionism."
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discussion of who is to blame in 1.1 -4 and the theme of Persian expansionism
that runs through the work, especially since this theme is not obviously
connected with the discussion of aL TL Y] in the proem and the following
chapters. Herodotus introduces the theme of who is to blame, discusses what
the Persian and Phoenician A,0YLOL have said about it, gives his own answer
(Croesus the Lydian) and goes on with his narrative. It seems hard to conclude
from this that the function of the entire narrative is to inquire into who is to
blame. Even less plausible is Nagy's approach. He deduces from the proem and
the first line of I, 1, 1 what the function of the entire narrative is.
The strength of Nagy's methodology is to read Herodotus purely
on the surface and draw comparisons to Homer, Hesiod and Pindar. He thus
sees the link between LO'TOPL Y] and aL TL Y] in the proem as evidence of an
appropriation of a Homeric discourse. His weakness is not paying due attention
to the surface of the texts he is reading. Homer does not, in Iliad XVIII or

resorts to reading the "ultimate juridical problem" of the Iliad, i.e. who is
responsible for the anger between Agamemnon and Achilles, into the scene on
the shield of Achilles. IIO But this is not purely a surface reading. In addition
Nagy faces problems of why this kind of reading does not apply to more
authors than Herodotus. What about Aristotle, for instance? He explicitly
connects LO'TopLa not only with aLTLa but also with a7To8EL~LS' (HA 491a7-11;

PA 646a8-12; APr 46a17-27). Nagy is forced to draw an arbitrary temporal line
after Herodotus in order to avoid these problems.
In sections 1-3 I tried to show how manifold the material we are
dealing with is, when we try to find what Herodotus might be referring back to
by his use of LO'TOpLy]. He might be relying on Homer as an inspiration for the
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overall narrative frame of his Histories, without referring to him by his use of

L<JTOplTj. III The Histories are not a one-dimensional work, and Herodotus had a
wealth of material, both written and oral, to inspire him.1I2 The term L<JTOPlTj he
might have used inspired by Ionian natural philosophy1l3, Hippocratic
medicine, the use of the verb in tragedy, or a combination of these. But as soon
as he had used it in such a prominent place as the proem it was bound to
influence the way later authors thought about their enterprise, be it in "history"
or "natural history". All this material is invaluable to understand Herodotus'
background. But there is no way any of these early uses of the L<JTOPvocabulary can provide anything like a key to what Herodotus was doing.
What it shows is a great variety of meanings and uses when it comes to L<JTOp-.
This again points to the importance of Herodotus for the later history of

L<JTOplTj. It is he who brought it to its prominence and focused its meaning.

7. Herodotus proem and Hecataeus FGrH I, F 1.

Now I will turn to the two authors who are usually thought to be most relevant
to an interpretation of Herodotus, namely Hecataeus and Thucydides. Felix
Jacoby told a great, and still very influential, story about the development of
historiography in ancient Greece. According to this story Herodotus' only
predecessor was Hecataeus from Miletus. Herodotus followed in his footsteps,

110 As a general interpretation of the Shield this is not bad, and indeed what Anderson (1976)
did.
111 Romm (1998) 16-22.

Particularly if we accept Fowler's (1996) attempt to reverse the judgement of Jacoby
concerning the date of the historians mentioned in Dionysius from Halicamassus (Th 5.1 :
Usener-Radermacher I 330.7) as being either Herodotus' contemporaries or even older than
him.
112
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started as a geo/ethnographer but slowly realised the importance of the Persian
invasion and Greece's victory over Xerxes. He turned his attention to this event
and wrote its history. Thucydides came along and completed the
development. 114 Hecataeus was, undoubtedly, one of the most important
influences on Herodotus, in that he wrote about foreign people and their
customs and geography as well as about the traditional tales of the Greeks.
Herodotus knew his work well, and frequently criticises him. This is not the
place for a thorough comparison of Herodotus and Hecataeus, but comparing
the proem of Herodotus to Hecataeus FGrH I F1, in a sense a parallel text, does
reveal some essential similarities.
Hecataeus opened his account of the Genealogies with the following
words (FGrH I F1; Fowler F 1):115

. EKaTaloS' MlAT]aloS' til8E IlU8ELTaL' ni8E ypci<j>w, wS' 1l0l 80KEl GATj8Ea
EIVaL' ot yap' EAAT]VWV A6yOL TTOAAOL TE Kal YEAolol, wS' EIlOl
<j>aLvOVTaL, ElaLv.

What AOYOL? Stories of the past, stories of heroes, gods and people, and their
interactions. Each polis had its own "mythical" tradition, and someone like
Hecataeus, who travelled and described the world, was bound to hear many
tales. But why are they laughable? Are they laughable because they are many?
If the number of tales makes them laughable it can only be if a number of tales

about the same subject tell a different story about it. Locally the tales, e.g.
about Heracles, had independent life and there was no authority (a book or
something else) that could keep a check on the tradition. This multiplicity of

Though I must admit to some scepticism about the value of this category.
114 According to the Suda (Fowler T 1) Hecataeus was the first to write LCJTOPlU in prose.
115 Demetr Eloc 12. Demetrius quotes this as an example of the "disconnected" style
113

(OLl]PllIlEVll), characteristic for early prose and Herodotus in particular.
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discrepant tales must have been an impetus to rationalization or
systematisation. And not just within the Greek world, but also in a universal
perspective. Hecataeus travelled abroad, e.g. to Egypt, and there he also found
different tales, i.e. tales different from the Greek tales. We would not be
worried about the Egyptian "mythology" being different from our "religious"
tales, but a Greek who, on the one hand, believed there only was one universal
truth about gods and heroes, and, on the other, was tolerant towards different
traditions (as someone who had experienced the discrepant tales of the Greek

poZeis) must have reacted to a totally different tradition abroad as he believed it
to be about the same heroes and gods. But how? Are the Greek tales laughable
compared to the tales found in other countries,116 or because they are internally
discrepant ll7 ? Or both at once? There is a third possibility. Hecataeus might
have found the tales laughable because he personally found them incredible (or
irrational). The absurdity of the tales is, according to this view, the result of
Hecataeus' rationalism, i.e. his frame of mind, and the multiplicity and
discrepancy of the tales is only corroborative. ll8 The tales are absurd or
unbelievable before he compares them with other tales. Thus Hecataeus, for
instance, corrects a tale about Herac1es as it cannot be true viewed in the light
of his knowledge of geography (he had travelled the world),ll9 and in another
place he claims that Cerberus was not a dog who guarded the gates of Hades
but rather a snake in the desert. l20 Dionysius from Halicarnassus says that
Hecataeus was uncritical of the tales he heard and that he reported them as he

Cf. Momigliano (1990) 32.
Cf. Detienne (1981) 134-145.
118 Brillante (1990) 126 n 9.

116
117

119 Arr An n, 16,5 (FGrH IF 26). In this case it is difficult to see what part of the argument
belongs to Arrian and what to Hecataeus. Herodotus could be just as dismissive of Greek
MyOl, cf. n, 45, 1 on Heracles: AEYOVGL DE: "lTOAAcl Kai aAAa aVE"lTWKE"lTTEWS oL "EAATjVES
He goes on to refer to this as a l-lu80s. I discuss this in chapter n.
120 Paus Ill, 25,5 (FGrH I F 27). Pausanias describes this as being ELKom.
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heard them (Th ch. 5). Discussing the Pygmies he does just that. 121 He reports a
fantastic tale exactly as he heard it. But he is not uncritical. He claims that it is
an unbelievable tale but, as he does not know how to correct it, he just tells it
as he heard it. 122 It must be kept in mind that Dionysius wanted to reserve the
credit for critically evaluating tradition to Thucydides, and that he claimed that
every historian before Thucydides was uncritical. 123
What are we to make of this? Hecataeus was not without a
critical mind (who is?), but what was the degree and nature of his criticism? In
frg. 1 he claims that he is going to tell what seems true to him. This claim to
truth in relation to the multiplicity of tales is very important. There is only one
possible truth, only one story can be true. This is a challenge to anyone
interested in his own past history or tradition. The self-confident Hecataeus
claimed to know the truth of the matter. Herodotus does not claim, in his
proem, that he knows the truth but only that he is going to tell what he has
found out. \Ve must also note the difference in how they introduce themselves.
Hecataeus presents himself in the nominative as the subject of the verb "to say"
and stresses his own personal point of view on the Greek traditional tales as
well as his confidence in having attained the truth. Herodotus, on the other
hand, presents himself in the genitive to LCJTOPlTl, which again is in the genitive
to ciTT68E~LS'. The work is a presentation of Herodotus' LO"TOPl Tl. As an author
Herodotus presents himself at two removes from his subject, and between him
and the account is LO"TOPl Tl. There is thus much more stress on the person of the
author in Hecataeus' proem. He, personally, is the arbiter (or master) of truth.

121

Eust Ill, 6 (FGrH I F 328).

122

yd.oLOV I1EV KaL

ov m6avov, AEYETm oE.

Contra A.B. L10yd (1975) 135-136. Cf.

Herodotus n, 123; V, 85-88.
123 ElTELTa KaTU TO I1T]OEV aVTD l1u6woES lTpoautjlm
[se. 80UKUOLOT]S), I1T]O' Els UlTUTT]V
KaL YOT]TElaV TWV lTOAAWV EKTpEtjlaL T~V ypa<l>~v, WS oL lTPO aVTou lTUVTES ElTOLT]aav,

... ch. 6. (Usener-Radermaeher I, 333, 3-5 .)
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"They are all wrong, but I can tell you the truth of the matter."I24 But it must be
noted that Hecataeus' polemical and arrogant tone does not exclude critical
intuition or the ability to critically evaluate different traditions. And he could
refer to the multiplicity of versions for support. But his method to get at the
truth was to rationalize the tales he heard, with his own sense of what is
possible and likely to have happened, partly based on his geographical
knowledge, as a criterion. The contrast is with Herodotus' stress on the
mediating role of LUTOPlTj, which is why, after all, why we know history as
"history".125

8. Herodotus' proem and Thucydides' ditto.

The first words of Thucydides' book are:

00UKUOLOllS •A811va'ios ~uvEypal\JE

TOV

TTOAEIlOV TWV I1EAoTTovvlloLWV Kat

•A811vaLwv, ws ErTOAElllloav TTPOS OAAijAOUS, ap~ollEvOS Eu8us
Ka8wTallEVOU Kat EATTLoas IlEyav TE Eow8m Kat a~LOAoYWTaTOV TWV
TTPOYEyEvllllEVWV

Like Hecataeus and Herodotus, Thucydides introduces himself by name and
city, his city being particularly important as it is one of the opposing parties in

124

Pohlenz (1973) 2: "Wahrend aber der selbstbewu~te Hekataios jedenfalls in seinem

genealogischen Werke seine Legitimation einfach auf die Uberlegenheit seiner subjektiven
Einsicht griindet, erklart Herodot, er wolle darJegen, was er erkundet hat . .. .. Cf. Calame
(1995) 92-3.
125 Thomas (2000) 163 : "What is clear, is that Herodotus calls Hecataeus a logopoios along
with Aesop (Il 143.1; V 36.2; Il 134.3) - rather than a sophist or a sophos or any other
possibility - and that his use of historie of his own work suggests that he wished to present it
in a different light."
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the war he writes about and in which he took an active part.126 Thucydides'
subject is a war, just as the central subject of Herodotus' narrative, as well as
Homer's, was a war, and Thucydides' claim that his war is more memorable
than other wars in the past must, to a significant degree, be polemically aimed
at Herodotus, his literary predecessor and near contemporary.127 In the first
twenty chapters of book one (the so-called Archaeology128) Thucydides argues
for this claim (as well as for the importance of sea power) on the ground that
Athens and Sparta were both, by that time, great powers. The most significant
difference, from a historiographical point of view, between the wars of
Herodotus and Thucydides is that whereas Herodotus' war was an event of the
past, Thucydides chronicled the events of his war as they happened.
Thucydides thus chose a subject, a historical subject, before it happened or was
completed (at least he claims to have done so).
There is another important contrast to Herodotus in Thucydides'
introductory statement. Thucydides collected and \vrote dov./n (the history of)

the war. Herodotus uses

dTT68E~LS'

which means "showing forth" or

"performance" and does not imply writing. 129 In Marcellinus' Life of

126

"For an Athenian, the natural expression would be TIOAElloS' 6 TIpoS' TOUS'

DEAOTIOVVTjUlOUS' "the war against the Peloponnesians", and perhaps a trace of this can be seen
in his mentioning the Peloponnesians first." Hornblower (1991) ad loc oThucydides tries to
represent himself as an impartial reporter. Herodotus also belonged to one part of a conflict,
but he was composing his work only for this part, i.e . the Greeks, and not for the other part, i.e.
the Persians. But even he does not describe it as the "war against the Persians" but as "an
inquiry into why the Greeks and Barbarians fought each other". The perspective is universal,
and he also presents himself as an impartial reporter.
127

Hellanicus should also be mentioned. He is the only rival Thucydides mentions by name (1,

97,2).
128

Not in our sense, but meaning "an account of early events".

129

Rosen (1993) has argued that aTI60E~lS' as used in Herodotus' proem is not the aTI60E~lS' of

aTIOOElKIJUIJUl but the aTI60E~lS' of aTIooEXEa8Ul, "accept" or "receive". One might want to
combine this with Con nor's understanding Of'lUTWP in Herodotus, as the judge who chooses
between alternative accounts. But see Erbse (1997).
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Thucydides 130 (54) it is said that when Herodotus recited a part of his work
Thucydides heard him and wept (aK01J<JGS E8aKpu<JEv). Thucydides says in I
22.4:

Kat. ES IlEv aKpoaaLV '(aws TO 1lT] IlU8WOES aUTwv aTEpm~aTEpov
<paLVElTaL' oaOL oE ~OUA~aOVTaL TWV TE YEVOIlEVWV TO aa<pES aKOTIElV
Kat. TWV IlEAAOVTWV TIOTE aU8LS KaTcl TO av8pwTILvov TOLOUTWV KaL
TIapaTIAT)aLWV EaEa8aL, W<pEALlla KPlVELV aUTCl apKOUVTWS E~EL. KT~lla TE
ES aLd IlclnOV ~ aYWVWlla ES TO TIapaxp~lla aKOUELV ~UYKELTaL.

Thucydides' claim is that he did not write his work trying to please or to
achieve immediate fame, but intending it to be useful. l3l One is reminded of his
description of the plague where his pronounced intention is to describe it so
that one can recognize it if it breaks out again. So too with historical events.
Human nature being what it is, they tend to repeat themselves. Thanks to his
describing how they happen, one can use his work in the future to detect the
same kind of events when they are in the process of happening. He, therefore,
writes his History, as accurately as possible,132 and is not concerned with
displaying it to the general pUblic. l33 This is most probably a covert criticism of
Herodotus. It is interesting that Thucydides is claiming for his narrative similar
use as a medical writing. It is definitely not for pleasure.

130

134

Late fifth century CE.

Herodotus was a popular subject in parodies, but Thucydides not.
As h: twice repeats earlier in chapter 22. The word is aKpl~Ela in the empiricist (everything
included), and not the mathematical (simple deduction), sense.
133 This does not mean that his work was never read out in any context. But Thucydides claims
131

132

that that is not its essential function, without excluding the possibility of it being read out.
134 Calame (1995) 93 detects already in the proem, by the combination of the third person and
the verb in aorist together with the absence of the deictic, the essential narrative nature of
Thucydides' history.
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9. The fame, the shame: the tomb.

I have tried to pick out some of the most important differences between these
three authors, but there are no less revealing similarities. All three introduce
themselves in the third person, with a name and a place attached to it. The
place can be important to indicate the sympathies in the context of war, but it is
more important as an identifier of the author for the individual he is. An
individual essentially belongs to a place, and the place takes pride in him -

if

he is worth it.

Thomas Highgate from Sidcup had fought at the battle of Mons and survived,
but was later found hiding in a barn dressed in clothes he had taken from a
scarecrow. He was executed for desertion on September the eighth, 1914, the
first of around 300 men to die this way during the First World War.
Consequently his name was left out when, in 1922, a memorial was erected in
his hometown, Shoreham, to those who fought and died during the war. On the
fourteenth of March 2000 it was decided, by a vote in Shoreham (the first of its
kind), that his name should be included on the memorial. "For years after
Private Highgate, 19, was convicted of abandoning Queen's Own Royal West
Kent Regiment, mention of his name in Shoreham was a taboo. His family is
thought to have left the village in shame, and when the memorial was erected
in 1922 no thought was given to including his name. The names of three of his
brothers who subsequently died in action are honoured on a monument in
Sidcup.,,135 Shoreham did not want to recognize its son, nor his family. This
example is about faming or shaming your family and home town by your

Adrian Lee in The Times, March 15 (2000) 11. Did the family move to Sidcup and live there
pretending that Thomas never existed?
135
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actions in battle, also the primary example of KAEOS' in the Greek context,
together with athletic victories which made Pindar rich. It thus reflects on the
discussion above on KAEOS' in Homer and Simonides. But it also shows the
importance of the monument in this context, funerary or otherwise. Jasper
Svenbro has argued that the three proems discussed above are in a sense
"monumental inscriptions", a bit like "funerary monuments" .136 They identify
the author with his work, which is his claim to fame. The result of this, in the
case of Herodotus, is that the term LUTOPLT] became the name for the discipline
Herodotus was recognized as the father of.
A recently (1995) discovered inscription from about the middle of
the second century BeE shows just how successful Herodotus was in his
hometown. 13? It starts by asking Aphrodite to enumerate all those who bring
honour to Halicamassus. Herodotus is mentioned first among the writers with
the words:

• Hp68oTOS 6 TTE(OS EV i.oToplmoL "0I111POS

136

Svenbro (1993) 150. "The works of all these historians thus bear monumental inscriptions in

the sense that, seen "from the outside" (this is the first phrase that permits the reader to enter
into the work), they refer to their authors in the third person, as if they are absent." ef. also 150
n 17, and Hartog (1991) xv.
137

Editio princeps: Isager (1998). See also L1oyd-Jones (1999a-b) .
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11

Reported Knowledge

"For though in all places of the world, men should lay the foundation of their
houses on the sand, it could not thence be inferred, that so it ought to be."l This
is Hobbes' formulation of a common sentiment among enlightenment

philosophers about the relative value of history and philosophy. "Philosophy"
or "science", based on the faculty of reason, is infinitely more valuable than
history, based on the faculty of memory. The remark is made in the context of
civil, and not natural, history, as Hobbes is arguing against a position that uses
the historical fact that unlimited power of sovereignty has never existed to
argue for its impossibility. He replies by objecting to the relevance of history.2
But not only is it irrelevant, it can also be outright dangerous: "And as to
rebellion in particular against Monarchy; one of the most frequent causes of it,
is the Reading of the books of Policy, and Histories of the antient Greeks, and
Romans; . .. ,,3 History supplies second class knowledge, if knowledge at all, for
the feeble minded; knowledge they can use for destructive purposes because it

I
2

Leviathan ch. 20.
ef. Sorell (2000) 84.
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supplies them with reasons to act. Civil history has thus no (positive) role in
political philosophy, according the Hobbes of the Leviathan. 4 The case for
natural history is somewhat different. If an explanation of a natural
phenomenon is to be possible there has to be a history of this phenomenon.
Hobbes thus complains in De motu (209) that an adequate explanation of tides
is impossible because "there exists no history of the tides". But he was not very
interested in doing natural history himself. Hobbes differs from Francis Bacon
(whose secretary he was) in that for him, in the words of a recent study, "there
is no gradual transition from natural history to science by means of some
inductive generalisation."5 Natural history is, therefore, not a part of science
proper.
Hobbes' attitude, which he shared with many of his
contemporaries, is a part of the general criticism of tradition and authority,
particularly of scholasticism and the authority of Aristotle. He is an interesting
example as his first published work was a translation of and introduction to
Thucydides' History and among his latest writings was Behemoth, a history of
the English Civil War. The criticism of tradition from the perspective of reason
was not an invention of the Enlightenment. It was also a particular pastime of a
number of Greek thinkers. A wholesale refutation of all traditional, as well as
contemporary, wisdom to be replaced by a new system supplied by the author
in question was not uncomrnon. 6 But reason alone was not in all cases what
was to replace tradition. Perception, or your own personal experience, was

Leviathan ch. 29. See in particular Borot (1996) 309.
4 See e.g. Schumann (2000) 15.
5 Schumann (2000) 12, cf. also Borot (1996) 319.
6 See e.g. Lloyd (1987) 56-70 on "Greek Innovation and Egotism": "One after another, the
major pre-Socratic philosophers from Xenophanes onward, state or imply that no one else had
got the answer right, establishing their own presence in the text with copious criticisms of other
writers, their predecessors or contemporaries, named or unnamed, at the limit by criticisms of
what everybody else believed."
3
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another foundation for knowledge that had a problematic, though more
positive, relation with the past. If what I myself experience is the only secure
foundation for knowledge, what can I do with the reported knowledge of
people past? And this is not only a problem in relation to reports from or of the
past. Reported information from other, foreign, places has similar problems.
This chapter is about the nature and use of reported knowledge,
with particular emphasis on reports of and from the past. It is not about history,
in the sense of modem historiography.7 I will start with some instances of
LUTopLa where it is used to refer to reported knowledge and then proceed to
discuss Aristotle's Poetics 9 and 23, where Aristotle uses LUTopLa to refer to
what Herodotus was doing, approaching our sense of history. This is a difficult
text to use for what it says about history, as LUTopLa is used as the negative
pole of a comparison in order to underline the essential nature of poetry. But it
does introduce some of the most important systematic aspects of what LUTopLa
or history, both in the general and narrower sense, is essentially about
according to Aristotle. I then turn to Herodotus and the confrontation of two
pasts in book n. The past is a source of knowledge about the past as well as the
present and, possibly, the future, and in Egypt Herodotus discovered that the
Egyptian past was substantially different from the Greek past. The
consequences he draws from this are radical. In the last chapter I concentrated
on generic uses of LUTOPLll in Herodotus. This chapter focuses on its use where
Herodotus is explicitly doing LUTOpLll. This happens to be in book 11.
From history to Hippocratic medicine and the school of the Empiricists,
which, for a medical sect, had a particularly strong relation to the history of
medicine. For them the past held in store almost everything they needed to

7

Finley's classic "Myth, Memory and History" (Finley (1975) 12) makes this distinction and

concentrates on history as a systematic study. Given the strict definition of history Finley takes
as his departure, it is not surprising that he does not find it among the Greeks.
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know about medicine. But their relationship with the past was very complex
and, in any case, not static. Some of the key works of the Hippocratic corpus
also looked to the past for information about the practice of medicine as well as
to claim support for the status of TEXVT] for medicine. In the central argument
of On Ancient Medicine L<JTOPLT] is used of the collected knowledge or
information the TEXVT] is based on.

1. Oratory, poetry and i <JTOPL a: the use of examples.

In Isocrates' geriatric composition, the Panathenaicus, he constructs a reply,
from a Lacedaemonian, to 'vvhat he, Isocrates, has been saying. The
Lacedaemonian comments on the nature of Isocrates' "speech", which is,
according to him, deceptively simple on a first reading. On a close reading, on
the other ~and, it is very difficult, as it is full of l<JTopLa and CPLAo<JocpLa (246.6
Bensler; cf. also E p VIII, 4, 7). What Isocrates, the persona in the

Panathenaicus, has presented is largely a glorification of the past history of
Athens and, to some extent (cf. 232 Bensler), a vilification of the past history
of Sparta. He does this not just for the sake of reporting these histories, but in
order to press his well worn agenda of pan-Hellenism. He deliberates with
history.
Discussing deliberative oratory in Rhetoric I, 4 Aristotle lists five
subjects an orator must be able to deliberate about: income, war and peace, the
defence of the land, import and export and legislation (1359b19-23). Regarding
income (TTOpOL) it is necessary to be well acquainted with one's own TTOALS', its
resources and expenditures. But this is not enough (1359b30-32):
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Taum B' ou

flOVOV

EK Tfls TTEPi. Ta '(Bw EflTTELPLaS EvBEXETaL OUVOpo.v,

aAA' avaYKalOV Kat

TWV

TTapa TOlS aAAOLS EUPllflEVWV tOTOPLK()v ELVaL

TTPOS T~V TTEpt TOUTWV OUfl~OUAi]V.

It is also necessary to be a L<JTOPLKOS' about other pole is in order to deliberate
and give advice. This is not knowledge about the history of other people and
cities, but knowledge about how they go about running their city, including
infonnation about costs and means. It is less a particular kind of knowledge, as
knowledge (or being informed) about certain things, i.e. foreign affairs. s The
idea is more clearly formulated later, in discussing deliberation on lawgiving

(l360a30-37):

XPi]OLflOV BE TTPOS TaS VOflo8EaLas TO fl~
OUfl<PEPEL, EK

TWV

flOVOV

ETTaLELv TLS TTOALTEla

TTapEAllAu80Twv 8EwpouvTa, aAAa KaL TaS TTapa TOls

aAAoLs ElBEVaL, at miLaL TalS TTOLOLS apflOTTOUOW WOTE BflAOV on TTPOS'
flEV T~V VOflo8wLav at Tfls yfls TTEPLOBOL XPi]oLfloL (EVTEU8EV yap Aa~Elv
EGn TOUS

TWV

E8vwv \JOflOUS), npos BE TaS nO>,L nKaS oUfl~ou>,as at

TWV

TTEPi. TaS TTpa~ELS ypa<!>ovTwv tOTOpLaL' aTTavTa BE Taum TTOAL nKils aAA'
ou PllTopLKils EPYOV EOTLV.

It is not only useful to know about constitutions by speculation, but, as in the
case of income, this should include knowledge about other people's
constitutions. We get a <D<JTE OflAOV in two parts ([lEV ... oE). On the one hand
there is the use for lawgiving of travelling around the world (cf. Solon), on the
other there is the use of histories, written about TTpa(ELS', for political
deliberation .. I<JTopLaL contain infonnation and being a L<JTOPLKOS' consists in,
I take it, being informed. Even though this is all useful for rhetoric, it really

8 Pace

Grimaldi (1980) 95: "The main idea in LUTOPlKOV ElvaL is: a spirit of inquisitiveness,
eager curiosity about, research into." He bases this on the meaning of words in -lKOS': "a
capacity for, or tendency to."
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belongs to political science. 9 One of Aristotle's greatest collaborative
undertakings was the collection of constitutions and constitutional histories, of
which only the. Constitution of Athens exists.1O His work on political science,
the Politics, is based on this collection. These are, therefore, no empty words.
What I want to stress here, though, is the use of LaTop[a and LaTopLKoS' for
knowledge about what belongs to foreign lands and cultures. This is indeed
what the bulk of Herodotus' History is concerned with. It is obvious that
Herodotus is the source for some of the information in the AthPol (as well as in
the HA). And other writers are a source for other things in these works. Written
sources are a fully legitimate source of knowledge for Aristotle. ll The
travelling "historian" is thus invaluable. 12
Aristotle uses LaTop[a in the Poetics for narratives of events (AE'YELV

TCl 'YEvoIlEva), a sense similar to our "history". \3 As Aristotle says two
different, but related, things about history in chapters 9 and 23 it is imp0l1ant to
-------nllote-the-different-contexts-of-these-two-chapters~he_firstij-ve-chapteTs-oTlhe

Po discuss poetry in general and mimesis as it concerns different genres of
poetry, particularly epic and tragedy. Chapters 6 to 22 deal with tragedy, the
most perfect genre of poetry according to Aristotle. Epic, from which tragedy,
as well as history by some accounts l4 , developed, is then discussed and it is

Rhetoric is not a real science for Aristotle and, in other contexts, he does claim that it belongs
under political science, e.g. EN I, 2, 1094b3. See e.g. Most (1994) 168-9.
10 Possibly by Aristotle himself.
11 Zoepffel (1975) 27-8.
12 Cf. a disputed fragment of Democritus DK68B299 (Clem Strom I, 15,69): EYW oE TWV
KaT' Ef,WUTC)v av8pWTTWV yfW TTAElOTTW ETTETTAaVTjOaflTjv LOTopEwv Ta fl~KWTa KaL
ciEpaS' TE KaL YEaS' TTAElOTaS' doov Kat. AOYlWV avopwv TTAElOTWV ETT~Kouoa Kat.
ypaflflEwv OUV8EOlOS' flETG aTTOOEl~EWS' OUOElS' KW flE TTap~AAa~EV OUO ' oL AL YUTTTlWV
KaAEOflEVOL . ApTTEOOVclTTTaL' OUV TOLS' 0' ETTt. TTomv ETT' ETEn 0YOWKoVTa ETTt. ~ElVTjS'
EYEV~8TjV· . On the encyclopaedic nature of Democritus' work, see e.g. Salem (1996) 10-14,
who accepts the authenticity of this fragment.
13 For now I will concentrate on the Poetics.
14 See my chapter 1.
9
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within these two discussions that LO"TopLa is brought in for comparison.

ls

Before turning to chapter 9 it is important to be clear about the elements that
characterise poetry, and tragedy in particular, on Aristotle's theory, as this is
what the comparison is based on. Metre has nothing to do with it. Medicine in
verse would still be medicine and not poetry. Empedocles has nothing in
common with Homer except metre, the one is a poet the other a CPUaLOAOY0S'
(1447h17-20). More to the point, Herodotus would still be a historian if he had
written on verse (1451b2-4). What makes poetry poetry, is the plot (llu80S'), or
how its elements are put together (AEYW yap llu80v TOUTOV T~V O"UV8EO"LV
TWV

iTpaYIl<iTwv ) (1450a4-5). The mark of a good plot is that it is one whole:

it has a beginning, a middle and an end: a beginning is what does not
necessarily follow from something else, but naturally leads to something; an
end is what naturally occurs, either necessarily or usually (~ E( avaYKTlS' ~ E(
WS' EiTL TO iTOAU); what is in the middle both follows from and leads to
- - -- --ss-emet-fi-i-n-g- e-l-se-;--I-t-i-s-a-tln-i-t-y- (-l-4-58b2-5=3-1-)-. What- ma-k e-s- tra-gedy- more'- - - -- developed than' epic is the fact that a tragedy only has one plot, while epic has
many (1462b3-11). In the course of discussing the plot in tragedy Aristotle
claims, in chapter 8, that it is not sufficient for the unity of a plot to make it
concern one individual (iTOAAa yap Kal aiTELpa T0 EVL O"ull~aLvEL, E(

WV

EVLWV OVOEV EO"nv EV) (8, 1451a17-18). Not everything that befalls an
individual is relevant, let alone important, for a plot. 16 This is a particularly
important point to make in the context of tragedy, as it typically revolves
around the fate of one individual.

15 See Walbank (1960) 231 -2 on why Aristotle may have found a need to force the distinction
between tragedy and history, while comedy is not a problem. History and tragedy both have
their origin in epic poetry and share to a significant degree their subject matter. See also my
chapter 1.
16 See in particular Heath (1989) 42-3.
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In chapter 9 Aristotle turns to discussing the relation of poetry to
actual events,17 and in this context compares it to history (1451a36-bll):

<jlavEpov OE EK TWV ElpT1I1EVWV Kat on OU TO Ta YEvollEva AEYElV, TOUTO
TTOLT]TOU EPYOV EOTLV, aAA' ola
~ TO aVaYKaLOV.

av YEVOLTO Kat Ta OUVaTa KaTa TO ElKOS

6 yap LOTOPLKOS Kat 6 TTOLT]T~S OU T4>

AEYElV ~ allETpa OW<jlEPOUOLV ( E'LT] yap
TE9~VaL Kat ouoEV ~TTOV

~ EllllETpa

av Ta . HPOOOTOU ElS IlETpa

av E'LT] LOTopLa ns IlETa IlETPOU ~ aVEu

IlETpWV)' aAAa T01~JT(p OW<jlEPEl, T4> TOV IlEV Ta YEvollEva AEYELV, TOV oE
ola

av YEVOL TO. OLO Kat <jlLAOOO<jlWTEPOV Kat OTTOUOaLOTEPOV TTOL T]OLS

LOTopLas EOTLV' ~ IlEV yap TTOLT]OLS
Kae' EKaoTov AEYEL. Eonv oE KaeO)..OV
oUIl~aLvEL AEYELV ~ TTpciTTELV KaT

f.1o.Mov ni KaeO)..OV , ~ 0' LOTopLa

Ta

f.1EV, T4> TTOLl)) Ta TTo'La aTTa

aTO ElKOS ~ TO aVaYKalOV, OV

OToXci(ETaL ~ TTOLT]OLS ovollaTa ETTLTL9EIlEVTl' TO OE Kae' EKaoTOv, TL
. AAKL~LcioT]s ETTpa~Ev ~ TL ETTa9Ev.

The first thing to note here is that Aristotle is not claiming that poetry is in
some sense more true than history. It is more general, and as such it is more
philosophical. That it is more philosophical is incidental on it being more
universal. l8 The example of Alcibiades is used to illustrate the particularity of
history. Looking back to what Aristotle says about the individual in chapter 8,
the claim is that history records everything that an individual does and suffers,
and this does not make a plot. It does not mean, of course, that the doings and
sufferings of a historical individual can not be the subject of a plot. 19 It means
that the recording of an individual's life story does not automatically make it a
plot, understood as something that has a beginning, a middle and an end as
defined by Aristotle. A historical account can thus be true, in the sense of

Halliwell (1989) 153: "the understanding of poetry is aligned with the axis which runs
between the work of art and the world, not that between the artist and his work."
18 It is <pLAoa0<pwTEpOV because (yap) it is more universal. See Heath (1991) .
19 Heath (1989) 43 n 9.
17
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saying of what is that it is -

which is what it should do. 20 The second point is

that the general is obviously more valuable than the particular. Whatever the
precise emphasis of CJTTouomoTEpov, there is no doubt that it means that the
universal is more valuable or serious than the particular. 21
In chapter 23 Aristotle turns from tragedy to epic and makes the
same general claim about it as of tragedy. It has to have a dramatic plot, with a
beginning, a middle and an end (1459a21-29):

Kat. j.1~ 0j.10Las laTopLms Tas aUV8EaELS dvm, EV ats avaYKT] OUXt. j.1LUS
TIpa~EWS TIOLELa8m 8T]AWaLV aAA' EVOS Xp6vou, caa EV TOUT4l aUVE~TJ

TIEPt. Eva ~ TIAElOUS, <Dv EKaaTOV WS ETUXEV EXEL TIPOS aAATJAa. WaTIEp
yap KaTa TOUS aUTOUS Xp6vous ~ T' EV LaAaj.1lvL EYEVETO VaUj.1axLa Kat.
~ EV LLKEALQ. KapXTJ80VLWV j.1aXTJ OU8EV TIPOS TO aUTO aUVTELvouam

TEAOS, OUTW Kat. EV TOLS E<PE~fls Xp6VOLS EVLOTE YLVETm 8aTEpov j.1ETa
8aTEpov, E~ <Dv EV OU8EV YLVETm TEAOS.

Epic has a much grander scope than tragedy and contains many plots. In this
context Aristotle stresses a different aspect of history than in chapter 9. Within
a single period many things happen all over the place. But even important
things that happen consecutively are not necessarily related, and that one thing
follows from another is necessary for a plot. Concentrating on one period no
more helps towards a plot than concentrating on one individual.
An important point to note in this context is that this is not an
absolute distinction. 22 Poetry is not universal any more than history is

Contrast Finley (1975) 12: "It [history] tells us merely what Alcibiades did and suffered. It
establishes no truths. It has no serious function ." Truth is, of course, according to Aristotle a
more elevated concept than fact, and Finley is right in that AEYELV Ta YEvoflEva does not
express truth in the more elevated sense. Met Il, 993b19-24: op8ws 0' EXEL Kat TO KaAElG8m
T~V <pLAOG0<plav ETTLGT~W)v Tf]S UAT]8das ... OUK 'LGflEV OE TO UAT]8ES aVEu Tf]S at Tlas
Cf. also Top 105b30-31; APo 93a4; 94a20; Ph 184al-3.
21 Annstrong (1998) 448-9.
20

22

The Ila.;>.,;>.,ov in 1451 b7 goes both ways, as stressed by von Fritz (1958).
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particular. Poetry is more philosophical than history beql.Use it is more
universal. History is thus less universal and more particular. The distinction is
normative and focused on poetry, with history brought in as a negative
example. It is therefore brought in as the more familiar part in a comparison,
which in itself indicates how established L<JTopLa as history was at the time (cf.
also Isocrates above). But there are still substantial issues with L<JTopLa left.
Even though it can be more or less particular it is still essentially about the
particular: it is a recording of everything that an individual does and suffers or
everything that happens within a particular period of time. Every selection that
points to more general aspects is moving away from the historical towards the
philosophical, in Aristotle's sense. It is, therefore, doubtful to read this as a
critical comment on the actual writings of people like Herodotus 23 and,
Thucydides. The argument for unity and generality in poetry is not put forth as
a theory of the nature and aim of all literary compositions. The standards for

political deliberation it was, for instance, important to stick to the proper nature
of L<JTopLa. In order to deliberate with L<JTopLa the L<JTopLa has to be true (or at
least conceived to be true).
Aristotle himself has no problem with doing L<JTopLa. He bases his own
zoological studies on L<JTopLa, where its function is to express the particular.
But there he takes a second step, which is arguably more important, by using
this information to causally explain the facts gathered in the L<JTOPlaL?5 The
question is whether this second step is possible, or desirable, in history at all. It

23

Compare this remark from a recent book on Herodotus : "[Reading Herodotus] is to enter a

past world in which events have meaning not merely because they occurred, but because they
have been assembled, and in some cases transformed, by a writer of enormous wit,
imagination, and moral intelligence." Romm (1998) 4 (my emphasis).
24 Cf. Heath (1989) 38 and (1991).
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is difficult to say what Aristotle may have thought about thae6 , but many
historians after Aristotle argued for history being in significant respects
philosophical. 27
Before I take leave of Aristotle (until next chapter) there is one
thing about the particular in history worth emphasising. Alcibiades is the
example Aristotle uses. He is a single individual of the species. A historian
who wants to emphasise the philosophical (in Aristotle's sense) nature of
history has to emphasise the human, as in the species, element in history. As
Thucydides did. In the Historia Animalium Aristotle

' also stresses the

particular, but in this case it is not the individual, except as a perfect exemplar
of the species. He may base his descriptions of the Egyptian crocodile on
Herodotus, who may (or may not) have seen a single crocodile. But as a
description of a particular crocodile it is a description of it as a member of the
species. Aristotle may (or may not) have had only one run at the egg
- - -- --ee*per-iment-(-see-ehapter-IHj,----but-the-ciese-r-ipt-i-en-of- t-he- deve-1-opment- of- the- - - - - chick functions, and theoretically is, a description of the development of all
chicks (except abnormal ones). In this respect there is an important difference

25

See in particular APrl. 30. 46a17-27; HA 491a7-14; PA

n. 646a8-12. I discuss this in

chapters III and IV.
26

APo n, 11, 94a36-94b8 (cf. Herodotus V, 97-102) suggests that Aristotle thought it might be

possible to express historical causation in syllogistic form. This chapter of the APo has caused
commentators great trouble as it contains examples of demonstrations that do not work in a
syllogism. Ross (1949) 639 finds it utterly unsatisfactory and thinks it has not been worked out
properly. On p. 647 describes them as "quasi-syllogisms", though Barnes in his commentary
ad loc. finds the structure of the chapter "remarkably clear" , and thinks Aristotle has just landed
himself with a bad example. A curiosity: Barnes (1993) ad loc. 94a36 refers his readers to
Herodotus V, 97-102 "for the facts". Carl Hempel (1962) is, of course, well known for arguing
that the same kind of causal explanations should apply in history as in natural science.
27

See Walbank's classic review (1960) of how far Aristotle may have influenced later historical

writings, criticising von Fritz (1958). The development of more philosophical or tragic history
is not in question, but whether Aristotle was an important influence in this development is.
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between what Aristotle is here describing as L(JTOPLU and what he himself
practices in the zoological writings. 28

2. Herodotus on his and others'

t' (fTOPELV.

Aristotle and Herodotus agree that epic poetry is not concerned with relating
what actually happened (cf. Herodotus 11, 116). In so far as Herodotus
understood his own work as lCJTOPLTj, he uses a similar dichotomy as Aristotle:
he is trying to establish and present what actually happened while epic poetry
has other objectives. I will now turn to the "historian" Aristotle refers to in the

Poetics as lCJTOPLKOS-: Herodotus. I am less concerned with an overall
interpretation of his Histories as with analysing his use of LCJTOPL Tj and
LCJTOPELV. His use of these terms for his o\vn activity is largely confined to

book n. The second book of the Histories is divided at 99, 1 with the following
statement: 29

28

See e.g. Charles (2000) 279 nIl on Met VII, 10, 1035b27-31 on whether perceptible

substances can be defined : a "man" and "horse" as applied to individuals must be understood as
a composite of form and matter as universal (wS' Ka86Aou ). Is it the matter or the composite
whole that are to be understood as universal?
29 On the relation of seeing and hearing, discussing this passage among other, see Hartog
(1991) 271-282. Hartog (282) stresses that aKo~ is a source of knowledge for Herodotus just as
oljJLS' is, contrasting this with Thucydides. Luraghi (2001) is good on aKo~ but he muddles his
"discourses" by first calling Herodotus' authorial interventions the "discourse of i.GTOplTj" (141)
and then (242) subdividing into "three branches of the discourse of lGTOPlTj, i.e. /,VWIl-Tj, oljJlS',
and aKo~ ... ". II, 99, 1 is among Herodotus' best known authorial interventions and here
i.GTOplTj is on par with oljJLS' and /,vwIl-Tj, and it seems to take the place of aKo~ in Luraghi's
scheme. The two can not be identified, though (see my further discussion), but Luraghi is far
too schematic in his approach, cf. also on page 152: " ... I prefer to confine myself to the
objective observation that the discourse of i.GTOplTj, and the discourse of aKo~ as a subentity of
it, here [in book II] reach a peak of intensity." Herodotus' authorial interventions in book II do
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I1EXPl I1EV TOlJTOU Olj.!lS TE EI1~ Kat YVWI1T] Kat LOTOPlT] Taiha AEyOUOa
EOTl, TO 8E ano ToD8E AlYUTITlOUS EPXQl1aL Myous EPEWV KaT cl Tcl
TlKOUOV' npOOEOTaL 8E Tl atJTOlOl Kat T~S EI1~S Olj.!LOS.

Herodotus concentrates on the geography and customs of Egypt in the chapters
leading up to 99, but for the rest of the book he mostly treats its past history.3D
With this paragraph Herodotus makes a sharp distinction between these two
parts and, relating to it, between the status and value of them. The distinction is
in terms of method. He himself is responsible for the information in the first
part of book two, while he reports the past history of Egypt on the authority of
the Egyptians, though he corroborates some of it with his own observations. 3l
But the following account is by no means a passive AEYELV TCl AEyollEva. As
indicated Herodotus does corroborate some tales and in other cases he actively
engages in

LCJTOPELV,

notably on the fate of Helen (to which I will return). So

even though he is less actively engaged in the account following chapter 99 the

Below I will argue for a close connection between asking people and receiving
information from their answers. Accordingly LaTOpLT] is closely related to OKOT].

not objectively warrant such a clear distinction between discourses and particularly not a clear
distinction between the discourse of LOTOPl II and the subset, the discourse of OKO~.
30 There is another divide, a methodological marker, in Il, 147, 1: Taum IlEV vuv mho!.
At YUTTTlOl AEYOUOl, aoa DE o'LTE dnOl dv8pWTTOl KaL At YUTTTlOl AEYOUOl
0IlOAOYEovTEOS ToLOl dnOLOl KaTa TauTTjV TTlV XWPllv YEVE08aL, TauT' ~Dll <ppaow'
TTPOOEOTaL DE Tl mJToLOl Kat T~S EIl~S &/lLOS.
For the more recent history of Egypt
Herodotus has other sources than the Egyptians themselves. This more recent history is from
the start of the Saite dynasty, about the middle of the seventh century. Ionians and Carians (Il,
154) assisted Psammeticus in attaining the throne in Egypt. From this time on foreigners lived
in Egypt and "we know the later history accurately" (Ta UOTEPOV ETTlOTallE8a OTpEKEWS) (Il,
154,4). See e.g. Luce (1997) 22-23 about the threefold division of book Il.
31 See Calame (1998) for the importance of these authorial interventions for linking the
Egyptian and the Greek chronology.
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But Il, 99, 1 also indicates that there are different degrees of this, as the
infonnation he receives from the Egyptians does not qualify as LaTOpLTj.32
Herodotus' uses of LaTOpLTj and LaTopELv can be roughly divided
into his own engagement with LaTOpLTj/ELV and his ascriptions ofLaTOpLTj/ELV to
some of his protagonists. In addition there are general or methodological
statements, as in the proem, Il, 99, 1 and VII, 96, 1. Starting with Herodotus'
ascriptions, there is first I, 24, 7 about the Corinthian sailors, who had robbed
Arion and made him jump into the sea. They are summoned before Periander
and asked if they have anything to say about Arion (LaTopEEa8m El

TL

AEYOlEV iTEPi. 'ApLovoS ). In I, 61 we hear about Pisistratus, who does not
want to have children with his wife. He, therefore, has inappropriate
intercourse with her (ou KaTu VOIlOV). The wife, Megacles' daughter,
eventually told her mother, "perhaps under questioning perhaps not" (El: TE
LaTOpEUalJ ElTE Kai.

ov ). In I, 122, 1 Cyrus, who, as a child, has been living

- -- -- ----u7with- a-h-e rdsman- and-his-wife-for-ten- years,-rettlrns-t-o-his-parents,c-ambysis:- - - - - and Mandane, who ask him by what means he has survived (LaTopEov TE,
OTE0 TPOiT0 iTEpl YEVOl TO ). In Ill, 50-51 Herodotus writes about Periander
and his two sons. Periander has killed his wife, Melissa, and her father has
given his two grandsons by Melissa a clue as to Periander's guilt. The younger
boy is so distraught that he refuses to speak to his father and does not answer
any questions (LaTopEovTL TE AOYOV ou8Eva E8L8ou
him out and asked his elder son (LaTopEE TOV

50, 3). Periander drove

iTpEa~UTEpoV

51, 1) about what

Thomas (2000) 165, discussing lI, 99, 1: "Rather, he is distinguishing precisely his own
enquiries and sources of knowledge in exactly the language that was favoured by the early
32

Hippocratic writers and no doubt other contemporaries - the distinction between what you
can deduce from gnome, and what you can tell by experience, and via concepts used by the
natural philosophers ( . .. )." She does not seem to give LUTOPlT] much space, as she works with a
dichotomy between observation and speculation, and Thomas has a tendency to see LUTOPlT] in
terms of observation, as when she refers to LUTOPLOV in NatPuer 13 as "evidence, which is
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his grandfather had said. He claims not to remember, but Periander keeps
questioning him (LUTOpEWV 51, 1) until the boy gives in and tells his father. In
Ill, 77 Darius and his six companions have entered the palace to overthrow the
illegitimate power of the Magi. They managed to get through the gate without
suspicion, but inside the eunuchs, the kings messengers, asked them (u<pEaS'
LUTOpEOV) what they had come for, and while asking (aI-la LUTOPEOVTES') they
threatened the sentries at the gate for letting them in (77, 2). Finally in VII, 195
a Persian ship is captured and the Greeks ask the captives (oL "EAATjVES'
E~WTOpllUaVTES') about Xerxes' army. These are all plain instances of asking

or enquiring by words, and being answered by words, i.e. of finding out about
what you want by asking someone else . . IUTopELv in tragedy is used in the
same meaning (cf. my chapter I).
Before leaving this part of Herodotus' use of LUTOPELV and
LUTOPL Tj I will look more closely at I, 56, 1-2, where Croesus the Lydian is

believes to be good news from the oracle in Delphi, i.e. that the Lydians shall
remain in power until a mule (~I-lLOVOS') becomes king of the Medes: 33

TOUTOLal EA60uUl TOLaL ElTEaL

<'>

Kpot:uos TTOAAOV Tl j.1clALaTa mlvTwv

~u6Tj, EATTL(WV ~j.1LOVOV OUOOj.1cl clVT' clVOPOS ~OUlAEUUElV M~owv, OUo'

WV

aUTOS OUo' oL E~ OUTOU TTouuEu6aL KOTE T~S clpX~S. j.1ETcl oE TOUTO
E<PPOVTl(E

lUTOPEWV TOUS

QV

• EAA~VWV

ouvaTwTclToUS EOVTOS

TTpOUKT~UaL TO <pLAOUS. LUToPEWV oE EUPLaKE AOKEOaLj.10VLOUS TE Kat.

' A6TjvaLOUS TTPOEXOVTOS, TOUS j.1EV TOU 6WPlKOU YEVEOS, TOUS OE TOU
' IwvlKou.

seen" (165). But see also 166, where she argues that there is no "necessary relationship
between historie and a resort to visual evidence."
33 Cyrus was half Median, half Persian, and in that sense a ~f1(ovoS'.
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These are the only cases where LCJTOPELV does not obviously mean "ask" and on
a first reading one might want to translate "enquire", as indeed most translators
do. But it is equally clear that asking is what Herodotus must have in mind
here. We are hardly to think that Croesus made any other kind of enquiries.
And the continuation of this story confirms that asking is indeed what
Herodotus must mean in this passage. Herodotus relates the histories of Athens
and Sparta as Croesus was supposed to have been told them (rruv8civOflaL in
59, 1; 65,1; 69,1). By his enquiry, i.e. asking, he found out that the Athenians
and Spartans were the most powerful. But he apparently found out a lot more
about Athens and Sparta, which allowed him in the end to choose between
them.
If we look at Herodotus' uses of LCJTOPELV and LaTOpLTj of his own

enquiries a peculiar feature is immediately apparent. Of the eight instances
where he uses these words, excepting the three methodological or generic
-------'f>assage-s,aH-I3\;l-t--ofle-are-ff0m-book~I_I. 34 T-herei-sin-a-dditiuni-V-~t92~-;-whtchl

discuss below. Five of these are in the realm of geography (including IV, 192,
3) while the rest concern ancient Greek stories about Heracles and Helen. All
these uses are similar to the ones he ascribes to his protagonists, in that they
involve Herodotus asking someone about what he himself does not know. I
will deal with these areas of enquiry individually, starting with the Nile. My
thesis is that these, as well as some other enquiries in book two, add up to a
radical attack on Greek "history" as told by the great story tellers before
Herodotus'- in particular Homer and Hesiod.

Il, 19,3 (twice); 29,1; 34,1; 44, 5; 113, 1. There are in addition 118,1 and 119,3 where
Herodotus discusses the Egyptian's LOTOplaL. I discuss these below.

34
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3. The monumental Nile.

To the Greeks Egypt was a remarkable country. Everyone of any importance in
Greek intellectual history (Solon, Thales, Pythagoras, etc.) travelled to Egypt,
or so the story goes. The Egyptians were regarded as the oldest, or at least
among the oldest, people in the world (cf. Plato's Timaeus). They had many
remarkable things and monuments -

Epya -

not least the river Nile. 35 One

characteristic of the Nile that particularly caught the imagination was the fact
that the Nile flooded in summer and not in winter, as all other rivers. This is
the problem Herodotus poses in I1, 19. He asked (LUTOpEWV) the Egyptians
about this but they could not inform him. He also asked (LUTOpEOV) why there
was no breeze from the Nile, again in opposition to all other rivers. No one in
Egypt could explain this to him. His LUTOPELV came to nothing. He has,
therefore, to rely on YVWIlTJ, his intelligence. He was not the first to do that.

this phenomenon (Il, 20, 1). Herodotus dismisses three proposed explanations
in chapters 20-2236 and tentatively produces his own in chapter 2437. According
to his explanation the Nile does not overflow in the summer but dries up in the
winter, i.e. when there is winter in Greece. This drying up is caused by the sun,
which in winter is over Egypt. There is, therefore, nothing remarkable about
the Nile flooding in the summer, i.e. in the Greek summer.
One of the explanations he dismisses is particularly telling.
According to one theory the Nile shows its remarkable character somehow

Cf. Diodorus Siculus I, 37, 9 on "Nile" aptly ~eaning in Egyptian "water from darkness".
36 Il, 20, 2 the Etesian winds; Il, 21 Ocean (discussed below); Il, 22,1-4 melting snow. See
Thomas (2000) 184-189, comparing Il, 22 to NatPuerlMorb IV.
37 El oE oEl IlEluj;ullEvov YVWllas TaS npoKElllEvas aiJT()v TTEPl. TWV ci<jlavEwv YVWIlTJV
ciTTooE~aa8m, <jlpaaw Ol' 8 Tl 1l0l OOKEEl TTATJ8uw8m 6 NE'iAos TOU 8EpEOS. KTA. Cf. also
Il, 33, 2 on arguing by analogy from the visible to the invisible. See also my ch. Ill.
35
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because it flows from the Ocean (11, 21).38 But he has nothing but scorn over
for this theory (11, 23):

o BE TTEPL TOU 'OKEUVOU AE~US' ES' a</>uvES' TOV flu80v aVEVElKUS' OUK
EXEL EAEYKOV 39. OU yap TLVU EYWYE olBu TTOTUflClV 'OKEUVOV EOVTU,
"OflEPOU BE ij TLVU TWV TTPOTEPOV YEVOflEVWV TTOLllTEWV BOKEW TOUVOflU
EUPOVTU ES' TToLllaLV EaEvELKua8m.

Ocean is indeed mentioned by Homer and Hesiod 40 , but they may not be
Herodotus' primary objects of scorn (IV, 36, 2):

YEAW BE opwv YTlS' TTEPLOBouS' ypCh/JUVTUS' TTOAAOUS' ijBll KUL OUBEVU

VOOV

EXOVTWS' E~llYllaciflEvov. o'L 'OKEUVOV TE PEOVTU ypci</>ouaL TTEPL~ T~V
YTlV, Eouauv KUKAOTEPEU wS' ({TIO TOPVOV, KUt

T~V

'AaLllv TD EupwTTI:l

TTOLEUVTWV Law.

One of these map makers vvas Hecataeus (Anaximander a possible other), and
he stated that the Nile was connected with Ocean (FGrH I F 302), and he is
probably Herodotus' primary target, though the criticism is fonnulated in more
general terms. In 11, 23 it is the lack of evidence for the existence of a river
called Ocean encircling the world that he criticises (cf. IV, 8, 2) while in IV, 36
(and 42) it is the neat rationalism of the maps he objects to. On these maps the
continents are of equal sizes (cf. also IV, 42) etc., and Herodotus refuses to
admit a priori a symmetrical view of the world and thus "makes room for a new
kind of distant-world geography, based not on geometry but on what can be

Romm (1992) 33, and (1998) 89-91 on Herodotus' rejection of Ocean as the cornerstone of
his critique of archaic geography.
39 This is one of the earliest uses of EA.EYKOS, and this is the same kind of argument Thucydides
uses in I, 21, 1 against the stories of the logographers (avE~EAEYKTa). See Thomas (2000) 168,
defending Herodotus against Thucydidean criticisms.
40 IL XVIII, 607ff., XXI, 194 ff. and Hesiod's Th 338, where the Nile is said to originate in
Ocean.
38
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because it flows from the Ocean (11, 21).38 But he has nothing but scorn over
for this theory (11, 23):

o oE TTEPL TOU ' OKEaVOU AE~OS ES a</>ovES TC)IJ llu90v aVEVElKOS OUK
EXEL EAEYKOV 39. OU yap TWO EYWYE 0100 TTOTOIlC)IJ ' OKEOVOV E6vTa,
"OIlEPOU OE ~ TWO TWV TTp6TEPOV YEVOIlEVWV TTOLTjTEWV OOKEW TOUVOIlO
Eup6vTa ES TTOlTjalV EaEVElKaa9m.

Ocean is indeed mentioned by Homer and Hesiod 40 , but they may not be
Herodotus' primary objects of scorn (IV, 36, 2):

YEAW OE opwv yfls TTEPl600us ypaljJavTaS TTOAAOUS ~OTj KaL OUOEva v60v
Ex6vTWS E~llYTjaaIlEvov . 0'( ' OKEav6v TE PEOVTO ypa</>oual TTE Pl~ T~V
yflv, Eouaav KUKAOTEPEO ws am'.> T6pvov, KOL T~V 'AalTjV TB EUPWTT1:l
TTOlEUVTWV 'Law .

One of these map makers was Hecataeus (Anaximander a possible other), and
he stated that the Nile was connected with Ocean (FGrH I F 302), and he is
probably Herodotus' primary target, though the criticism is formulated in more
general terms. In 11, 23 it is the lack of evidence for the existence of a river
called Ocean encircling the world that he criticises (cf. IV, 8, 2) while in IV, 36
(and 42) it is the neat rationalism of the maps he objects to. On these maps the
continents are of equal sizes (cf. also IV, 42) etc., and Herodotus refuses to
admit a priori a symmetrical view of the world and thus "makes room for a new
kind of distant-world geography, based not on geometry but on what can be

Romm (1992) 33, and (1998) 89-91 on Herodotus' rejection of Ocean as the cornerstone of
his critique of archaic geography.
39 This is one of the earliest uses of EAEyKOS, and this is the same kind of argument Thucydides
uses in I, 21,1 against the stories of the logographers (avE~EAEYKTa). See Thomas (2000) 168,
defending Herodotus against Thucydidean criticisms.
40 IL XVIII, 607ff., XXI, 194 ff. and Hesiod's Th 338, where the Nile is said to originate in
Ocean.
38
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learned from reliable informants." 41 These include Scylax (IY, 44) and those
who

circum~avigated

Africa (IV 42-3, though Herodotus does not believe

everything they say).
A good, but problematic, example for how Herodotus operates in
geography is his attempt to discover the source of the Nile. He travelled as far
south as Elephantine (11, 29, 1):

aAAOU 8E OU8EVOS' OU8EV E8uv6.~Tlv TTu8Eo8m, aAAa Tooov8E ~EV aAAO ETTl
~aKpOTaTOV ETTU8o~Tlv, ~EXPL ~EV

'EAE<pavTLvTlS' TToALOS'auTOTTTTlS' EA8wv,

TO 8' aTTO TOUTOU aWD ~8Tl I.OTOpEWV.

He starts with aUTol/JLa, and where it fails he proceeds by lGTOPL11. Under that
latter rubric he relates what he has been told about the people who live south of
Elephantine, their history, and in particular the geography of the region. The
Nile, according to these reports, runs a certain distance south and then it turns
- - -- ---'west--;-How- f-ar- no-eme-kno-ws-:-He- only- describes- what---he- has-iJe-en-to-J-d-:-He
rounds this account off in 11, 34, 1 with: TTEPl. TOU pEullaToS' aUTou, ETT' aGov
llaKpOTaTov lGTOpEUVTa ~v E~lKEGeaL, E'LP11TaL . By lGTOpL 11 he is able to
reach closer to the source of the Nile than he is by aUTol/JLa, but he has still not
reached all the way. No one knows about its source, as it runs through
uninhabited parts of Libya. But he is willing to venture a guess. As far as he
can tell, the course of the Nile is a mirror image of the course of the Ister
(Danube).42 He, therefore, jumps into the unknown and guesses that the source
of the Nile is as far to the west as the source of the Ister. 43

Romm (1992) 35, and further: "In contrast to the periodos ges, a purely theoretical "journey
around the earth", Herodotus attempts wherever possible to follow the tracks of known
travellers and to avoid what he calls aphanes or "unseen" territory (2, 21)."
42 See lI, 50 on the Ister, a river second only to the Nile in volume and other remarkable
features. The course of the Ister was "known", though it must be admitted that Herodotus
knowledge of the west was not reliable (cf. e.g. Luce (1997) 29-30). In dealing with both the
41
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Herodotus is very hesitant about his "theory" about. the source of
the Nile and we should give him the benefit of the doubt before attacking him
for relying on a symmetrical geography.44 And we might even want to read this
as a very subtle argument. It need not depend on a theory, consciously worked
out or not, which says that the south is a mirror image of the north, with an axis
running through the Mediterranean sea. It could just as well depend on not
assuming anything about the overall geography of the world, neither that it is
symmetrical nor that it is not (we assume the latter, on good evidence). Not
assuming anything of the sort makes it a valuable guess, given the similarity of
the Nile and the Ister as far as Herodotus can tell by UlJTOq;LU and LCJTOPLT], that
the Nile has its source also parallel to the source of the Ister. But this might be
too subtle even for Herodotus, and in any case not relevant in the present
context. What this discussion shows is how clear and methodological
Herodotus can be in his arguments or accounts. In this example he makes a
sh-arp-dtslI-n-cthm-betwe~-n-uuTo1jJilJ-;i-O'Top-L-Trand-'YvuSllT],mdlhe-v aiue-of-the-----

information based on each. 45 'IO'TopLT] is what he learns from other people by
asking them. It is what he is told and learns by the ear.

Nile and the Ister Herodotus seeks "conformity to what are effectively universal laws of nature
... ", Thomas (2000) 139. The Ister would behave the same as the Nile if the winds and the
heavens reversed, cf. 11, 24-7.
11, 33, 2: Kat. W$ EYW oUfl~anOflal TCiloL Efl4>avEoL Ta fl~ YLVWOKOflEva
TEKflalPOflEVOS', T4J "IoTPlfl EK TWV 'Lowv flETPWV 0PflUTaL.
44 That he does have a rather schematic conception of the structure of the earth , both in
geographical and cultural terms, is beyond doubt. The extensive discussion of the Nile is
followed in 11, 35 with Herodotus general observations on what makes Egypt remarkable, his
main point being that Egyptian customs are the reverse of the ordinary customs of mankind. I
do not believe the statements in n, 35 are placed after the arguments about the Nile by
coincidence. Romm (1998) 92-3, on Herodotus' criticisms of early geography and 11,35: " .. .
while spurning Ionian symmetrical thinking on some points, he adopts that thinking at others
without the least hint of dissatisfaction." See also Thomas (2000) 200, and L10yd (1979) 29-32
(mostly concerning Herodotus' conception of diseases and divine causation, but stressing the
traditional elements in Herodotus).
45 MUlier (1981) argues, based on this threefold division, that Herodotus was the first empiricist
- or the "father of empiricism" - , comparing him do Hume.
43
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The hesitant nature of Herodotus' positive theories about the
obscure -

in,:,isible -

aspects of the Nile are telling. It is legitimate to venture

a qualified guess about the invisible, but the invisible can not be used to
explain the behaviour of the Nile. It is, therefore, not legitimate to refer to
Ocean in order to explain the peculiar flooding to the Nile. The important point
for him to get through is how ignorant the Greeks are about Egyptian
geography, a point he is also at pains to demonstrate when it comes to the
knowledge of the past history of Egypt. 46

4. Reracles and Relen.

It is easy to see how Herodotus' three principal methods of discovery were
applicable to geography and contemporary customs, but what about the past
and the gods? In II, 3 Herodotus claims that he will not say any more about
what he has heard about

Ta 8ELG

than he has to. More precisely, he says that he

will only mention the names of the gods (more on this below). He more or less
follows this rule. The greatest exception is the inquiry into Heracles, and
notably this discussion is followed by Herodotus' most pious remark (lI, 45,
347 ). In chapters 43-45 Herodotus criticises the Greek stories about Heracles.
According to them he was the son of Alcmene and either Zeus or Amphitryon,
her mortal partner. They both had intercourse with her the same night, Zeus
first disguised as Amphitryon. As a result of this she bore the twins Heracles

Cf. Lateiner (1989) 97: "Herodotus uses Egyptian geography to demonstrate general Greek
ignorance and inadequate historie." See Vanicelli (2001) for the centrality of chronological
concerns in the account of Egypt, which also includes the discussion of the Nile: the behaviour
of the Nile is related to Egyptian chronology as Egypt is the gift of the Nile.
46
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and Iphicles. Iphicles was Amphitryon's son, and therefore nqt a hero, and
Heracles was ~ither thought to be the son of Amphitryon or Zeus. 48 Herodotus
consequently describes him as the son of Amphitryon and stresses thus his
humanity. Heracles was usually accepted as a hero and he was worshipped as
such. But he was also worshipped as a god, as he, after his death, was elevated
to a god. There were thus two cults of Heracles in Greece, one for the hero and
one for the god, but the god and the hero were thought to be the same
individual.
Herodotus argues, on the one hand, that the god Heracles was
originally from Egypt49 and, on the other, that the god and the Greek hero were
not one and the same. The Egyptians told him that Heracles was one of their
twelve gods, which, according to the Egyptian chronology, means that he was
17.000 years old. Herodotus heard nothing about the other Heracles, the hero,
in Egypt. He claims there is a number of

TEKI1TJpW

(43, 2) to show that the

~~~~---,Gu:reeks_goUhe-I1ame..J)fHeracJesJ[()mEg¥-pt,-and--g.a:v.ejUo-the-son-Qf-Alcmene~-----

and Amphitryon, and not the Egyptians who got the name from Greece. He
mentions two: a. his parents, A1cmene and Amphitryon, were both Egyptian; h.
the Egyptians do not know the names of Poseidon or the Dioscouri, and they
should have known them before any other (this is based on Herodotus'
assumptions about sea-faring Greeks and Egyptians). The age of the heroes in
Greece was approximately 800 years before Herodotus. The Greek hero was
therefore approximately 16.000 years younger than the Egyptian god.
To get a clear knowledge about what the Egyptians said50
Herodotus travelled to Tyre in Phoenicia, as he heard there was a temple there

KaL TTEPLIlEV TOUTWV TooauTa ~lllV ELTTOUOL KaL TTapa TWV SEWV KaL TTapa TWV
EUIlEVEla ElT] .
48 He is either called the son of Zeus (ll XIX, 98 ff.) or Amphitryon (ll V, 392).
49 He says that the name - ouvolla - of Herac1es stems from Egypt. I discuss this below.
50
11,44, 1: KaL SD.wov oE TOliTWV TTEPL ua<j>ES' TL ELoEVaL, KTA.
47

~pwwv
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dedicated to Heracles. This temple, the priests told him, was as old as Tyre
itself, which had stood for 2.300 years. Herodotus also says he visited another
Heracles temple in Thasos, which was built five generations before the Greek
Heracles, the son of Amphitryon, was born. Ta [lEV
ua<j>EWS' TTaAaLOV 9EOV . HpaKAEa EOVTa

VUV

LUTopTlflEva OT]AOL

(ll, 44, 5). These LUTOpT][lEVa are his

travels to the temples in Tyre and Thasos and are based on his discussions with
the priests there. He relies on visual evidence in the temples for corroboration.
His argument is based on the identification of an Egyptian god (Shu or
Chonsu 51 ) and the Greek god Herac1es, and on the relative time of the heroes in
Greece and the twelve gods in Egypt. Because of chronological discrepancies
these two can not be one and the same.

In chapter 45 Herodotus relates a story ([lu90S') the Greeks tell
about Herac1es. According to it Heracles once came to Egypt and was captured
by the Egyptians to be sacrificed to Zeus. He freed himself and killed them all.
------I
T-his-l=I€r-QQ()tus-tak€s-tQ--sh()w-hQw-i~gnQl'ant-t-h.€-Qr-€€k-s-wer-e-aheut-Eg-y-pt,as-----

the Egyptians were forbidden by their religion to kill animals. It is, therefore,
not likely that they would sacrifice a human being. This he takes to show how
ignorant the Greeks who say this were about the nature of the Egyptians and
their customs (ll, 45, 2). Then he says: "Besides, if Herac1es was a mere man
(as they say he was) (ETl av9pwTToV, wS'

o~

<j>auL ) and single-handed, how is

it conceivable that he should have killed tens of thousands of people?" The
argument is that those who say that Herac1es was only (or still) a man, i.e. the
son of Amphitryon, also say that he killed tens of thousands of people in Egypt
single-handed. They are, therefore, both ignorant about the Egyptians and more
generally illogical. Herodotus relates this story as an example of the many and

51

A.B. L10yd (1976) 201-202.
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silly stories the Greeks can tel1. 52 They are, therefore, not to. be trusted, and
particularly qot in what they say about Heracles.
In II 113-120 he inquires into the fate of Helen. According to the

Iliad she was abducted by prince Paris, which, in the end, caused the Trojan
war. This is one of the reasons listed at the beginning of book one for why the
Greeks and the barbarians became enemies. But in Egypt Herodotus finds out
that on his way home Paris caught foul weather and stranded in Egypt. When
the Egyptians discovered that he had abducted Helen, they required him to
hand her over as well as the treasure he had stolen. This he did and went to
Troy without Helen and the treasure. This story comes from Menelaus himself
(118, 1):

ElpOIlEVOU OE IlEU TOUS lpEas El IlciTmov A6yov AEyoual OL "EAATjVES HI
TIEPl "IAlOV YEvEaem

Tl

OU, E<j>aaav TIPOS Taiha nioE, LaTOpLrJal <j>clIlEVOl

EloEvm TIap' aUTou MEVEAEW' KTA.

Some of this the Egyptians know more securely, as the events had taken place
in their own country (119, 3):

TOUTWV OE Ta IlEV LaTOpLlJal E<j>aaav ETILamaem, Ta OE TIap' EwuTClLal
YEvollEva ciTPEKEwS ETILaTclllEVOl AEYElV.

Herodotus says that he believes the Egyptian version, rather than Homer's,
because the Trojans would never have sacrificed Troy just so that Paris could
live with Helen. They would surely have handed Helen over before the city
was sacked (120, 1-2). He also says that he believes Homer knew the Egyptian
version but rejected it, as it was "less suitable to epic poetry than the one he

52

Il, 45. 1: AEyOUUl oE TTOAAcl Kat ana aVETTlUKETTTEWS' Ot "EAAllVES'.
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actually used" (116, 1).53 Epic poetry has other interests than telling what really
happened. In. this argument there is an interesting combination of LUTOPL T) and
YVWflT), i.e. Herodotus' YVWflT) and the Egyptian priests' reported LCJTOPLT), i.e.

the choosing between conflicting versions. He describes the versions he
chooses as being based on LCJTOpLT).
But Herodotus was not the first to criticise the account of Helen in the

Iliad. Stesichorus had done so earlier in his Palinodia. According to Plato
(Phdr 243a) and Isocrates (Rei 64) Stesichorus first told the standard
scandalous story of Helen but went blind, just like Homer. But, unlike Homer,
Stesichorus knew what went wrong and composed his Palinodia, in which he
says Helen never went with Paris to Troy. He was cured because he no longer
slandered Helen. Herodotus was not unique in attacking the stories of epic
poetry. But his way of doing it was different from other possible and actual
ways of doing it. There is no indication and no reason to think that Stesichorus
had asked around or in any other way enquired into the fate of Helen in order
to establish what had happened. His discovery came about through other
channels.
These two excursions into the traditional stories of the Greeks are
an excellent illustration of Herodotus' practise of LCJTOPL T). He asked the
Egyptians, and not any Egyptians but the Egyptian priests, and compared what
they said with what the Greeks said. In some instances he uses their LaTOpLT).
He evaluated the different traditions according to his own intellect (yvwflT) and
visible evidence (e.g. temples).

5300KEEl OE J-lOL KaL "0J-lllPOS T()v A6yov TOUTOV TTu9Eu9aL' aAA ' OV yap OJ-lOLWS ES Tilv
ETTOTTOLLllv EimpETTils, ~v T4J ETEP41 T4J TTEp ExpijuaTo, [ ES 0] J1ET~KE aVTov, 0llAwuas
WS KaL TOUTOV ETTLUTaLTO T()v AOyOV. He infernhis from verses in Homer, Il VI, 289-292
and Od IV, 227-30, 351-2. Compare Aristotle on what is suitable for a plot, both in epic and
tragedy.
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Herodotus is not just after some individual acc04nts of the past
but the whole. Greek traditional literature and particularly Homer and Hesiod.
Discussing the Nile as well as Heracles and Helen gives Herodotus the
ammunition he needs to make this sweeping attack. In 11, 50-53 he argues for a
theory about how the Greeks came to believe what they do about their distant
past and the gods. It happened in three stages. Information about the first two
stages Herodotus claims to have got in Dodona, but the theory about the last
stage is his own speculation. It is here he attacks Homer and Hesiod:

1. The Pelasgians 54 sacrificed to the gods "without any distinction of name
or title"55. They called them collectively 8EOL.
2. Much later they learnt the names of the gods. Most of the names came
from Egypt, Poseidon's from Libya, but Hera, Hestia, Themis, the Graces
and the Nereids got their names from the Pelasgians. From this time they
used the names when they sacrificed to the gods. The Greeks learnt this
from the Pelasgians. 56
3. The Pelasgians and the Greeks did not know anything about the gods'
origins (EYEVOVTO), their form or if they had always existed until, so to say,
"the day before yesterday" (11,53, 1) .. H<JlOOOV yap Kat. "O\l-T]POV

~AlKlT]V

TETpaKo<JlOL<Jl ETE<Jl OOKEW \l-EU TTPE<J~UTEPOUS' YEVE<J8m Kat. OU
TTAEO<Jl. OUTOl OE El<Jl OL TTOl~<JaVTES' 8EOYOVLT]V "EAAT]<Jl Kat. TOL<Jl
8EOL<Jl TaS' ETTWVU\l-laS' OOVTES' Kat. TL\l-aS' TE Kat. TEXvaS' OlEAOVTES'
Kat. ELOEa aUTWV

<JT]\l-~VaVTES'

(11, 53, 2).

According to Herodotus (1, 59) and the Greek tradition the Pelasgians were the original
inhabitants of Greece.
55 n, 52, 1: i!6uov oE 1HlvTa TTPOTEPOV oL TIEAaCJyoL 6EolCJl ETTUXOflEVOl, WC; EYW EV
t.WOWVl] oloa clKuCJac;, ETTwvufll TjV oE 01.10' ouvofla ETTOlEUVTO OUOEVL aUTwv.
54
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This is Herodotus' theory about the birth of the Greek theogony. He reaches
this conclusi<:>n having enquired into the Greek tradition in Egypt. There are
two problems in this interpretation I will briefly address.
The first regards the step from 1 to 2. What does Herodotus mean
by ouvofla? Not the gods, but the names of the gods came from Egypt.
Herodotus both knew the Greek names and the Egyptian names (as he both
refers to Egyptian and Greek names). Can he possibly mean that the Greek
names are derived from the Egyptian names (Dionysus from Osiris, Heracles
from Shu or Chonsu, etc.)? This is a thorny issue and not particularly important
for my purposes. 57 When he says that the Pelasgians sacrificed to the gods
without names, whatever he means by name, he must at least mean that they
did not differentiate the gods. 58 It was first after the gods were named that they
became both many and different from each other. The gods are individualised
with "names" and it is only then that they became identifiable individuals. In Il,
146 Herodotus suggests that the Greeks traced the genealogy of Heracles, Pan
and Dionysus back to the time they learned about these gods, which was fairly

56

Il, 50. Herodotus might have dogmatically claimed that all the names must ultimately have

come from Egypt. It would have been the most simple and economic theory and more in
accordance with common practice. But his enquiries do not confirm it.
5? See now the excellent review of the matter by Harrison (2000a) 251-264, who argues that
Herodotus actually means that the Greek names originated in the Egyptian names, arguing
from ideas found in Herodotus about how language can change. A.B. Lloyd argues that the
Egyptian learned the Greek names from some Greeks that were staying in Egypt and that they
used the Greek names when talking to him (A .B. Lloyd (1975) 42-44). How can he explain that
Herodotus both expresses knowledge of the Greek and the Egyptian name for some of the
gods? These "occasional anomalies" (as Lloyd calls them) can be explained away, according
to Lloyd, like this: Herodotus thought the gods had two names in Egypt or that the "Greek"
name had become unfashionable in Egypt after It was taken up in Greece (and that the
Egyptians had started to use a new name for the god). Linforth (1926) and (1928) set the tone
for those who claim that Herodotus does not mean name by ouvofla, accepted by among others
von Fritz (1967) 99 n 106 and Burkert (1985) 121-132.
58 One only has to imagine the Pelasgians sacrificing to a collection of "gods", on the one hand,
and to a collection of individual gods, on the other, to see what an essential difference it makes.
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late. In this, as in many other contexts, he does talk about the gods in terms of
their names.
The second problem regards the step from 2 to 3 and, as with the "name"
problem, it involves a single word. What does Herodotus mean by
TToL~(JaVTES'?

In this connection it can either mean "to represent in poetry" or

"to create". Herodotus is either saying that Homer and Hesiod took something
that already existed and represented it, with some modifications, in poetry, i.e.
put it in verse, or that they actually created or made up everything they say
about the gods. He states that after the Greeks and Pelasgians got to know the
names of the gods they still did not know what they looked like or what
functions they had. They did not know what their origin was or how long they
had existed. They knew nothing about them. It seems obvious, therefore, that
he means Homer and Hesiod made up the tales about the gods. This idea can
also be an expression of a well known category in Greek thought, the "first
inventor" (TTpClTOS' EUPET~S'). 59 According to this category every invention or
achievement was due to a single individual, who then passed it on. According
to Herodotus, Homer and Hesiod were the first to compose a theogony for the
Greeks and it is therefore their responsibility.60 That is why he argues against
those who claim that some other poets (e.g. Orpheus and Musaeus) preceded
Homer and Hesiod (ll, 53). There were alternative theogonies in Greece and
the followers of other theogonic literature probably claimed that their author
was older than Homer and Hesiod. The question of temporal priority was
important as it was at the same time a question of authority. But Herodotus
does not mean that Homer and Hesiod were right or had a claim to authority,

59

60

Cf. KleingUnther (1933).
See Rydbeck (1969) 75-81.
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quite the contrary. But they were the first to make up a theogony and are
therefore to be blamed for the false tradition of the Greeks. 6)
Herodotus was neither the first nor the last to criticise the religious
traditions of the Greeks. Xenophanes and Protagoras are some notable early
critics. Xenophanes said that no one ever had or would know the truth about
the gods and Protagoras that it was impossible to know anything about the
gods, even if they existed or not. 62 Herodotus similarly has a general statement
in Il, 3, 2:

Ta I-lEV

VUV

SEta TWV clnT1YTJI-lclTWV ola TlKOUOV, OUK ElI-lL npoSUI-l0S

E~TJYEEaSaL, E~W

ij Ta OUV0l-laTa aUTWV I-l0UVOV, V0I-lL(WV nclVTaS

clVSPWTTOUS '(aov TTEPL aUTWV ETTLaTaaSaL' Ta 8' av ETTLI-lVTJaSEW aUTWV,
UTTO TOU Myou E~avaYKa(OI-lEVOS ETTLI-lVTJaS~aol-laL.

Herodotus, as we have seen, was very interested in the names or identifications
of the gods, but when it comes to characterising them it is another matter all
together. Instead of relating what different people say about their religions
(their theogonies) he concentrates on the rituals involved and describes them in
detai1. 63 This is in accordance with the epistemological principle quoted above.
As he is sceptical about claims to knowledge of the gods he avoids relating
what people say about them. But he is not sceptical about the existence of the
gods or about their influence on human affairs. 64 Having established that Helen

61

Aristotle also presents the poet as a maker of plots, and specifically opposes this to meter

(TOV TTOlTJTT]V flaAAov TWV flu8wv EIVOl OEl TTOlTJTT]V

11

TWV flETPWV

1451b27-8). He seems
not to have been too concerned with completely made up plots, as the subject matter of most
tragedies was based on the accepted past of the Greeks. But it still points in the same direction
as Herodotus, i.e. that poets made up the stories they told.
62 Xenophanes DK21B34 and Protagoras DK 4.
63 See Burkert (1990) and Gould (1994).
This allows him to make an Interpretatio Graeca. The gods exist as individuals and are
identified with different names in different countries. As Herodotus is writing for a Greek
audience he translates the names of the gods.
64
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was not in Troy and that the Trojan war was partly based on a
misunderstanding, he closes his account with the following words (1I, 120, 5):

aAA'

ov yap EIXov 'EAEVTJV aTTo8ouvaL OV8E AEyOUOL aVToLoL Tijv

aAT]SElTJV ETTLOTEUOV Ot "EAAT]VES, ws I1EV EYW yvwl1T]v aTTo</>aLvOl1aL, TOU
8aLI10VLOU TTapaoKEua(ovTos OKWS TTavwAESpLl] aTTOAOI1EVOL KaTa</>avES
TOUTO TOLOL ciVSPWTTOLaL TTOL TjOWOL, WS nDV I1EyaAWV a8L KT] l1a TWV
I1EyaAaL, ELOt. Kat. at TLI1WPLaL TTapa TWV SEWV. Kat. Tau m I1EV Tfj E110t.
80KEEL dpTlTaL.

The gods are involved in human affairs but not in the way they are in the
poems of Homer and Hesiod. There, individual gods with individual wills are
directly and personally, and therefore to some degree arbitrarily, involved in
human affairs. That is the tradition Herodotus criticises. Xenophanes had
criticised epic poetry because it told immoral tales about the gods. Herodotus
may have thought the same, but he does not argue in this way. His arguments
against Homer and Hesiod are based on lCJTOPL Tl and not some general
philosophical or moral principles. It is important to note that even if divinity is
involved in human affairs there are also human causes involved. Note in the
example above that the Greeks sacked Troy because they believed Helen was
there, and it is this belief which is caused by the gods. We can, therefore, not
write the divine elements off as completely redundant in Herodotus' causal
explanations. The divine is responsible for the structure of Herodotus' history,
that great injustice causes utter destruction, that small states become large and
large states become small, etc.
In opposition to his predecessor Hecataeus, Herodotus does not
dogmatically rationalise or attack the traditional tales of the Greeks or other
people. He investigates and tries to find evidence for or against a story preferably visual. There are, of course, some presuppositions involved in his
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investigations and narrative, the existence of the gods and the age of the heroes
being some. But he is very different from some or most of the intellectuals of
his day. He does not jump to rationalisations or systematic arguments to
explain what he sees or hears. We must remember that divine involvement in
human affairs is actually something people experience.
When confronted with another past than his own, Herodotus does
not automatically try to incorporate the foreign tradition in to his own native
tradition. Neither does he automatically accept the foreign tradition (though he
might be suspected of being predisposed to accept the Egyptian tradition, given
the general Greek reverence for all things Egyptian). For him the evidence for
the Egyptian version of the story of Heracles is overwhelming. And in both
cases he also uses arguments from plausibility. There is only one past and the
different accounts of it given by Greeks and Egyptians means that one has to be
substantially wrong. Herodotus identifies the source for what is wrong in the
Greek version. This turns out to be the epic tradition, what he aims to replace
with his own account.
Whether Herodotus is researching geography and customs or the
remote past and the origin of the gods, as well as the origin of Greek
knowledge about the gods, he is consistent in his methodology. His enquiry
into Heracles is, in the words of a recent study, "peppered with his most
scientific historical vocabulary,,65, though calling it "historical" may be
stretching the point. In the rest of this chapter I will explore the use of LaTopL 11
in the Hippocratic treatise On Ancient Medicine and in the Hellenistic medical
sect known as the "Empiricists". My story so far has been roughly
chronological and I break out of this chronological order by treating the
Empiricists here.
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5. Medicine, history and the history of medicine.

Medicine, like most other disciplines, has a complicated relation to its history.
This relation has, of course, changed through the history of medicine. The
relevant, i.e. relevant in practice, span of the history of medicine has shrunk
considerably in the last century and half. At the time when Littre was editing
and translating the Hippocratic Corpus (published 1839-1861) his main reason
for doing so was to make the Hippocratic works useful in medical practice. 66
The situation changed rapidly soon after, and today the relevant literature for a
student and practitioner of medicine is all very recent. In the Hippocratic
corpus itself there are radically different attitudes towards the history of the
subject, so much so that the author of VM feels compelled to defend the
existence of the art of medicine against those who want to make a new start,
when medicine, according to him, was already on the right track. Medicine was
no different from other disciplines (and we must remember that there was no
clear-cut distinction between disciplines such as medicine and philosophy)67 in
that there were plenty of attempts to brush aside everything anyone else might
have said about it in order to lay a new foundation. The degree to which this
was possible depended on the subject matter being dealt with. Theories about
the nature and workings of the heavenly bodies as well as theories about the
ultimate "building blocks" of matter, dead or alive, were up for grabs, while the
study of things closer to hand, like the human body, animals and plants, to

Harrison (2000a) 195 (emphasis mine), who later says: "Herodotus also applies precisely the
same criteria of truth to the question of the nature of divinity as to any other matter."
66 Sigurdarson (1997b) 163-166.
65
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name some, should to a greater degree resist attempts to throw old as well as
new ideas oll;t of the window to start afresh. 68 There is, potentially, a body of
knowledge about these things, and at least some general familiarity with them.
The opening words of Viet express well the problematic nature of
medicine to its own history:

El IlEV 1l0L TlS' E80KEl

TWV TTPOTEPOV auyypat\JcivTwv TTEPL 8LaLTT)S'

civ8pWTTLVT)S' TfjS' TTPOS' UYLEl T)V op8wS' EYVWKWS' auyyqpa<pEVaL TTciVTa 8uI
TTavToS', oaa 8uvaTOV civ8pWTTLVlJ YVWlllJ TTEPLAT)<p8fjVaL, lKavwS' ElXEv

av

IlOL, aAAWV EKTTovT)acivTwV, YVOVTa Ta op8wS' EXOVTa, TouTOLaL xpfja8aL,
Ka80Tl EKaaTOV alJTWV E80KEL xp~aLllov ElVaL.

Unsurprisingly the author does not think the subject has been satisfactorily
treated. But he does admit that parts of it have been sufficiently dealt with,
though no one, before him, has treated the whole of it. After the first chapter he
proceeds with his exposition, basing it partly on what he gathers from those
who have written on the subject before him. But he does not indicate whether
he is using material from someone else or whether it is his own contribution.
This is in accordance with what he announces in chapter one. The approach is
eclectic and it is any commentator's game to identify all the possible sources
for the doctrines proposed. 69
The treatise VM is well known for its criticism of the use of
postulates in medicine. The author claims that there is no need for arguments
from postulates as there already is an art of medicine. Ch. 2 starts with these
words (CMG 1,1,37,1-4):

For a recent discussion see Thomas (2000) ch. 5.
ef. Peck (1928) 1.
69 On Viet see p 114 n 25.
67
68
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LTlTPLKfj 8E TTaAaL TTaVTa tmapXEL, KaL aPXT] KaL 080s EUPTljlEVll,Ka8' ~V
Ta EUPTljlEva TTOAAO TE KaL KaAWS EXOVTa EVPTlTaL EV TTOAA4l XPOvtp KaL
Ta Aoma EupE8~aETaL, ijv TLS LKaVOS T' EWV KaL Ta EiJpTljlEVa EL8ws EK
TOlJT<liV OpjlWjlEVOS (TlTE1J.

And in ch. 20 he says (CMG 1,1,51,14-19):

VOjlL(W 8E TTEPt. ~uaLOS yVWjlaL TL aa~ES ou8ajlo8EV aAAo8Ev ELVaL ij E~
LTlTPLKfjS' Toiho 8E o'Lov TE KaTajla8ELV, chav aUT~v TLS TT]V LTlTPLKT]V
op8wS' TToaav TTEPLAO~1J' jlEXPL 8E TOUTOU lTOAAOU jlOL 80KEL 8ELV' AEYW
8E TaUTTlv TT]V LaTOpLTlV, d8EVaL, av8pwTToS' TL EaTLV Kat. 8L' o'Las aLTLaS'
YLVETaL, Kat. TaAAa aKpL~EwS'. ElTEl TOUTO yE jlOL 80KEEL avaYKaLov ELVaL
LTlTP4llTEPL ~uaLOS' d8EVaL KaL TTavu aTTou8aaaL.

These are rather strong claims to knowledge, not only of medicine but also of
the whole of nature, and it is hard to detect a note of scepticism here. It is
noteworthy that the author uses LO"TOPL 11 for this knowledge, which is derived
from the well tested method of trial and error: it denotes the accumulated body
of know ledge acquired by the proper method.
V M has for many scholars been the central work of the

Hippocratic corpus, together with the Epidemics I and Ill. It comes first in the
editions of Littre and Jones and served as their criterion for what Hippocratic
medicine was all about. In particular the attack on the use of postulates
(imo8EO"LS') in medicine has been applauded. The treatise starts with a vehement

criticism of those who speak or write on medicine basing their discussion on a
postulate such as the hot, the cold, the wet or the dry (or whatever).7o The
author grounds his criticism in the view that it is too simple to postulate the
same causal principle for all diseases and for death among men

70

(T~V apx~v

Thomas (2000) 157 (on ch. 20, and in particular on what the author says about <pLAoao<pLa

and Empedocles): " ... it may be read as an attempt by the author to differentiate himself form
others, rather than a statement of clear and widely accepted divisions between thinkers."
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T~S' aL TL 1lS' TOtal aV8pWTTOLO"l TWV
alJT~V

vouawv TE Kat 8avclTou Kat TTdal

T~V

CMG I, 1, 36, 4-5). But it is not just that those who do that are wrong in

many details, llaALO"Ta oE a~LOv IlEIltVaa8m, OTL all<P L TExvllS' EouallS'
XPEovTaL TE TTavTES' ETTL Total IlEYLaTOLO"l

D

KaL TLllwal llaALO"Ta TOUS'

aya80uS' XELpOTExvaS' KaL 0lllllOUPYOUS' (CMG I, 1, 36, 7-9).

71

There is an

art of medicine already in existence and some are good practitioners of it and
some are bad. This art has nothing to do with postulates as it is based on the
collective experience of past generations. What they have found out is that
diseases are caused by certain regimen, more specifically food, and should be
treated by certain regimen.
The view of how the art actually was discovered, presented in

VM, is much the same as the one found later in the proem to Celsus' De
Medicina.72 Of necessity men tried out various methods of treatment when they
were in pain and dying, and through trial and en-or experiments through a long
time much was found out about how to treat diseases (ch. 3). Where there is
knowledge based on this method of discovery a postulate is completely
irrelevant (ch. 1). The title of the work refers positively to the tradition of
medicine73 as opposed to some new and fanciful 74 theories that go against the
art itself. In particular the author picks out physicians and "sophists" who claim
that no one can know or practice medicine unless he knows what man is (ch.
20), and he seems to be attacking a method rather than particular individuals.
But, as opposed to the Hellenistic Empiricists (see below), the criticism is not

The main argument of the treatise is that there already is an art of medicine and that there is
no need for foreign intervention. See Festugiere (1948) 27 and Jouanna (1990) 156.
72 It is not unlikely that Celsus based his account of the history of medicine on VM.
73 The Greek title is TIEPI APXAIHL IHTPIKHL.
74 In ch. 1 KEVfjS- (empty) and KaLVfjs- (new) are both transmitted. Jones in the Loeb ed. prefers
KEvfjS- as "the writers objection is not that the postulate is novel, but that it is a postulate." 14 n
1, Hippocrates I. But KaLVOS- seems to be supported by the first line of ch. 13: ETIt 810 TWV TOV
KaLVov T~V TEXVTlV (TjTEUVTWV E~ lmoSEuLOS- TOV A6yov ETIavEASElv ~OUAOf1aL. And
71
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directed against knowledge of hidden causes and natural actions as such, but
against the speculative, or hypothetical, nature of some particular theories. His
point is that these philosophers and doctors attack the problem from the wrong
end. One should not start with a theory of what man is, but rather end up with
it. One must respect the already existing art (i.e. dietetics) and through it find
out what man is. The author further claims that clear knowledge of nature is
not to be had from other sources than medicine (vOIlL(w 8E TIEPL <pumos
)'vwvaL Tl aa<pES ou8al108Ev aAAo8Ev ELVaL ~ E~ LrlTPlKTlS (CMG I, 1, 51,

14-15», and he explains what this LaTOpLll contains, i.e. to know what man is,
by what causes he is made and other things accurately (AE)'W 8E TaUTllV T~V
LaTopLTW, EL8EVaL av8pwTIos TL Eanv KaL 8l' olas aLTLas )'LVETaL KaL
TaAAa ciKPl~EWS (CMG I, 1, 51, 17-18». We are to understand that this
knowledge is based on experience, his own and that of other people in the past,
acquired by the right method: trial and error. 75
What does the author have against the use of postulates? The art
of medicine does not need postulates (B I, 3; CMG I, 1,36, 16-21):

WOTTEP Ta a<paVEa TE Kat. aTTOPEOIlEVa, TTEPt. WV aVclYKTJ, ~V TLS' ETTlXELpfj
TL AEYELV, tJTTOeEOEL Xp~OeaL, OLOV TTEPt. TWV IlETEWPWV ~ TWV UTTO Y~V. Cl
El TLS' AEYOL Kat. YVWOKOL WS' EXEL, oih' QV
clKOUOUOL
TL

xp~

8~Aa QV

aiJT(~

dTJ, dTE ciATJeEa EOTt.V E'lTE

T4l AEYOVTL oihE TOlS'

Il~'

ou yap EOTL, TTPOS' ij

civEYKavTa El8EVaL TO oa<pES'

In some sciences, according to our author, the only way is by postulates as first
hand experience of the subject-matter is impossible. But it is not so with the

KalVOS

is often used in the sense of "new and irrelevant" or "foreign". See Festugiere (1948) 33

n 12.
75

There is a fundamental difference between this and the i.uTopLa of the Empiricists in that it

contains the kind of information not allowed by the Empiricists. I.e. it obviously contains what
the Empiricists regard as hidden causes and natural actions. But they have in common the
belief that the content of this i.uTOpLT]/a is potentially complete (cf. VM ch. 2). See below.
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human body and what governs it. 76 Meteorology has therefore to use postulates
but there is no need for them whatsoever in medicine. This also implies that
medicine actually can claim more certainty for its knowledge than can
cosmology and other sciences that deal with things below the earth and in the
sky. Even if they hit upon the truth, there is no way to tell. 77
What about the accurate knowledge the author claims to possess?
He does not claim to possess accurate knowledge about the whole art of
medicine and in ch. 9 he says it is impossible to use exact numerical
measurement in medicine. But in chapter 12 he seems more optimistic about
the power of the right method (CMG I, 1,44,4-7):

El 1111 EXEL TTEpt mivTa

aKPL~ELT)V, aAAcl TTOAV Il<lAAOV OLa TO EYYVS

OLllaL TOU aTPEKEaTClTOU OUvaOeaL ~KELV AOYWIl<f> EK TTOAA~S aYVWOLT)S
eaulla(ELV Ta E~EupT)IlEVa, WS KaAWS Kat ocj>eWS E~EUpT)TaL Kat OUK aTTO
TUXT)S.

And in chapter two he claims that the rest of the science will be discovered if
anyone clever enough follows the traditional method of trial and error. Even if
medicine is not accurate now, it will be in due time. But the accuracy he claims
for medicine is not the accuracy of a simple mathematical deduction but the
accuracy of including all the relevant details.
It has been debated how far the positive theory proposed in VM is

immune to its own criticism of the use of postulates. According to the author
there are a number of powers (8vvci[lELS'), such as "saltiness, bitterness,
sweetness, sharpness, astringency, flabbiness and countless other qualities

76lt

is interesting to compare this with Aristotle's reasons for studying animals and how he

relates this study to the study of the divine heavenly bodies, cf. PA I, 5. See chapter IV.
77 Wasserstein (1972) argued that the author of VM endorsed the use of postulates in these other
fields, and was only arguing against its use in medicine, but it can hardly be doubted that he
regarded the use of hypotheses, necessary or not, as a negative sign if not a disqualification.
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having every kind of influence, number and strength" (14) that govern the body
and, if put out of balance, cause diseases. These powers are present in what we
eat and the physician has to learn to control them and, in so doing, to take into
account how robust the patient is. It has been argued that this theory is "almost
as arbitrary and dogmatic as that in terms of the hot, the cold, the wet and the
dry"78 because the ""salty", the "bitter" and so on are left vague and ill- or undefined" and because "he does not, in practice, follow his analysis through to
the point where he can show that the type of constituents he refers to are indeed
the causes of particular complaints. ,,79 If this analysis is correct, there is no
essential difference between the nature of the author's knowledge and the one
he criticises. But in his defence it has been said that "sweet and bitter are for
him [the author of VM] phenomenal properties.,,80 The theory,81 which is of a
"recognisable empirical type", "merely intends to establish connections
between a variety of recurrent features of the world, and to assign to them a
rough comparative value. ,,82 Among these features are the sweet, the bitter etc.
and not the hot and the cold, the wet and the dry.
It is important to note what VM is not arguing against, as it seems

absurd to claim that the hot and the cold, the wet and the dry are less
phenomenal than the sweet, the bitter etc., though Theophrastus discusses the
hot and the cold as theoretical entities (CP I, xxi, 4). In ch. 7 of NatHom it is
argued that it is obvious from perception that phlegm is the coldest element,
and the theory of illness and health argued for is largely based on the hot and

78 Lloyd (1979)148.
79Ibidem147.
80 Hankinson (1992) 64; idem (1998) 64-69.
81 The theory can, according to Hankinson, be cooked down to the formula: E = SIR; where E =
the effect of foodstuffs on an individual, S = the strength of the food and R = the robustness of
the individual. The controversy hinges on why S = the sweet, the bitter etc. is more empirical
than S = the hot and the cold, etc. See Hankinson (1992) 62.
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the cold, the wet and the dry being causally effective as phenomenal properties.
This is not what is argued against in VM, but rather a theory or theories that
treat the wet and the dry, the hot and the cold as the properties of food that
cause or cure diseases. In ch. 15 he says (CMG I, 1,46, 18-26):

aTTOPEW 0' EYWYE, Ot TOV A6yov EKElVOV AEyOVTES Kat. aYOVTES EK
TaUTllS TfjS OOOU ETTt. lmo8wLV T~V TExvllv Tlva TToTE TPOTTOV
8EpaTTEuouol TOUS aV8PWTTOUS, WOTTEP lmoTl8EvTaL' OU yap EOTlV
aUToloLV, OLI-tal, E~EUPllj.1EVOV aUTO Tl E<jl' EWUTOU 8EPj.10V ~ l/Juxpov ~
~llPOV ~ uypov j.1110EVt. aAAtp E'LOEl KOLVWVEOV. aAA' o'LOj.1aL EYWYE TaUT<1

~pWj.1aTa Kat. TTOj.1aTa aUToloLV UTTCipXElV, OLOl TTaVTES XPE0j.1E8a,

TTpooTl8EaOl oE TQ j.1EV ELVaL 8EPflQ, TQ oE l/JuxpQ, TQ oE ~llPQ, TQ oE
uypQ, ETTd EKElVO yE aTTOpov TTpOOTU~aL TQ KUj.1VOVTl 8EPflOV Tl
TTPOOEVEYKao8aL' Eu8us yap EpwT~OEl' Tl;

This argument is only effective if it is aimed against a dietetic theory which
claims that the effective causal elements in foods are the hot and the cold, the
wet and the dry. The contention is that the hot and the cold, the wet and the dry
are superfluous hypothetical elements and that the sweet, the bitter etc. have
proved to be the phenomenal characteristics of food that causes diseases and
health. This far I think he can be defended. But as soon as he claims that the
powers (sweetness, etc.) are actually what causes diseases and health, and not
just the phenomenal qualities that indicate what foods, or what kind of foods
cause diseases and health, he makes himself susceptible to the same kind of
criticism as he levels against the hot and the cold, the wet and the dry as
postulates.
The debate VM is a part of is on how to conduct medicine, on
what principles one is to base one's practice. The scepticism expressed in VM

82 Hankinson (1992) 61. In Hankinson (1998) 66 he even argues that this makes medicine "a
fallible, Humean science".
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against the invention of speculative principles in medicine is not of the same
kind as the scepticism of the Hellenistic empiricists: a general scepticism about
the possibilities of knowledge. No such thing bothers the author of VM. His
scepticism is directed towards the applicability of some too simple and
speculative theories about the causes of diseases. Knowledge of hidden causes
is necessary for medical practice, but this knowledge is not to be had from
speculations about the nature of the universe, but must be gained in
observations made of actual patients in the practice of medicine. This points to
the past as an essential source of knowledge. Not only is the history of
medicine, as originating in dietetics, an important justification for the status of

TEXVTJ for medicine; when it comes to doing medicine, dealing with actual
cases -

diseases -

, a treatment and understanding must be based on

accumulated experience -

a discovery over time. But the polemic is not only

internal to medicine. The author of VM claims for medicine a knowledge of
nature the philosophers do not have. So he is not only arguing for the
autonomy of medicine, but also for the only right method of discovery.
Philosophy, based on lmo8E<JLS', is not only irrelevant to medicine, it is
irrelevant for the knowledge of nature in general. There is a reason for this,
according to VM. Traditionally philosophers dealt with things in the sky and
below the earth and theorising about these they had to use novel postulates, as
there is no way to know the truth in these regions as there is no test of the truth;
i.e. it is impossible to verify the truth or falsehood of the theories (ch. 1).
Aristotle's reasons for studying the world of animals were that it made it
possible to base the theories on detailed observations. "Meteorology" and
"'geography" are of necessity speculative, but medicine (and biology),
according to this view, need not be. In their case it is possible to accumulate
knowledge, and where that is possible the past holds the key to successful
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application of the knowledge. But only if we know how to access and evaluate
what it has to offer. The Hellenistic Empiricists developed a method to do just
this. At the same time their scepticism of the use of reason was much more
radical than anything we find in the Hippocratic Corpus, or indeed in
Herodotus.

6. The bookish empiricism of the Empiricists.

There are two main sources for the Empiricists: Celsus (1 st century CE) and
Galen (2 nd century CE). The following account is mainly based on the proem
to Celsus' De medicina and on two treatises of Galen, On the Sects for

Beginners (SI) and An Outline of Empiricism (SubfEmp). Galen and Celsus
(though Celsus to a lesser degree) are mainly occupied in these writings with
hammering the Methodists and demonstrating that their own medical method
incorporates what is good in both Rationalism and Empiricism, i.e. that their
art of medicine is the logical conclusion or culmination of the
Rationalist/Empiricist debate. We should, therefore, expect them to stress, on
the one hand, the similarities between the two positions, and how they
complement each other, as they want to embrace them as one, and, on the other
hand, their shortcomings, viewed individually, for the same reason. And it
becomes clear in the last two chapters of Galen's SubjEmp, where he criticises
named Empiricists for not acting like they should as Empiricists, that what he
has been presenting is what he thinks Empiricism should be. The real life
Empiricists did simply not live up to his ideas about them.
Empiricism arose in the third century BCE in opposition to what
the Empiricists termed Rationalism or Dogmatism. The "Rationalists" relied on
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causal explanations, which were again based on their theories about the nature
and functions of the human body. They disagreed among themselves on what
was the nature of the human body and on how it functioned. The Empiricists,
seizing on this, proposed to drop causal explanations and arguments that had
anything to do with hidden causes or actions, as there was no way there would
or could ever be an agreement on this, and concentrate on what experience had
taught about what works and works not in the treatment of diseases. In view of
the proliferation of more or less fantastic theories about these matters this may
seem a sober and healthy attitude. 83 But a closer look at the Empiricists will
show that they were excessively conservative. 84 And, indeed, one of the
impulses behind Empiricism may have been a belief in the perfection the art of
medicine was supposed to have reached. According to Celsus (36 85 ) some of
the Empiricists believed that the remedies had already been explored and that
there were no new kinds of diseases (genera morborum).86 What is left for the
physician to do, therefore, is to learn what experience has taught about what
cures and what does not and to apply this in practice. While theoretical work is
outlawed on principle, research, which earlier was essential (36, 38), would no
longer be needed. But even if there were new kinds of diseases there was no
need for theory, because the experienced physician would straightway see

83

See, e.g., Celsus 20-21 for different theories of digestion which led to differences in

treatment.
84

Compare Matthen's concluding remarks in his paper on the Empiricists (1988): " ... the

theory of Empiricism must have been more conducive to risk aversive strategies, and more
open to change than Rationalism." I will argue the opposite.
85

All references to Celsus by number are to the proem unless otherwise stated.

86

Whether genuine new diseases did crop up or not or if what appears to someone to be a case

of a new disease is only an expression of his ignorance was a debated issue. And even if you
allow for novel cases it does not have to mean that there are new causes involved, as it might
just a-s well be an expression of changing habits, particularly in diet and bathing (Plutarch's

QuestCol1viv VIII, 9). And in any case the question of how to identify a new disease or (or as
opposed to) a new kind of disease is not straightforward. Celsus himself didn't think there was
anything permanent in the art of medicine, which is why he argued for, what he calls, the
"conjectural" approach .
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(visurum) to which disease it came nearest and treat accordingly (37). The
successful application of this, known as the "transition to the similar", is what
distinguishes the true craftsman from the layman.
It has often been argued that the scepticism of the Empiricists was
of the dogmatic (i.e. Academic) kind. 87 They did not suspend judgement, as
good Pyrrhonists, but dogmatically claim that it was impossible to know about
the hidden causes of diseases and about the natural actions of the body
(breathing, digesting, etc.) and even about the internal parts of the body (i.e.
they regarded studies in anatomy as irrelevant to the art).88 But it must be kept
in mind that the Empiricists were not a homogenous group adhering to a single
doctrine from the third century BeE. Micheal Frede has, in a series of papers89,
argued for a historical/developmental account of the Empiricist's doctrine(s).
According to Frede the first Empiricists were dogmatic sceptics, as described
above, but their position changed under the influence of Pyrrhonism. He uses
this to explain why Sextus claims that the Methodists, the third main
Hellenistic sect, was more truly sceptical than the Empiricists (P 1.236), a
remarkable claim by someone believed to be among the Empiricists ([Galen]

Int, K XIV 683, 11; DL IX 116). Sextus is here attacking early Empiricists,
who were dogmatic sceptics, and not later Empiricists like Menodotus, a well
known Pyrrhonist in his own right.
The three methodological elements in the Empiricist doctrine are
alJTOtVla (or lTELpa), LCJTOpla and ~ TOU 0f10l0U

f1ETci~a(JLS'.

The Empiricists

seem to have agreed that these played an important role in medicine but they
disagreed on what part each of them had in the art. The main controversy was
on the nature and role of the

f1ETci~a(JLS'.

AUTotVla (or TTELpa) is what the

E.g. Edelstein (1933).
88 See ch. IV on Aristotle on problems in dissection.
89 Frede (1985); (1987b); (1988a).
87
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individual physician sees for himself or experiences and therefpre knows.
There are different kinds and degrees of experience. There is the experience of
spontaneous events, naturally occurring, followed by the patient either getting
better or worse, like when a man suddenly gets a nosebleed. There is no
apparent cause. In other cases the cause is apparent, as when a patient falls and
his nose bleeds, but this happens by chance and not by choice. The first
observations of this they called, according to Galen (SubfEmp, ch. 2; SI ch. 2),
7TEPL 7TTWCJLS' (because "they chanced upon it"). Then there is extemporary
experience (TC> aUToCJXEOLOV), when it occurs to someone to do something
when he or someone he is treating is in a certain condition. The inspiration for
this can come from dreams or whatever90 • There is, thirdly, the very important
imitative experience (TO ILL I111TLKOV). This comes about when the doctor tries
again and again what he has experienced once or only a few times, i.e. not
often enough to be able to say whether it happens like this always, most of the
time, half the time or rarely. When they are confident that they know how
consistent this is they call it 8EWPlll1a and it is a part of the art (I1EPOS' T~S'
TEXVllS') and trustworthy (7TLCJTOV). The art is nothing apart from many such
8Ewp~l1aTa and a doctor is a person who has accumulated them. It is therefore

a kind of memory (I1V~I111 TLS'). They also call this experience (EI17TELpLa). The
fourth kind is practised experience

(TpL~LK~

7TElpa). This is only for experts

and applies to the I1ETa~aCJLS'. These four elements belong to aUTot\JLa.
The second foot is lCJTopLa. 'ICJTopLa is the report (E7TaYYEALa) of
aUTot\JLa, or experience written down. The same thing, therefore, is UllTot\Jta
for the one who makes the observation and lCJTopLa for the one who is learning.
Their status differs, but the content is the same. According to this, only those
things which have been experienced count as lCJTopLa. But some empiricists

90

This could or at least should include any form of reasoning, as far as it is not supposed to be
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defined lO"Topla more broadly as the report of things which have been seen or

as

if they had been seen.

According to the first we have to judge what is truly

history (si vera est ystoria) but to the other whether the history is true (si est
vera) (SubfEmp ch. 8). This difference seems only to be semantic because in
practice it does not seem to matter. 91 In both cases the physician has to sift out
what is true from what is false in the written material (but see below). Both
definitions have in common that only reports of experienced affections and
treatments, or reports that look like observational reports, count, which means
that everything that has been written on hidden causes and natural actions as
well as anatomical studies will be discounted at the very start. There are four
methods to evaluate the veracity of what has been written. First and foremost is
correspondence with what the reader has himself experienced. This is the most
trustworthy criterion but at the same time the least useful as there is no need for
someone to read about what he has seen for himself (but see below). The most
useful criterion is agreement (concordantia) among the sources (i.e. in the
histories). They insist that this principle is based on experience and not on the
nature of the thing itself. It is a matter of experience that what people agree on
is, by and large, true. The third criterion is the learning and character of the
writer. It is thus a matter of experience that Hippocrates is a trustworthy author.
(The first criterion is useful in order to establish which author is trustworthy.)
The last criterion is whether what is said resembles what the reader knows
from his own experience (which points to the

I1ETa~a(JLS').

'IO"TopLa does not have the same status as personal experience.
But when the agreement of the best authorities is combined with the reader's
own alJTOtjJla (or 'TTELpa), but only of few instances, and similarity with what is
known by experience, it is no less credible than what has been found out by

a source of knowledge in its own right.
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experience. There are, therefore, many different degrees of the, reliability of
LGTOpLa. It is no coincidence that the Empiricists were the first to study and
write commentaries on "Hippocrates".
The third "foot" is the

IlETCi~aGl5'.

It is mainly used in the case of

new diseases and in order to find new and/or alternative remedies. The
principle is grounded in experience, which has taught that similar diseases, and
indeed locations in the body, need similar treatment and that similar remedies
can replace remedies that are not available. It is mostly in relation to this that
the Empiricists were criticised for using reason, because there must be some
reasoning, analogical reasoning, involved in the application of this principle
(e.g. Celsus 51). The Empiricists answer that this is not based on \Oy05' but that
the application of the principle is practised,

TPl~lKf],

because you have to be

practised (TETPL<p9m) to be able to use it (SI ch. 2). The consequence of
rejecting \Oy05' is, therefore, to embrace its opposite, TPl~f].92 The Empiricists
would not deny that some thinking is involved in their practice. What they
deny in particular is the use of analogy, i.e. arguments from the observable to
the unobservable. Some of the later Empiricists who did not want to abolish
reasoning argued instead for the use of epiiogismos. It's main difference from
analogy is that it draws inferences from the observed to the observable but not
yet observed. 93 Hidden causes and natural actions are still outlawed.

This is an interesting debate as it is about the precise meaning of a technical term.
92 TpL~~ seems to have gained status as a positive term in the third century in Rhetoric and
Politics. Philodemus quotes Metrodorus for: [~ K] oL T~V 'lTOAELTLK~V €ofl'lTELP [i.]ov, KOS' ~V
€oK TPL~fis KOL LOTOpi.OS TWV 'lTOAEWS' 'lTPOYWlTWV OUVOPt\ll1 QV TLS' OV KOKWS Ta 'lTA~SEL
oUfl<PEPOVTO; Frg. 27 in A. Koerte, Metrodorea, Leipzig (1890) (=Jahrbiichenjiir klassische
Philologie, Suppl. xvii, 529-597.) In the introduction to the Precepts (almost certainly postEpicurean) it is said that one should not in LllTPEUELV attend primarily to AOYLOfl4> but to TPL~fj
flETa AOYOU . The author goes onto say that AOYLOflOS is a kind of-memory composed of what
has been grasped by sense-perception. This is reminiscent of the Empiricists and the stress they
lay on memory. See, in general, Frede (1990a).
93 See Schofield (1996) for the use of the term in Epicurus, in particular, but also by the
Empiricists.
91
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Was the

f1ETci~aaLS'

a constitutive part of medicine? Later

Empiricists debated whether Serapion, the first Empiricist according to Celsus

(10), thought so or not (SubfEmp ch. 4). Some, like Menodotus, said that it was
not but that the Empiricists used it, others, like Cassius, that they did not even
use it. Theodas said it constituted reasonable experience but some said it was
more like an instrument (opyaIJolJ). Galen suggests that LaTopLa should
possibly be thought of as an instrument as well (ibidem). The reason is that
only aUT0tVLa counts as a true source of experience and that f1ETci~aaLS', not
being experience, can only lead us towards new experiences, i.e. only be used
as a tool. Galen suggests that the Empiricists should look upon LaTopLa in the
same way (ibidem). But the difference is that LaTopLa proper is thought of as
aUT0tVLa written down and, therefore, in a sense, equal to it. Here it is
important whether we use the more inclusive or exclusive definition of
LaTopLa. If LaTopLa is defined as real aUT0tVLa (or TTELpa) written down it can
not be an instrument like the f1ETci~aaLS'. But if it includes also what seems to
be aUT0tVLa written down it might be regarded as such, because it loses its
immediate contact with aUTotVLa. But even in this case it only seems to concern

when an account is accepted as LaTopLa: is it only after it has been established
as authentic aUT0tV[a or is it is it earlier, when it still only seems to be? The
debate about the precise meaning of LaTopLa is important for the status of
LaTopLa in the methodology of the Empiricists and is understandable in a
context where the art as such is more or less based on LaTopLa. 94

94

Another important question to be asked at this point is whether LUTOPLO is OUTOt\JLO or

EIlTTELPLO written down. If it is EIlTTELPLo, and especially if it is understood in the narrower

sense, LUTOPLO turns out to be equivalent to the art of medicine in written form .
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7. Empiricism from Herodotus to the Empiric;ists.

'IO'TopLa is fundamental to the authors I have concentrated on in this chapter.
For Herodotus it is knowledge he received from someone else, and more
generally knowledge received by asking. His reasons for referring to his own
work in the proem (and VII, 96,1) as LO'TOPlT] can be that he was thinking about
it from the point of view of the reader/listener: it is what he reports to them. It
is reported knowledge. Similarly some of the Hippocratic writers, in particular
the author of VM, looked to the collected experience from the practice of
medicine to base on their claim to the status of TEXVT] for medicine. This
properly attained knowledge the author of VM refers to in, chapter 20, as
LO'TOPL T]. A significant part of this is from the past experience of those who
have practiced medicine. It is, again, reported knowledge. With the Empiricists
the term has gained a narrower meaning excluding everything but reported
knowledge. But how narrow seems to have been hotly debated among them. It
is the personal experience of practicing doctors that has been reported in
written form. The debate on the precise meaning of LO'Topla turns on the status
of LO'TopLa in the art of medicine, as understood by the Empiricists. The art of
medicine was, for them, in effect based on this accumulated and reported
knowledge. The status of this "foot" was therefore a crucial issue. 95

95

Heinrich von Staden (Staden (1975) 187-193) has convincingly argued that the Empiricist

Tripos is essentially passive. The Empiricists did not try to find things out. They waited for the
experiences to happen . He uses this to explain the decline of experimentation (of which there,
admittedly, never was much) in the period where Empiricist medicine flourished. I would like
to add, as a possible explanation of this passivity, that they were essentially conservative, and
passive as a consequence of this. An important part of the Empiricist argument against the
Rationalists was that most or all of the art of medicine had already been discovered, and that it
had been discovered by experience. When the same things happened day after day diligentes
homines noted what worked and began to prescribe it. It was only later that men began to
discuss the reasons (Celsus 35-6). There is no doubt that QUTOl/!i.Q is the primary
epistemological principle, but neither is there much doubt that for the Empiricists LUTOpi.Q was
in practice the most important "foot", as most of the art had already been discovered (SubfEmp
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Aristotle's use of L(JTOPlU in the Rhetoric and Poetics is closely
related to this. It refers above all to reported information. In the next two
chapters I look closer at the nature of L(JTOPlU in the Historia of Aristotle.
Trying to dig even deeper into the idea and nature of "natural history" I take
Theophrastus' Historia of plants for comparison in chapter IV.

ch 6). Hence the importance of keeping it aboard as a proper methodological foundation and
not only as an instrument. It is important for their case that this is so and that there is no, or at
least little, need for research in medicine. This is an essential part of Celsus' criticism of the
Empiricists. There are new diseases, he says (49), even though this is rare. It is important to do
something in new cases, however they are identified, and similarity is not always helpful (51) .
In cases like this it is better to have reason at your disposal as it makes you a better practitioner.
This would be a fitting criticism of Empiricism understood as excessively conservative, i.e.
unable to respond to novel situations. They are stuck in the past. And they are stuck in books.
The truth is already out there in written form.
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III

Observing Chicks

Reading some of the secondary literature on ancient Greek medicine, in
particular the Hippocratic treatises, can lead one to think that LaTOpLT) was a
crucial element in the vocabulary of the Hippocratics. 1 We have already seen
an important passage in the VM (discussed in ch. II), but apart from that the
word and its cognates are rarely used. It does not seem to be an important part
of medical vocabulary in the classical period, with one exception. The treatises

On Generation (Genit), On the Nature of the Child (NatPuer) and Diseases IV
(M orb IV) are the only treatises in the Hippocratic collection 2 to use the
vocabulary of LaTop- to any substantial degree. 3 Whether these works are all
by the same author has been debated, particularly since Littre's edition of the
texts CL VII, 470-614) in 1851, where he, for the first time, collected them as

1 This

is even more common in non-specialist comments on the Hippocratics. Luce (1997) 82
is a nice example: " ... the word historla and its cognates are frequently used to describe the
course pursued by the doctor and the close observation required of him." This is true, but not in
the sense intended by Luce. It is true of the literature about the Hippocratics but not of the
Hippocratic works themselves.
2 Excepting the post-Epicurean Praec.
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one. GenitlNatPuer undoubtedly form one continuous treatise, and they are
transmitted as such, but the relation of Morb IV to GenitlNatPuer is a more
difficult issue. Among those who think it is by the same author there is
disagreement on whether it is a separate treatise or forms a part of the other
two. 4 These, together with Viet I, are the only treatises in the Hippocratic
collection that focus on the conception, formation and growth of the foetus with some additional stuff thrown in. Other Hippocratic works that show
interest in embryological problems are mainly concerned with obstetrical and
gynaecological matters.
Aristotle probably knew these treatises, at least GenitlNatPuer. His
opponents in GA I, 17-18 are most easily recognised in the position of Genitthough we cannot with any certainty affirm that Aristotle is attacking this
particular work -

while he argues against some of the positions of NatPuer in

books 11 and IV. It has even been argued that the entire GA is composed in
response to GenitlNatPuer.5 He seems certainly to have noticed one of the most
famous experiments in the history of biology,6 the egg experiment as
prescribed in NatPuer 29. Aristotle seems to have done the experiment, and he
describes it in detail in HA VI, 3. The uses of the experiment in these different
contexts will concern me later in this chapter.
In chapter IV I will investigate how Aristotle and Theophrastus did
LUTopLa in the realm of living nature, with special emphasis on the subject

3 • IUTopl T]

never occurs, LUTOPEW a couple of times and the rest of the instances (18) are

LUTOPLOV, "evidence" or "proof".
4 Kahlenberg (1955) and C.W. MUlier (1998) argue that Morb IV is by a different author, while
Littre VII 463, Joly (1970) 9- 13, Lonie (1981) 43-51 and Jouanna (1999) 392 all agree that it is
by the same author, but disagree on whether they form one continuous treatise or not, Joly
arguing that they do but Lonie and Jouanna (page 384) that Morb IV is a separate treatise. See
also Regenbogen (1931) 158-9. In the rest of this chapter I discuss these treatises as if they
were by one author.
5

The affinities of the CA to CenitlNatPuer have often been noticed, but Morsink (1982) has

gone furthest by arguing that CenitlNatPuer is Aristotle's dialectical opponent in the CA.
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matter. At the end of this chapter I will address some methodological
discussions of laTopLu in Aristotle, with some examples from Theophrastus as
well, but only after a detailed discussion of GenitlNatPuer and Aristotle's
parallel discussions. The arguments of these Hippocratic treatises deserve
serious attention and they are particularly interesting in comparison with
Aristotle. I will approach the methodological context of LaTop(u through
comparing Aristotle's and the "Hippocratic" uses of LaTopLu. But I will begin
with the general problem of what is hidden, picking up the thread from my last
chapter. The study of conception and the development of the foetus is
particularly difficult as it concerns hidden processes and it is illuminating to
see some of the approaches to hidden processes before we get to our
embryological discussions.

1. Analogy and the invisible.

The modem debate about the role and nature of analogy in ancient Greek
science and philosophy was, to a significant degree, focused on these treatises.?
This is no coincidence, as embryology is a particularly difficult subject to
study. It belongs to the part of medicine that has to do with the hidden actions
of the body, and is in some respects similar to meteorology and element
theory.8 Direct observation was either not an option or only possible to a very

Cf. Ham! (1981).
7 Senn (1929), Regenbogen (1931), Diller (1932), Lloyd (1966). Jouanna (1999) 318: "He [the
author of GenitlNatPuer] was truly a giant in the art of analogy."
8 Cf. VM 1 (CMG I, 1, 36: 16-18) on the u</>avEa TE Kat uTTOPPEuollEva
.. , olov TTEpt TWV
6

IlETEWPWV T\ TWV i!TTO
meteorology.

y~v

. See Lloyd (1964) 53-4 on dogmatism and experience in
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limited degree. 9 Speculation was rife . This was not only the case in
embryology, but the general situation regarding the internal structure of the
human body.1O Areas of particular interest in embryology were the role of the
male and the female in conception, where the main question was whether the
male alone contributed seed (eHTE pfla) or nOel; what part of the foetus
developed firse 2 , a question related to speculations about what was the
governing principle of the bodi 3 ; how the foetus is nourished l4 ; etc. These

There is no indication that dissection was considered prior to Aristotle, with the notable
exception of MorbSacr, and he seems only to have dissected animals, cf. HA 494a21ff. See
Lloyd (1979) 163 nn 193-194. Cord, which refers extensively to dissection, is a late treatise,
roughly contemporary with Herophilus and Erasistratus. For a discussion of the evidence for
the dating, with a review of previous scholars, see Duminil (1998) 169-181 . His general
characterisation of the treatise is best summed up with these two quotes (161): "C'est une
description du cU!ur qui procede de l'exterieur vers l'interieur, c'est-a-dire dans l'ordre ou un
anatomiste decouvre les faits."; and (166): "C'est un ouvrage d'anatomie pure et le niveau de
connaissances anatomique qu'il montre n'a d'egal dans aucun autre traite de la Collection."
10 Cf. HA 494bI9-24, where Aristotle states that the external parts are well known and have
their own name, but the internal parts, in particular those of men, are unknown. He does not
suggest that dissection is called for. Instead he says: ayvwoTa yap Eon IlclALOTa Ttl TWV
uv8pwiTwv, WOTE BEL iTPOS Ta TWV aAAWV 1l0pW (<{>WV uvaYOVTaS OKOiTElV, ots EXEl
iTapaiTAT]OLaV T~V <!>UOlV (22-24). See Lloyd (1979) 163 n 194. Kollesch (1997) argues that
Aristotle's comparisons of human and animal anatomy is only understandable if we assume that
Aristotle had extensive "knowledge" of human anatomy. She thinks he probably used Diodes'
treatise on anatomy, but he was according to Galen the first to write on anatomy (Eijk F 17).
11 The common view was that the male alone contributed seed, cf. Aeschylus' Eu 658 ff and
Euripides Or 552-4 (path;r me;n ejfuvteusevn me, sh; dt. e[tikte pai"', to; spevrmt. a[roura
paralabou'st. a[llou pavra: a[neu de; patro;" tevknon oujk ei[h pott. a[n .), as well as Plato Ti 91
d (oiJon ajpo; devndrwn karpo;n katadrevyante", wJ" eij" a[rouran th;n mhvtran ajovrata uJpo;
smikrovthto" kai; ajdiavplasta zw'/a ktl.) and Aristotle. The embryological treatises discussed
here are lone voices for the view that the female contributes seed in the same way as the male
- and they argue for it. See below for the use of evidence in Genit. Related is the view of
Parmenides that the male is on the right hand side of the womb and the female on the left
(DK28B 17). For a discussion of this problem in general see Lloyd (1983) 86-94.
12 AIcmaeon (DK24AI3) and Hippon (DK38AI5): the head; Empedodes (DK31A84) and
Aristotle: the heart (see below for Aristotle); Anaxagoras : the brain (DK59A108); Diogenes:
flesh (DK64A27); Democritus (depending on the evidence): the navel (DK68BI48), the
external parts (DK68AI45) or the head and belly (DK68AI45).
13 Which is indeed what Aristotle uses his observation of the chick's development to do. He
describes the observation in the HA VI, 461a6ff. , and argues for the primacy of the heart in e.g.
PA Ill, 666a19ff. and GA n, 739b34ff. It was also possible to argue against there being anyone
governing principle, cf. LocHom which opens with this statement: EIlOL BOKEl uPX~ IlEV ouv
ouBEIlLa EtvUl TOU oWllaTos, aAAa iTavTa 0IlOLWS apX~ KaL iTavTa TEAEUT~

9
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things are impossible to observe without the gadgetry of modern medicine.
Determining when a conception takes place is no easy matter, hence the
ancient debate about the viability of children borne in the seventh, eighth or
even tenth month.
The treatise de Arte states the problem about what is hidden, as it
relates to medicine, succinctly like this (CMG I, 1, 16: 11-22; B 11, 1-3Y5:

OU yap 8~ O<j>8UAI10LO( y' t86VTL TOUTWV TWV dpT]I1EVWV

[i.e. about the

internal structure of the body] ou8EVL OU8EV EOTLV d8Evm. 8LO KUL a8T]Au
... oou yap T~V
0I1I1ClTWV otjJw EK<j>EUYEL, Tuum TB T~S' YVWI1T]S' OtjJEL KEKpaTT]TUL.
I1EV yap brEi OUK ~V UUT4l OtjJEL t8ELV TO 110X8Eov ou8' aKoB

TWV

16 ...

0

[i.e. from

the patient] TTu8Eo8m, AOYWI14l I1ETDEL.

Where chInS' and

ciKO~

are not possible, the OtjJlS' of YVW[lT) , i.e. some kind of

AOYW[lOS', steps in. 17 The author of de Arte is very optimistic about the power

of AOYW[lOS', which turns out to consist in reading the signs (uT)[lELa) coming
from the body: the voice, respiration (TTvEu[la) and the discharges. What is seen
gives insight into what is not seen. If the body does not yield these freely, the
doctor has to step in and force the patient by exercise or purgatives to emit
something that can be seen, e.g. sweat or vomit (B 12). But the key to
interpreting these signs is a speculative theory about the nature of the internal

14

The atomists: through the mouth; AIcmaeon: by the whole body.

15 Note that the division of chapters 11 ff differs in Jones' Loeb edition (1923) from both CMG
and B.
16 Jouanna (1988) 261 -2: "C'est la plus belle formule du traite." Cf. also 178.

Cf. Herodotus Il, 99 where he describes what he has been describing about as being based on
otjJlS, yvwflTj and LOTOpLTj . We get a similar distinction here if we replace aKo~ with LOTOpLTj.
What Herodotus more or less means by LOTOPLTj in Il, 99 is what he has been told by the
relevant people, i.e. what he has heard.
17
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structure and workings of the body and how it is supposed to be. in health and
sickness (B 10).18
The author of VM also looks to what is seen in order to learn
about what is hidden .19 But he distinguishes between two sources of diseases:
powers (8VvaIlElS) and structures

(O'X~llaTa)

(B 22, 1). The treatise is mostly

concerned with the powers, about which the physician can, according to the
author, gain accurate knowledge if he follows the proper method which has
been at the disposal of medicine from the earliest of times (see my chapter II).
But in the case of the structures, by which he means the body on the inside, it is
necessary to look at objects on the outside, like bottles in different shapes,
sponges and other things that can take in and expel liquid in a variety of
ways.20 Dissection, of humans or animals, is not considered. 21 What he has to
say on the internal structure of the human body is based on the same analogical
method as in de Arte. 22
Embryology belongs to the part of medicine that deals with the

-

internal structures of the human body, and is therefore reduced to speculation,

The author has an account of the nature of the internal body, or the "cavity" (VT]OUS initially
in the singular (B 10, 1), though he goes on to argue that the body has many cavities), which is
hollow and supposed to be filled with TTvEulla when healthy, but in disease with lxwp, some
kind of fluid (CMG I, 1, 15: 24; 16: 9; B 10,3; 5). In Il V, 340 LXWP is used of the juice of the
gods, and it is not blood. A similar view is found in Flat. The author of this treatise argues that
18

TTvEulla is the basic element in disease and health, manifesting itself on the outside of the body

as

ci~p

but on the inside as <j>uua (B 3, 1). This allows him to use the nature and behavior of

as evidence for the effects of <j>uua on the inside of the body, ana Il~V EUT!. yE TU IlEV
(CMG I, 1,93: 4-5).
19 KaTallav8uvElv BE BEL TaUTa Ecw8EV EK TWV <j>avEpwv
(CMG I, 1,53: 12-13; B 22, 3).
20 Morb IV (B 35,2) explains how the head attracts phlegm from the body by its shape. It is
like a cupping instrument (WUTTEp ULKUT]), cf. VM (B 22, 3). See Morb I (Li VI 168: 13-18;
Wittern (1974) 40: 18ff) and Morb II (Li VII 18: 14-18; B 11, 1) on how the head attracts
phlegm by heat (like the cupping instrument does), and Morb II (B 26, 6; 27,2) on how to
apply the cupping instrument (ULKUT]), cf. also VM (CMG 1, 1,53: 16-18; B 22, 3).
ci~p

oljJEl ci<j>av~s, Tt{) BE AOYWIlt{) <j>avEpos

Cf Jus} (CMG I, 1,4: 19-20): ov TEIlEW BE ovBE Il~V AL8LWVTaS, E::KXWP~UW BE
EPyuTTJuLv civBpuULV TTP~CLOS T~uBE . There seems to have been, at least among some
medical writers and practitioners, a clear view that cutting had nothing to do with medicine
proper. Surgery was left to the menial practitioners.
21
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unless someone finds a different way to deal with it. The author of Viet I is
aware of these problems in embryology but claims to have found a solution. At
the beginning of chapter 11 he states that men, excepting himself, do not know
how to see the invisible through the visible, even though they in actual fact are
imitating the nature of man in their arts (TExvm).23 The exposition of how this
works (12-24: CMG 1,2,4 136-142) is highly dogmatic.24 He describes an art,
like building, and goes on to claim that the art mimics the nature of man, the
particular aspect of it he is dealing with in each analogy is then explained.
Nowhere does he attempt to argue that the analogy holds, let alone how. The
belief that it does seems to be based on the theory of the powers that govern the
body, these powers also supposed to be at work in the arts/crafts. 25

See L10yd (1979) 158-9 on de Arte, VM and the absence of dissection .
23 01. oE aVSPWTIOl EX TWV <j>avEpwv T<I a<j>avEa OKETITWSm OUK ETILOTaVTaL' TEXVl]OL
yap XPEC)IlEVOL 0IlOLl]OLV aVSpWTILVl] <j>UOEL ou YLVWOKOUOL (CMG 1,2,4,134: 21-22). See
Joly (1960) 62-63 for a discussion of how this relates to Anaxagoras, reviewing the
controversy between Diller (1932) and Gomperz (1933).
24 EYW OE 0llAWOW TExvas <j>aVEpaS avSpWTIOV TIaS~llaOLV 0lloLaS Eouoas Kat <j>avEpoloL
Kat a<j>aVEOL (B 12, 1; CMG I, 2, 4, 136: 5-6).
25 This treatise is, unsurprisingly, about regimen, but it is the opinion of the author that he who
wants to write correctly of human regimen must know the nature of man in general, in direct
opposition to the views of the author of VM 20, another treatise concentrating on regimen. If
the doctor is going to affect a man through food and exercise he must know what it is that
controls the body (TO ETILKpaTEOV EV T4> OWllaTL) (2, 1; CMG I, 2, 4, 122: 26). This turns out
to be fire and water, mutually dependent elements man and all the animals are made of
(ouvLOTaTaL IlEV OUV Ta (4)a TCi TE aAAa TIaVTa Kat avSPWTIOS aTIO oUolV, OW<j>6POLV
IlEV T~V ouvallLV, OUIl<j>6poLV oE T~V XpfjOLV, TIUpOS Kat. iJoaTos. TafJTa OE
ouvall<j>6TEpa aiJTapKEa EOTl TolOL TE aAAOlOL TIaOL Kat an~AOlOLV, EKaTEpov OE
xwpts OUTE aUTO EWUT4> OUTE aAAlp OUOEVL (3, 1; CMG I, 2, 4, 126: 5-8)). Fire has the
power (ouvaIlLS) to move, water the power to nourish (TO IlEV yap TIUP ouvaTaL TIaVTa OLa
TIaVTOS KLVfjoaL, TO OE iJowp TIaVTa OLa TIaVTOS SpbjJQL (3, 1; CMG I, 2, 4,128: 9-10)).
Fire needs nourishment and water needs movement. The claim of the author of this treatise is
to be able to control these powers through food and exercise. As a part of this general project
he embarks, in chapter 6, on his embryology. The reason for the embryological discussion is,
therefore, to lay a foundation for his theory of eating and exercising as therapy. Among the
things he claims to be able to do is influence the sex of the child to be conceived (27, 1).
Jouanna (1999) 276, discussing Vie! I: "Embryology, rather than being considered an
observational science, becomes a branch of speculative philosophy whose reconstruction is
guided solely by the belief that human anatomy and physiology reproduce the organisation and
22
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2. Arguments by LUTOpW.

Now I turn to Genit, NatPuer and Morb IV. These treatises have much in
common with Viet I, but there are important differences as wel1. 26 Both rely on
analogy to explain what happens inside the body, but the treatises Genit,

NatPuer and Morb IV do it in a way, and to such a degree, that it might be
explained as a consciously adopted method. 27 The fundamental difference is
that the author of these treatises argues for the validity of his analogy. This he
does in chs. 13 and 29. 28
Before I discuss this extraordinary argument, which uses
LaTopLov at its core as well as a frame 29 , I will look at the uses of LaTopLov in
the treatise in general (variously translated as "proof" or "evidence"). A good
example to start with is the very beginning of Genit:

VOj..lOS j..lEV TTaVTa KpaTUVEL' ~ OE YOVT] TOU avopos EPXETaL aTTO TTavTos
TOU uypou TOU EV T4> aWj..laTL EOVTOS, TO laXUp0TaTOV aTTOKpLeEV' TOUTOU
OE

lan)plOV TOOE, OTl aTTOKpLVETaL TO LaxupOTaTOV, OTl ETTT]V

AaYVEUmllj..lEV aj..lLKpOV oihw j..lEeEVTES, aaeEVELS YLVOj..lEea.

Grand opening, invoking Pindar,30 is followed by a double statement about the
origin of seed in man: a. it comes from all the humours in the body, and h. it is

unfolding of the universe." But how could embryology be an observational science in the
absence of dissection or instruments to look inside the body?
26 Hanson (1995) 293 stresses the similarities between the speculative embryology of the two
treatises, while L10yd (1983) 92 points to the difference in the way they argue for their
positions. See below.
27 Cf. L10yd (1966) 356.
The chapters of Genit, NatPuer and Morb IV are numbered continuously, following the
edition of Littre, as if they were one treatise.

28

As observed by Regenbogen (1931) 140-1 and Lonie (1981) 146-7, though they are wrong
about the reference of the first LOTOpLOV.

29

30

V0f10S

6

lHlvTwv ~UOlAEi)S SVUTWV TE Kat aSaV(lTWV KTA.

(Plato Grg 484B; fr 152

Bowra).
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the strongest part that is separated off. This latter claim is supported by
reference to the common experience of men of being tired after sexual
intercourse that culminates in orgasm with ejaculation. This is then followed by
a physiological explanation of the internal workings of seed-production in
men. So far nothing about women. Here LaTopLov refers not to a particular
observation, but to an experience shared by the male audience, something they
should recognise immediately.31

In chapter seven of Genit the author argues that both the man and
the woman contribute male and female seed. His argument for this is not
immediately convincing (if at all), and far from conclusive. He claims that
some women have borne daughters to their partners, and then borne sons to
other men -

while the same men, after intercourse with other women, produce

sons (B 7, 1). Thus both the man and the woman were separately able to beget
a son, but did not do so together. These are the apparent facts that lead to the
conclusion that both the man and the woman have male and female seed. 32 This
is promptly explained by reference to the author's theory of the weak female
sperm being able to overwhelm the strong male spenn to take the control (B 6).
He then goes on to say: xwpd oE OUK alEL TOUTO cmo TOU aUTou avopoS'
laxupov, ouoE aa8EvES' ald, an' dnOTE anOLOV. KaL

T~S'

YUVaLKOS'

oihwS' EXEL (B 7, 3). It is obvious that this same observation could be used to
support almost any theory about the male and the female contribution or noncontribution of sperm. 33
Following this, in chapter eight, the author discusses the
resemblance of the child to its parents. Children resemble their mothers in

Cf. HA I passim. Book one is a heuristic introduction to the HA as a whole, where the parts
of animals and men are compared. Women are only brought in in the very last chapter.
32 Chapter seven starts: oUI1~anE<JeaL DE napEXEL OTL KaL EV TU YUVaLKL KaL EV TciJ
ciVDPL EOTL y6voS' KaL e~AUS' KaL apOTJV TCiioLV EI1<1>avEoL YLVOI1EVOLOL.
33 Cf. Lloyd (1983) 92.
31
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some respects and their fathers in some other respects. A fact most people
would immediately recognise. This is explained by the theory of strong and
weak sperm, but this time coming from different parts of the body. If the sperm
from the father's nose is particularly strong the child will, ceteris paribus, get a
nose that resembles the father's nose. Boys can even resemble their mother and
girls their father (B 8, 2). Chapter eight ends with this statement: KaL Talmx
[lOL KaL TOUalm} EUTLV LUn)pLa Tql lTPOTEP4l MY4l, OTL EVEUTL KaL EV

T!J

YUVaLKL KaL EV Tql av8pL KaL KOVPOYOVLTJ KaL 8TJA.VYOVLTJ. Here he

seems not to distinguish between observations, common experiences and the
theories he proposes, as this is a general reference to the discussion started in
chapter six about the relative strength and amount of seed, and not only to the
observation just mentioned. 34 It includes both the common experiences of the
audience and the arguments proposed.
In Morb IV, chapter 56, we are treated to no less than seven
different LUTOPLa, plus one extra (Toiho 8E LUTOPLOV ano [lOL

B 56, 7),

against claims that drink enters the lungs. This was, and continued to be, a
highly controversial issue. Plato claimed in the Timaeus that drink passes into
the lung and that its function is to cool the heart (70c and 91a)35, but is was
attacked by Aristotle (PA Ill, 3, 664b3-665a25)36 and Erasistratus, while it was
defended by, among other, Oalen, who says that a small amount of drink can
enter the windpipe (PHP VIII, 9, 9-25; CMO V, 4, 1,2, 534: 26-538: 12).37

Cf. Lonie (1981) 139; Regenbogen (1931) 141, discussing B 56: "lOTOPlOV ist argumentum
im weitesten Sinne."
35 Cf. Cord 2 (Li IX 80-82; B 2,1-3) and Oss 13 (Li IX 184-186; B 13,2). Philiston of Locri,
according to Plutarch (QuestCol1viv VII, 1, 699C), held this view before Plato, and so did
Homer, Euripides and other persons of importance (op. cit. 697F-700B).
36 Plainly stated in HA 116, 495bI6-19: ~ IlEV ouv apTTJpla T01ITOV EXEL TOV TpOTTOV, Ka!.
OEXETaL 1l0VOV TO TTvEulla Ka!. a<jllTjOLV, UAAO 0' OUOEV OUTE ~TjpOV Oue' uypov, ~ TTOVOV
TTapEXEl, EWS o.v EK~i]'lJ TO KaTEAeOV .
37 For a discussion and references, see Lonie (1981) 361-2.
34
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This seems also to have been a highly controversial issue at the time of writing
of this treatise (cf. B 56, 7). The argument is meticulously laid out (B 56,2):

TOlUW ouv

BOKEOVUW

UV8PWTrOLaL TO

TrOTOV

EVaVTLWUOllaL' EXEL BE OlJT<.llS'· XWPEl TO
T~S'

TrOTOV

TOV

TrAEUl-lOVa <pEpW8aL

ES' T~V KOLAlTjV, UTrO BE

KOLAlllS' TO aAAO uWlla ETraUplUKETaL. VO~UaL BE XP~ oKoua IlEnW

EPElV ' AEYW BE lUTOPLa,
ES'

ES

T~V

38

OTL TO

TrOTOV

OU XWPEl ES

TOV

TrAEUIlOVa, UAM

KOLAlllV, TuBE .

The view to be argued against is first stated39 , then the fact, as he sees it, and he
finally exhorts his audience to heed his argument, as he will produce evidence
for his case. He then spells out the seven numbered LO"Topw 40 , plus the extra
one. He ends the chapter (B 56, 8) by explaining the physiological reasons why
drink does not go into the lung, i.e. it has the same structure as the first
argument of the treatise discussed above. There is something like an ivy leaf
over the windpipe (WO"iTEP KLO"O"OU <pUAAOV )41 which stops the drink getting into
it. This crucial fact is left to the last. He then closes the account in a
characteristic way: Kat TaUTa ES TOUTO 1l0l E'(pTJTaL.
The evidence he introduces is of the form: if it were the case that
drink entered the lungs, X would happen. X does not happen. Therefore drink

38 There is an interesting similarity between this phrase and the statement in VM 20: AEYw
TauTTjV T~V LUTOPLTjV ElOEVaL, KTA.
39 In B 56, 1 he has explained, in a proper Aristotelian fashion, why the false belief may have
come about: people have been fooled by the windpipe.
40 EV IlE:V TOUTO LUTOPlOV EUTlV
(B56, 2), ouo OE: lUTOPla TauTCI EUTL (B56, 3), Taum
OE: TTavTa LUTopLa EUTl (B 56, 5 TTavm might be a corruption of TTEVTE, as two more
causes have been mentioned in 56, 3-4), Taum IlE:V Ta LUTOPLa E~ EUTLV (B 56,5 - Joly
reads, with ms M Taum IlE:V Ta LUTOPLa ' E~EaTl KTA. At this point Joly only counts five
causes), Taum OE: LUTOPla ETTTa EUTlV (B 56, 7). It seems clear that the author lays much
stress on the number of the LUTOPLa he has, and I am therefore inclined to accept Lonie's
corrections of E~EaTl to E~ EUTlV and TTavTa to TTEVTE. If we read the text the way Joly does,
the author stops counting in B 56, 5 - only to resume it in 6-7. This seems unnecessarily
harsh . See Thomas (2000) 182-190 for a comparison of this argument with Herodotus Il, 20-22
on the inundation of the Nile.
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does not go into the lungs (modus tollens). According to the first ,argument the
drink would stop us breathing or speaking. It obviously does not, therefore it
does not enter the lungs. The second claims that our food would be too dry for
digestion, if drink went into the lungs. The third is that purgatives clean the
stomach, not the lungs. The fifth says that after heavy drinking our faeces
become dark -

another immediately recognisable observation. The sixth

similarly claims that our urine smells of garlic after we have eaten it and the
seventh refers to the experience of uncontrollable coughing when a small
amount of phlegm enters the lungs. The additional argument asks how children
could be nourished by breast feeding if the milk goes to the lungs. The fourth is
particularly interesting. It deals, as the third, with purgatives. This time it is
about the strength of purgatives. They bum and would harm the lungs. But why
not the stomach? Here we are treated to a story of how the Lydians use
stomachs from animals as sacks, which shows that stomachs are strong. This is
an interesting strategy, to tell a story to lend credence to an obscure fact,
crucially applied in ch. 13 (see below).
The arguments are not conclusive, and mostly question begging. They
play on the expectations and experiences of a typical male audience, and do not
rely on any privileged knowledge, except possibly the story of the Lybians. But
why all this emphasis on evidence? Just before the end of the chapter the
author explains why (B 56, 7):

KaL TaUT a ouS' UV ETTTlYayollllV EYWYE T4> MY41 TOUTO LOTOPLOV OUSEV,
El Il~ OTL TIOAAOl KapTa TWV av8pwTIwv TO TIOTOV SOKEOUOLV ES TOV
TIAEUIlOVa XWPELV, Kal civaYKll EOTl TIPOS Ta Loxupws SOKEOVTa Ta TIOAAa

Aristotle seems the be the first to call it ETTl YAWTTLS' (HA I 16, 495a28-30; PA III 3,
664b19ft).

41
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LOTOPW ETHiYEa6m,

E'L TlS flEAAEL

TOV

GKOUOVTa

42

EK T~S TTPLV YVWflllS

flETaOTpEtjJm TOLOLV EWUTOi) MyOWL lTElOELV.

In front of a disbelieving audience one way to rid them of their false opinions
is to pound them with evidence to the contrary, preferably something they
recognise immediately Ca strategy similar to law-court speeches).

3. i uHf pwv, TEKjl rf pwv, jlapTVpWv and UT/jl rf WV.

Is LaT6pLov in Genit, NatPuer and M orb IV just a variation on TEKllrlPLOV,
O"lWrlLOV or llaPTUpLOV? 43 TEKllrlPLOV is used only once, in NatPuer 13 which I will return -

to

, llaPTUPLOV never. If LaT6pLov means the same as

TEKllrlPLOV it would be less a variation as a replacement for TEKllrlPLOV. When
Aristotle in GA I, 17 tackles the problem of whether alTEPlla is drawn from the
whole body, and, as a part of that, whether both the male and the female
contribute alTEPlla, he refers to four TEKllrlPLa in support of the view, he will
eventually refute, that it is drawn from all of the parts of the body. The first is
the intensity of the pleasure involved in the sexual act, the second that
mutilated parents beget mutilated offspring, the third that the offspring
resembles its parents, both as a whole and in each of its parts, the fourth,
following this up and supported by further llaPTUPLa, that just as the whole
thing originates in something it must be reasonable to believe that the parts
each on its own also originate in something. It is apparent that these are the

The reading of mss. M, H, J and K have aKovTa. Compare VM 1 TOLS a.KOUOUGL .
Lonie (1981) 48: "The word lUTOPlOV (= TEKllT1PLOv) is peculiar to this series in the
Collection ..,.". This is among his evidence that Morb IV is by the same author as
GenitlNatPuer. Though the use of UT]Il~lOV in the treatises pushes for separating them. See
below.

42

43
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same kinds of things that the author of GenitlNatPuerlMorb IV refers to with
LaTOplov. 44 It might therefore be reasonable to assume that LaTopLOv is used in

GenitINatPuerlMorb IV roughly in the same sense as TEKj.l~PlOV. It is therefore
all the more important to look closely at chapter 13, which I will do shortly.
LTlj.l~LOV, on the other hand, is used about as often as LaToplov in

the treatises, though these statistics do not reveal the significant fact that all but
one of the instances of the use of

aTlj.l~LOV

are in Morb IV. The single use of

the term outside Morb IV (in NatPuer B 20, 4) is fairly unproblematic. The
discussion concerns the cause of the growth of hair. The explanation proposed
is that hair grows where the epidermis is porous. The aTlj.l~LOV for this is that
hair does not grow where the epidermis has been burnt. This seems similar
enough to the use of LaToplov. Most people had probably experienced
something of the sort. 45 In Morb IV we also find it used in a sense similar to
LaToplOV, e.g. B 35, 1 (Kat Toiho oihw YWOj.lEVOV TTClvTES' OpOj.lEV) and,
more importantly in B 54, 5, where it seems to refer to the very same thing as
LaTOpLa in B 54, 6. 46 But it is also frequently used in the narrower sense of
symptom (B 49, 2 (twice); 54, 6; 54, 7; 55, 6; 57,3; 57, 6), where the list of
symptoms for a certain condition is sometimes referred to with aTlj.l~La before
and after.

It therefore appears that LaTopLOv is not used in any strict
technical sense in the treatises, at least not so as to distinguish it sharply from

44

See also GA I, 18, 723bI9.

Cord 2 (Li IX 80: 9 - 82: 6; B 2, 1-3), arguing that drink does enter the lungs, refers to the
infamous pig-experiment as a UT)f1~LOV (Li IX, 80: 13; B 2, 2). A pig is given coloured water to
drink, and while it is in the process of drinking its throat is cut. The coloured liquid is observed
in the windpipe. Referred to by Galen in PHP VIII, 9, 25 (CMG V, 4,1,2,538: 9-12).
46 Lonie (1981) 352, ad loc 54, 5: "uT)f1~La: =i.UTOPLa below [i.e. in 54, 6] ." But Lonie (1981)
80 n 124: " . .. it seems to me that LUTOPLOV does not stress the factor of observation to the same
degree as does UT)f1~LOV . Ultimately it does refer to observation, but although its use in this
author often coincides with UT)f1~LOV, its reference is somewhat wider." "Ultimately referring to
observation" is rather elastic.

45
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TEKIl~PLOV

in general or

aT)Il~LOv

as it is used on occasion in NatPuer and

Morb IV. This does not mean, of course, that LaTopLov is just an alternative to
these other expressions and does not carry any weight of its own in particular

arguments. We shall see how the use of TEKIl~PLOV and LaTopLov in NatPuer 13
might best be explained by the author's interest in distinguishing different kinds
of evidence.

4. Chicks and foetuses.

Now I turn to the most impressive argument in these treatises. NatPuer 13-29
is an exposition of the growth of the embryo in the womb. This is based on the
justifiably famous egg experiment described in ch. 29. There it is used as
evidence to justify the theory that the seed is within a membrane, that there is
an umbilicus at the centre, that the seed draws in breath and expires it and that
the membrane extends from the umbilicus (B 29, 1). But he goes on to say:

Kat. TT)V clAAT]V <puaLV TOU TTaL8(ou, ~V E'LpT]Ka, Ji8E Exouaav Eup~aElS'
mlaav IlEXPlS' ES' TEAOS', OKWS' 1l0l EV TOLal AOYOLaLV clTTOTTE<paVTaL, ~V
~OUAT]Ta(

TLS' TOLaLV LaTop(OLaLV, OKOaOLal IlEAAW AEYElV, xpfja9aL.

The experiment consists in taking twenty or more eggs, hatching them under
fowls and opening one egg each day to investigate it up to the time an egg
hatches (B 29,2):

aKOTTEWV
<puaLV

EUp~aEL

aUIl~aAAELV

ExovTa TTaVTa KaTcl TCJV EIlOV AOYOV, wS' XPT) opvl9oS'
clv9pWTTOU <puaEl.
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This still sounds rather dogmatic, even though the author admits that there
might be problems with the analogy. But in chapter 13 he presents evidence for
the validity of the analogy. It is the equally famous six-day embryo he claims
to have seen. 47 He does not refer to this as a

LCJTOPLOV.

He stresses instead that

he actually saw this, supporting his claim with a story.48 He was called upon to
assist a relative, who had a valuable slave singer. She went with men and
became pregnant. She knew this immediately, because the seed did not come
out again after intercourse. He came to her six days after the event, told her to
jump up and down, touching her buttocks each time with her heals. This way
she aborted the embryo, which he then saw. The function of the story is to
make the author's claim to have seen a six day embryo more believable, and it
is, as we shall see, important for him that the audience believe this claim. It is,
in his own words, from this observation that he produces the rest of his
TEK[1flPLa.

The weight he puts on this observation is best explained by the fact

that it provides the link between the egg experiment and the account of the
development of the foetus, i.e. it gives him the evidence he needs to rely on the
analogy between the observable development of the chick and the development
of the human embryo.
Chapters 12-29 are a carefully structured whole.49 They start in

12 with a description of how the seeds from the parents mix, condense due to
the heat and are filled (again due to the heat) with breath (rrvEUjla). The breath
escapes and makes a passage and the seed draws in cold breath from the

47

Galen quotes extensively from the chapter in Sem (CMG V, 3,1,76: 12-22; K IV 525-6) and

FoetForm (K IV 653-4) where he introduces it as : aKpL~wS' TE cl[la KaL au<j>wS'

8LllY~aaTO

KaTo T~v8E T~V pfjaLv . Galen defends the theory ; explicitly against Aristotle, that the male

semen forms a material part of the developing foetus (Sem 1).
48

What we need to be convinced about is not that he actually saw what he saw, but first that it

was actually an embryo and second that it was six days old (which it obviously was not). See
Lonie (1981) 160-1 for an evaluation. Thomas (2000) 137 n 16 calls it a "particularly
controversial case of autopsy."
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mother, a process that continues throughout the pregnancy.50 He supports this
by comparing the process to burning wood, particularly green wood. He then
continues his description by comparing the growing seed to a baking bread: it
forms a membrane. The description of the development of the foetus is carried
on in chapter 14. The description of the six day embryo (13) is inserted here, as
it supports both the description in chapter 12 (i.e. of the membrane) as well as
the details that get picked up in 29, where he describes what the egg
experiment is supposed to prove. At the end of chapter 13 the author refers
forward to the egg experiment as another OlclYIJW<JlS', describing it as a
L<JTOPLOIJ of the truth of the whole AOYOS'. 51 In 29 he fulfils his promise.52 The

egg experiment is, therefore, both in 13 and 29 referred to as L<JTOPlOIJ for the
whole account of foetal growth. The six day embryo in 13 is the link that
makes the analogy successful. And it is surely not something the audience can
recall immediately, if at all. He describes it as best he can, and we have little
reason to doubt the honesty of the description, though we can doubt whether it
was an embryo he saw. The description of the egg guides his description of
whatever it was he saw. 53
The accuracy or truthfulness of the description does not interest me in
the present context. The link it provides between the egg experiment and the
development of the human foetus is another matter and the fact that it is not
described as L<JTOPlOIJ . This last point might not seem important. Surely we
must have a stronger indication that he is positively choosing not to call it a

Cf. already Regenbogen (1931) 142.
50 This is one aspect Aristotle objects to.
51 EPEW 8E KaL aAATW 8lciyvWGW OAL yov ETTL TOl!T(p UGTEpOV, EIl<jlavEa TTavTL T<ji
POUAOIlEV4l El8EvUl TOlJTOU TTEPl, Kal lGTOplOV TTavTl T<ji EIl<ji A6Y4l, OTt EGTlV aAr18~S' ,
wS' El TTElV av8pwTToV TTEPl TOlOlJTOU TTp~YllaToS'.
52 Nuv 8E EPEW T~V 8lciyvWGlV, T\v E<jlllv aTTo<jlavElv OALY4l TTPOTEPOV, KTA (B 29, 1).
53 He begins his description in B 13,3: OKOlOV 8' ~v EYW EPEW, OLOV d TtS' cjJou WIlOU TO
E~W AETTlJplOV TTEPlEAOl, EV 8E T<ji Ev80v UIlEVl TO Ev80v uypov 8w<jlaLvol TO' 0 TPOTTOS'
IlEV TtS' ~V TOlOUTOS' aAlS' ElTTElV.
CfLonie (1981) 160-161.
49
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LCJTOPLOV than the mere fact that he does not refer to it ,with the word
LOTOpLOV. 54 It is quite true that a LOTOPLOV is often something seen. The egg

experiment is something that has to be seen to be believed 55 and in chapter 31,
discussing whether twins are produced from one coitus or more, the LOTOPLOV
referred to, the dog, the pig and other animals that produce more than one
offspring, is something "we" see (Taiha a1JTOl 0PEOIlEV YLVollEva) (B 31,2).
If being seen is a criterion for what is a LOTOPLOV then the seen embryo should

be something that could be referred to as a LOTOpLOV. But, we saw above how
LOTOPW are used to convince the audience of some propositions made by the

author, where it either refers to common experiences or more or less
convincing arguments, i.e. something accessible in the context of the
presentation. This is not the case with the embryo. The author has seen it, and
he stresses this point, but they have not. It is therefore important for him to tell
a convincing story about how he came to see it, as dropped embryos are not
lying around. This is the function of the story about the slave girl, belonging to
a relative, who needs an abortion. If LOTOPLOV is what the audience is supposed
to recognise immediately, whether it is something they have probably
experienced, seen, heard, or just a convincing argument, the aborted embryo
does not qualify. He can refer both to the egg experiment and the embryo as a
OL<XYVWOLS' but if I am right about the use of LOTOPLOV for what is immediately

recognised by the audience he may have a perfectly good reason not to refer to
the embryo as a LOTOpLOV. This may also explain the use of

TEKIl~PLOV

at the

start of NatPuer 13. Here he is referring generally to his whole account of

Lonie (1981) 163 argues that it is a leJTOpLOV in the sense that it is described as his autopsy
(aUTOS' Et8ov) B 13,1, and he even invokes the idea of a 'lUTWP being a witness. Cf. also
Thomas (2000) 165.
55 KalTOL E'l TtS' flT]8ETTW Et8E, 8auflciuEL EV 0pvL8Eltp 00 EVEOVTa Ofl<PaA6v (B 29, 3).
54
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foetal growth and not to particular pieces of evidence. This might have led him
to shy away from the more specific (in this context) term LaTOpLov.
It might be retorted that the audience has not done the egg

experiment. Quite true. But it is a notable feature of the egg experiment that the
results of it are not described in detail -

hardly at all, actually. What we get

instead is a recipe for how to do it. And anyone could. It is also probable that
most people had seen chicks in various stages of developments in broken eggs.
Even I, accidentally, have. 56 So even though we should not expect the men to
have gone home to do the experiment it was well within their reach to have
direct experience of developing chicks. This is not the case for the aborted
embryo.

5. Aristotle the experimentalist.

Aristotle seems to have done the experiment though. In the HA VI, 3, in the
course of talking about the generation of birds (HA VI, 1-9), he describes in
detail the development of the chick embryo (561a6-562a21), ending on this
general note: ~ flEV ouv YEvEaLS' EK TOU
TOV

00u

TOLS' OPVLO"L TOUTOV EXEL

Tponov. The experiment with the hen's egg is generalised to the

development of all eggs, though Aristotle does admit at the beginning that
different time scales apply to birds of different sizes (cf. also 560bI6-21). The
first sign of the embryo, in the case of the domestic hen, is seen after three days
and three nights. This is the heart, initially described as:

56

apx~,

aaov

(JTLYfl~

From collecting, boiling and eating the eggs of geese a little late in the season. There was

nothing systematic about it but I still remember, twenty years later, the "embryos" at various
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ULI-WTLVYJ EV T0 AEUK0

~

KUPOLU (561all-12). This CTYJIlELOV

beats and

moves as if it were ensouled (WCTTTEp ElltVuxov). Two flebes-like poroi grow
from this, full of blood, extending respectively to the yolk and the envelope
surrounding the white. Soon after this the body takes form. The eyes are very
swollen for a long time and the lower part of the body seems nothing compared
to the upper part. After ten days the whole chick and all its parts are
distinguishable (561a26-7; cf. also 560bI9-20). There follows a detailed
description of the ten day chick. Next (261 b27ff.) he describes the chick
around the twentieth day: "it already moves and squeaks inside, if you open the
egg and touch 57 ", an invitation to the reader not unlike the "experiment" in

NatPuer.
From this (there is much more detail in Aristotle's description) we can
see that he at least opened an egg on each day the first few days, again on the
tenth and finally "around the twentieth" day . He also seems to have dissected a
ten day old chick (562aI4-16). The chick's development is described in detail,
unlike in NatPuer 29, and in this sense Aristotle is more committed to bringing
out the details than our "Hippocratic" is . But what he saw on the third day
made the most lasting impression on him -

the heart. He repeatedly refers to

the fact that the heart, or something analogous to it in bloodless animals, is the
first part of the developing animal to appear,58 enough so that Peck in a note to
his Loeb edition and translation of the GA (742b36-7) complains: "He has
repeated it almost continuously."
That this is based on the egg experiment is clear from PA Ill, 4, 665a33bl:

stages of development and can in that limited, but still immediate, sense relate to the
descriptions in egg experiment.
57 TTEP\. 8E T~V ElKOGT~V ~8TJ <l>8EYYETat TE KLVOlJf!EVOS' i!GW8EV, Eav TLS' 8t YD 8LEAWV
ef. 562a17-20. Most mss. read Eav TLS' KLVij.
58 E.g. luv 3, 46Sb2S-30; GA Il, 4, 740a3-5; 740a17-1S; 753blS-19; PA Ill, 4, 666a9-1O.
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aUVl<JTaIlEVWV yap EV IlEV Eu9EWS TWV EvaLllwv Kat. TTCilllTaV

OVTWV

IllKPWV EvBT]Aa YLVETm KapBLa TE Kat. ~llap ' <jlaLvETm yap EV IlEV TOLS
00LS EVLOTE TplTalOlS ~Ual aTL Yllils EXOVTa IlEYE90S, llalllllKpa BE Kat.
EV TOLS EK~OAlIlOlS TWV EIl~PUWV.

Discussing the internal parts of blooded animals, Aristotle argues that only
blooded animals have viscera (CJiTAayxva). His target is Democritus, who,
according to Aristotle, had argued that the viscera in bloodless animals were
too small to be visible. Arguing that the heart and the liver in blooded animals
are formed as soon as they are visible, as Aristotle does, is obviously question
begging. But this is not the only interesting thing about this. First, it points to
the egg experiment as the primary source or evidence for the "fact" that the
heart is the first part to be formed; second, that Aristotle also claims the
evidence of aborted embryos without explicitly claiming to have seen one for
himself.
Now we need to see what he does with these facts. The most
relevant discussion is GA 1I, 4, 739b33ff., where Aristotle describes in general
the development of the embryo. He begins his description from the time the
foetation (Kl!lUw) has set 59 , which is also the point of departure for NatPuer 13
(chapter 12 being concerned with what happens when the male and female
seeds are mixed). This is the moment it has become an individual, like the seed
from a plant, which he explicitly compares it with. The plant seed, as well as
the foetation, has the first principle

(apX~)

in itself potentially, and as soon as it

has become distinct a shoot and a root is thrown out from it, the root being
necessary to draw in nourishment (cf. what happens when the heart has been
formed in the egg, according to the HA). This is also what happens in a

The semen from the male "sets" the aTToKpwLS' of the female, like rennet sets milk, 739b2033.

59
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foetation. As the growing foetation needs nourishment, and the pltimate form
of nourishment for an animal is blood, the heart grows blood vessels as
receptacles for the blood (740a19-24) . Bi)AOV BE Toihov EK TWV LaTopLWV
Kat. TWV aVaTOllwV (23-24).60 The foetation has all the parts of the growing
animal potentially, but it is the heart that develops first in actuality (740a4-5):

Kat. TOlho OV f10VOV ElTt. TfjS aLae~aEWS 8ip.. ov (auf1~a(vEL

yap

oihws)

aAAcl Kat. ElTt. TOU A6you.

Aristotle is not here satisfied with the bare fact, clear to the senses, that the
heart develops first, a probable reference to the egg experiment. This is also
clear to reason. There is a similar passage in the PA Il, 1, 646a29-30. He is
explaining how and why the essential order of things is the reverse to their
order of formation, i.e. that what is first in nature is last in f01111ation: ou Ilovov
BE <!>avEpov OTL Toihov EXEL
KaTa

TOV

TOV

Tpcmov EK Ti)S' ETIaywyi)S', ana Kat.

A6yov. There follows an argument based on the roles of matter and

form, or A6yoS'. When something comes to be the matter is informed and it is
only at the end of the process that the thing has acquired its complete form.
This is an essential principle in his theory of generation, as it determines, for
Aristotle, what needs to be explained. It is the end product, the fact that man
begets a man. 61
The PA Ill, 4 is a lengthy argument for the centrality of the heart,
with emphasis on the heart as an

apX~

of the blood-vessels as well as of

sensation. Then (666a19-23):

This is a reference to HA Ill, 3. In the PA Ill, 4 Aristotle explains how the heart, and not the
head, is the apXll of the blood-vessels and in the process makes this reference (666a8-11): EK
TWV avaToflwv oE KaTaollAa flUAAOV TalJTa, Kat. EK TWV YEVEUEWV' Eu8EWS' yap Eunv
EVUlflOS' lTPWTll YWOIlEVll TWV 1l0pl.WV cllTaVTWV . I discussed Aristotle's references to the HA
(and the Dissections) in chapter IV. It is obvious that this was a matter he greatly stressed.
61 Cf. PA I, 1, 640all-27, contra Empedocles.
60
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OU flOVOV SE KaT a

T(')V

A6yov OtJT(DS' EXElV ~aLVETaL, aAAcl Kat. KaTa T~V

a'Laey]aLV. EV yap TOLS' Efl~PUOLS' deEWS' ~ KapSLa ~aLVETaL KLVOUflEVY]
TWV flOPLWV KaeUTTEp EL (<{3ov, wS' uPX~ T~S' ~uaEwS' TOLS' EvaLflOLS'
01)aa. 62

The A6yoS' is supported by the a'(a8TjaLS', and the a'(a8TjaLS' is supported by the
A6yoS'. The two seem to be interdependent but it is important to see how this
interdependence works . But first a brief look at the relation of observation and
theory in Theophrastus.
Theophrastus agrees with Aristotle on the relation of observation and
theory, as the opening discussion about generation from seed in the CP I, i, 1
shows:

~ flEV 01)V aTTO TOU aTTEPfluTOS' YEVEaLS' KOLV~ TTUVTWV EaTt.v TWV

EX6vTWV aTTEpfla, TTUVTa yap SUVaTaL YEvvCiv.
cpavEpov

TOUTO

DE Kat Tfi aia8fWEL

on aV/lf3aivEL , KaHl DE TOV AOYOV LawS' avaYKaLov

'~yap ~UaLS'

oUSEv flEV TTOLEL flUTY]V, ~KwTa S' EV TOLS' TTpUJTOLS' Kat. KUPLWTUTOLS',
TTPWTOV SE Kat. KUPLWTaTOV TO aTTEpfla' waTE TO aTTEpfla flUTY]V

av E'LY]

fl~ SUVUflEVOV YEvvCiv, E'LTTEP TOUTOU XUPLV aLEl TO aTTEPfla Kat. TTPOS'

TOlJTO TTE~UKEV.

All plants that have seed can be generated from seed. This is not only clear
from observation but may also be necessary according to AOy0S' . These
accounts by Aristotle and Theophrastus are based on the same principle: TQ
aLa8~aEL

<j>avEpov / ElTt. TTlS' aLa8~aEwS' 8TlAOV and

OTL aUIl~a(VEL /

aUIl~aL VEL yap oihwS' . That the facts are as stated is clear from a'(a8Tj0" LS' . But

they are also based on A6yoS'. In Aristotle there follows an argument about the
governing principle of the growing embryo (see below) which shows that the
heart must be the first to develop in the embryo if the embryo is to develop at
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all. Theophrastus is arguing at a much more general level, and the argument he
appeals to is the well known teleological principle from Aristotle's philosophy
of nature: nature does nothing in vain. As a seed that could not generate would
be in vain it must be concluded that all seeds can generate. The agreement of
theory and observation is paramount for both Theophrastus and Aristotle. The

A6yOl of the explanatory works must agree with the observations and, in
general, the L<JTOplaL. 63

6. Observation and theory.

How this interdependence works is clearer from the second half of GA I, 1,
which deals with the question of how the sperm from the male works as an
efficient cause in generation. In order to appreciate this argument it is
important to see it in the context of the debate it is a part of. I have already
discussed the argument in Genit 7 and 8 about the male and female
contribution to conception. The author of GenitlNatPuer argued that both the
male and the female contributed seed and he uses this to explain how the
offspring comes to look like its parents. Any theory of the nature of conception

Cf. lUll 468b28-469a1 .
Cf. the very first paragraph of the CP, which is the closest we get to a programmatic
statement about the relation of that work to the HP:
TWV <pUTwv at YEVEOELS' OTl IlEV ElOl lTAElOUS', Kat lTOom Kat TLVES', EV TalS'
tOTOPlaLS' E'LPllTaL lTPOTEPOV' ElTEl 0' OU lTUOaL lTUOLV, OlKELWS' EXEl OlEMiv TLVES'
EKclOTOLS' Kat Oll:llTOLaS' al TLaS', apXalS' XpwIlEVOUS' TalS' KaTa TaS' lOlaS' ouolaS"
Eu8u yap XP~ OUIl<PwvE'io8aL TOUS' A6youS' ToLS' ElPllIlEVOlS'.
The causal account of the CP must agree with what has been said about each plant in the HP .
The varieties (i.e. the differences) of the generation of plants have been stated in the HP, and
the causal account to be given must be in accordance with this, i.e. this is what must be
explained. Here oUIl<pwvELo8m corresponds to lTEpt WV TE yap Kat E~ WV EtVaL OEL T~V
alT60El~LV in the passage from HA quoted below. The causal or demonstrative account must be
about and based on what has been said in the HA, i.e. it must agree with it.
62

63
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has to explain this fact. 64 How this came about was a highly controversial issue.
The theory Aristotle mainly argues against is the so-called theory of
pangenesis. 65 The author of GenitlNatPuer is a representative of this theory, i.e.
the theory that the resemblance, part for part, of an offspring to its parents is
best explained by the seed coming from all the parts of the body of the parents.
In his version the parts are distributed by the actions of TTVEUJ.W, like going to
like66 , so as to make the new individual (chs. 12 and 17). The theory of

GenitlNatPuer is thoroughly mechanical. Aristotle presents instead a theory
known as epigenesis. 67 This theory, in short, says that the sperm from the male
carries with it a soul-principle, the form, which sets in motion a series of
events in the matter provided by the female. These motions cause the growth of
the individual embryo. One of the most notorious aspects of this theory is the
claim that the male provides the form, the female the matter. I will not be
concerned with this aspect of the theory per se68 but rather with the nature and
role of the semen in conception. 69 The semen, in the male, and the menses, in
the female, are parallel substances. They are both residues from concocted
nourishment. And not any residues, but the final, most concocted, residue, i.e.

It should be noted that this can be understood in two ways: A. a particular child/offspring
shares many characteristics with its parents (eye-colour, shape of nose, sex) ; B. parents of a
species only beget offspring of the same species (Aristotle was mainly interested in B: man
begets man: Met 1032a25; 1033b32; 1049b25-9; 1070a28; 1070b31; Ph 193b8; 194b13;
198a27; 202a11; PA 640a25; 641b26ff.; 646a33; GA 715b2-4; 735a21; de An 415a28; b7). See
Furth (1988) 110-111.
65 For all these matters Lesky (1951) should be consulted. See also L10yd (1983) part n, Furth
(1988) 113-115, Elliott (1997) passim. For those interested in how these theories compare with
modern views, I refer to Needham (1959) and the footnotes in Furth (1988).
66 Opposed by Aristotle in GA n, 4, 740b12ff
67 For his refutation of the pan genesis view, see GA I, 18, 722al-724a13. L10yd (1983) 96-97,
Furth (1988) 114-115.
68 See L10yd (1983) 94-105, Elliott (1997) passim.
69 Immediately after refuting the pan genesis theory in GA I, 18 Aristotle writes (724aI4-17):
apx~ 8£ Kat TaUTTjS TTlS GKE<VEWS Kat TWV ETTOflEVWV TTPWTOV Aa~ELV TTEpt GTTEPI.J.aTOS
64

TL EGTlV ' oiiTw yap Kat TTEpt TWV EPYWV allTOU Kat TWV TTEpt allTa GUfl~alv6VTWV
EGTal flOnOV Eu8EWPTjTOV. His theory of the nature of semen is an important part of his

refutation of this theory.
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the generative residue. As the female is colder by nature than the male she
cannot concoct the residue to the same degree as the male. As a result of this
the female residue lacks the principle of soul (EV yap OUK EXEL Ilovov' T~V
TfjS 4;uXfjs apXTW GA 737a29-30). What it has is all the parts of the fully

grown individual potentially.
In the GA Il, 1 Aristotle turns to the question of how an
individual can be generated from sperm (733b23-24):

iTEPL

<Dv EGnV aTTopLa TTAElWV, TTlDS TTOTE YLYVETaL EK TOU GTTEPIlaTOS TO

<j>UTOV

il

TWV (43wv onouv. avciYKYj yap TO YLYVOI1EVOV KaL EK TLVOS

YL YVEa6aL KaL UTTO TLVOS KaL n.

The material, the "out of which" (EK TLVOS), comes from the female. But this is
not the question he is concerned with here. The problem he tackles in the
second half of Il, 1 is the agent, the lJiTO TLVOS . How does he produce the

TL,

the individual? He must supply the inert matter of the female with the principle
of soul (i.e. with life) and as soul (with the exception of rational soul) cannot
exist apart from some body, or a part apart from soul 70

-

as a part of a living body cannot exist

that is ensouled this must happen through a physical

medium. The sperm, which is this medium, has, therefore, either to be soul , be
part of soul or have soul. And this must come from the begetter, i.e. the father.
Aristotle uses the analogy of automatic puppets to illustrate how the father,
who is absent, can cause the necessary motions in the growing embryo. Just
like the movements of the automatic puppets are caused by the external mover
that turned them on, even though he is not in touch with them anymore, so the
father, as the first external agent, is the cause of the motions in the womb. But
once the sperm has connected with the female residue, and "turned it on" , it

70

As Aristotle repeats frequently , a dead eye is only an eye in name (homonymously).
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evaporates, and as its movements stop each of the parts acquire soul (G A
735a12-17):

TmJTT)S' IlEV ouv ou8Ev 1l0PlOV at TlOV T~S' YEVEOEWS', aAM TO rrpWTOV
Klv~oav E~w8EV.

118T) aUTO EaUTO.

oU8EV yap aUTO EaUTO YEVVq.· chav 8E YEVT)TaL, aU~El
8LOTTEP rrpWTOV Tl Yl YVETaL, KaL OUX alla rraVTa. TOUTO

8E Yl yvw8aL avaYKT) rrpWTOV, I)

aU~~OEWS' apx~v

EXEl' El TE yap <pUTOV

ElTE (4)OV, 0IlOlWS' TOUTO rraoLV imaPXEl TO 8pErrTlKOV.

The reason why one part is generated first is that the initial movement comes
from the external generator, who is not in touch with the creation any more. It,
therefore, needs its own principle of motion. There is nothing about this having
to be the heart, only that this has to have the lowest, most common, form of
soul: nutritive soul. The argument ends with these words (735a23-26):

WOT' El ~ Kap8la rrpwTov EV TlOl (00lS' YlYVETaL, EV 8E TOLS' Il~ EXOUOl
Kap8lav TO TaUTl] avaAOYOV, EK TaUTT)S'
TOLS' 8' aAAOlS' EK TOU avciAoyov.

av

ElT)

~ apx~

TOLS' EXOUaL,

71

The focus of the argument is the problem of what makes the stuff in the woman
-

the sperm from the male and the residue the mother contributes -

grow

into a specific living being. The formation of the foetation has been described
in mechanical terms, using principles at work in the female body, in particular
the actions of the breath (iTVEtJlla) (also the most important element in NatPuer
12).72 Like a plant seed that is formed on and by the plant it is the seed of, the
foetation needs some governing principle when it no longer is governed by the
parent. The plant seed is on its own when it falls to the ground. The foetation,
when it has set, is also on its own, in this respect. It is like a son who sets up
The very last sentence of I1, 1 is: Tt IlEV OUV EUTLV a'LTLOV W<;; cipx~ T~<;; TTEPl. EKauTov
YEVEUEW<;;, KLVOUV TTPWTOV KaL 0llllLOUPYouv, E'LPllTQL TTPOC; Ttl OLaTTOP1l8EvTa TTpOTEpOV.

71
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his own house "independently from his father" (740a5-7).73 There must be a
governing principle to order the rest of its growth and this must be present from
the start, because, if it comes later from outside, when would it do so? He
explicitly argues against Democritus, who, at least according to Aristotle, had
argued that the external parts of the animal are distinguished first. But
something must govern the growth of the external parts right from the
beginning. This is why (8l()) the heart is the first to appear in all blooded
animals (740a17-18).
The important point to see in this case is that the argument is not that
the heart, or any other specific part, is the first to develop, but that whatever
part is first to develop in the embryo is this principle -

with all that comes

with it. If it is established that the heart is the first to develop, the heart has
nutritive sou1. 74 It could therefore be said that this procedure allows Aristotle to
dig deeper into the hidden aspects of the living body. His theory about the heart
and its role in the living body, in particular the developing foetus, gives him
much more "infonnation" about the heart than the author of GenitlNatPuer can
claim. But this also makes Aristotle vulnerable to over interpretation if not
false observations. A case in point is his notorious claim that the heart had
three cavities, where his concern with the heart as

apx~

and, following that,

Cf. Matthen (1989) 17l.
Excluding, or at least radically diminishing, the mother's contribution to the formation of the
developing embryo calls for a radical solution to this problem. The embryo is in physical
contact with the mother and not the father.
74 Cf. Met . 1035b25-27 on parts and wholes in living beings: in a sense the parts are prior, in a
sense not. But some are al1a: EVW oE al1a , aoa KUpW KaL EV 4l npwT41 6 MyoS' KaL ~
ouota, olov El TOUTO KapOta ~ EYKE<jJaAos' OW<jJEPEl yap ou8EV nOTEpov TOlOUTOV
. Here
Aristotle does not want to take sides on the issue of the priority of the heart and the brain and
insists on the theoretical nature of the first organ. This passage is usually taken to mean that the
heart and possibly the brain are prior in the same sense as the other parts but differ in that the
whole can not exist without these parts. This would only make them partly al1a and there
seems to be a multitude of other parts the whole can not survive without (e.g. the liver). I read
him here as saying that the first organ to develop, be it the heart or the brain, already in the
beginning has within it the whole being (potentially).
72

73
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finding the apx~ in the heart, as well as the superior position of the middle,
may have interfered with his observations. 75

7. 'I aTop{ a and zoological demonstrations.

This correlation of observation and theory marks a crucial difference for the
role and uses of LaTopLa!LCJTOpLOV. These are two different words, for sure, and
it is not possible to compare LaTop[a and LaTopLov as if they were the same
word, even though they share the same stem. But this still shows the variety of
uses of words with the stem LaTop- and, with the similarity in argument about the heart -

i.e.

gives an insight into uses in different contexts. This

difference is connected with Aristotle's ideal of knowledge, which is very
different -

more sophisticated, some might say -

than in the Hippocratic

treatises I discussed above. It has been forcefully argued, and is now generally
accepted, that ETTLaT~ 11 TJ in Aristotle is closer to our "understanding" than
"knowledge", i.e. that it involves knowing why a certain fact is as it is. 76 This is
related to two well known distinctions in Aristotle's epistemology: between
what is knowable to us and knowable in nature 77 , on the one hand, and between
knowing something aiTAwS' and knowing "in the sophistical way, or
incidentally" (TOV aocpLO"TLKOV TPOiTOV TOV KaTG aUIl~E~TJKOS'

)78.

E .g. PA 666b32ff.; Somn 458a16ff. See L10yd (1991) 243-4.
76 Burnyeat (1981). Jonathan Barnes had earlier, in the first edition of his translation of the APo
(1975) consistently translated ElTLaT~IlT] with "understanding", but this had more to do with his
mode of translating (abandoned in the second edition (1993)) than a philosophically rich
interpretation.
77 E.g. APo I, 2, 71b33-72a5.
75

78

APo I, 2, 71b9-12 and 1,5, 74a27-32.
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To know something aTIAWS is to know at what hierarchical level
of generality a predicate holds and holds essentially. Aristotle exemplifies this
in APo II, 5 with one of his favourite examples: triangles. Isosceles triangle
"has two right angles", i.e. the sum of its internal angles equals the sum of two
right angles. The same goes for all triangles we know of. So why do isosceles
triangles have two right angles? It is not because they are isosceles but because
they are triangles. Having two right angles does not belong aTI AWs to some
species of the genus triangle and not to some higher category, like a figure. It
belongs to triangle as such. Every species of triangle has two right angles
because it belongs to the genus triangle. To know "incidentally" is not to know
at what hierarchical level of generality a predicate holds but to know of some
species of the appropriate genus. Even if there were no other forms of triangles
than isosceles triangles, in which case it would be natural to think that it
belongs to them as isosceles to have two right angles, it would still be the case
that it belongs to triangles as such and not isosceles triangles (APo 74a16-17).
Incidental knowledge is therefore neither understanding in the sense of
knowing why nor is it knowing that at the proper level of generality. The man
who knows that all triangles have two right angles because they are triangles
understands why the various triangles have two right angles and he knows why
it must be the case that everything that belongs to the genus triangle has two
light angles. This does not mean that he knows why triangles as such have two
right angles. That again is not because it belongs to some higher genus which
explains why it is such. Another kind of explanation is required to account for
triangle as such having two right angles, an explanation based on the essence of
being a triangle. 79

79 Some scholars think that the HA is composed on this model so as to establish at what level of
generality the attributes there described hold. Having a heart and a liver, for instance, belongs
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The second distinction is formulated thus

In

APo I, 2,

71b33-72a5:

TTpOTEpa S' EOTt. Kat. yvwpq.llhEpa SlXWS' OU yap TaUTOV TTPOTEPOV

TtJ

<!>UOEl Kat. TTPOS' ~1l(iS' TTpOTEPOV, ouSE YVWpQ1WTEpOV Kat. ~IlLV
YVWPlIlWTEPOV. AEYW SE TTPOS' ~Ila-S' IlEV TTpOTEpa Kat. YVWPlllwTEpa Ta
EYYUTEPOV T~S' aLoS~OEWS', clTTAWS' SE TTpOTEpa Kat. YVWPlllwTEpa Ta
TTOppWTEpOV. Eon SE TTOPPWTclTW IlEV Ta KaSOAOU 11 cl Ala Ta , EYYUT(lTW SE
Ta KaS' EKaOTa' Kat clVTlKElTaL TallT'

clAA~AOLS'.

On the one extreme is that which is closest to perception and furthest away
from generality and on the other extreme is the opposite, what is most general
and furthest away from perception. What is prior by nature is that which is
furthest away from perception. The only way to what is prior in nature is
through what is prior to us. We start with what is closest to perception and
proceed to what is closer to nature, and what is closest to perception are the
particulars (Ta KaS' EKaaTa).
Now I will turn to methodological passages in the biological writings that
concern the role of LaTOpta. In Aristotle's zoological writings there are, in
particular, three passages that underline this: HA I, 6, 491a7-14, PA lI, 1,
646a8-12 and lA 704b9-11. The passage in the lA puts this most generally:

OTl IlEV ouv oihw TailTa oUIl~alvEl, S~AOV EK T~S' LOTop(aS' T~S'
<!>UOl~S',

Slon SE, VUV OKETTTEOV.

Prior to this statement he has listed the questions to be answered in the lA, the
causes of which must be looked into (TaS aLTlas SEWPTjTEOV). That the facts
are as there listed is clear from the "natural history". Why the facts are thus

to all blooded animals. The explanatory works (PA, GA etc.) then explain why these attributes
hold. See in particular Lennox (2000a).
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must now be investigated. More or less the same view is stated in more detail
in the opening sentences of PA 11: 80

EK TlVWV flEV ouv flOPlWV Kai. TToawv auvEaTllKEv EKaaTov TWV (<j>wv, EV
TatS laToplaLS TatS TTEPi. atJTWV OEO~AWTaL aa~EaTEpov' OL' as 0'
aLTlas EKaaTov TOlhov EXEL TOV TPOTTOV, ETTLaKETTTEoV vuv, xwplaavTas
KaS' alml TWV EV TatS laTOplaLS ELPllflEVWV.

The LCJTOpLa presents the parts each (EKa<JTov) animal is composed of while the

PA is to look into the aLTLa for these compositions. The egg experiment, for
instance, supplies the fact that the heart develops first in blooded animals but it
does not say why. The arguments that answer the why question also shows that
the heart must develop first and in that sense reaches the same conclusion as
the observation. But the fact, theoretically at least, comes first. 81 This is again
spelled out in the HA. After some chapters exemplifying the method to be used
in the HA Aristotle goes on to say:

TaUTa flEV OUV TOUTOV TOV TPOTTOV dpllTaL

VUV

WS TtJTTtp, YEuflaTos

XciPLV TTEPi. oaa SEWPllTEOV (OL' ciKpL~Elas 0' uaTEpov EPOUflEV) lva
TTPWTOV Tas lJTTapXOUaas oLa~opas Kai. Ta aUfl~E~llKOTa TTuaL Aci~WflEV.
flETa OE TOUTO Tas aLTlas TOUTWV TTELpaTEOV EUPEtV. OUTW yap KaTa
~uaLV EaTi. TTOLElaSaL T~V flESOOOV, uTTapxouallS T~S laToplas T~S TTEPi.

EKaaTOV' TTEPi. WV TE yap Kai. E~ WV ELVaL OEt T~V aTTooEL~LV, EK TOUTWV
Yl yVETaL ~avE pov.

This is Aristotle's most programmatic statement of the role of L<JTopLa in the
study of nature. The natural method is to start with the L<JTopLa of each (TTEpi
EKa<JTov). First we grasp (Aa~wIlEv) the. differences (8w<popas-) and the facts

80

Book I is a general introduction to the study of biology. This is therefore the opening

sentence of the PA proper.
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(<JUIl~E~TJK6Ta) by LCJTOpLa, then we try to discover the causes (al TLa).82 The

demonstration (a:TT68EL~LS') must be about (TTEpl) and from (EK) the L<JTopLa.
In these passages Aristotle explains in general terms the place of
L<JTopLa in the study of animals. It presents the facts, what the explanations and
demonstrations are about. These statements from the HA, PA and lA leave open
the nature of the demonstrations intended and I do want to leave the question
open whether Aristotle intended the HA to provide material for Analytics style
demonstrations or not. 83 And, importantly, they do not say anything about the
nature of the LGTOpLa itself, and we must go to the HA to find out what that is.
They are only concerned with the role of LGTOpLa at the explanatory level. It is
easy to assume that the references to LGTOpl.a in these contexts are references to
perceptual knowledge, but there is nothing in the texts that presses this
interpretation. It is only if we read them in close conjunction to the two
distinctions I presented above that this interpretation seems compelling.
The two distinctions discussed above are obviously related and seem
also to be related to these methodological passages. The way from perception
to understanding is the way from incidental knowledge to knowledge or
understanding ClrTAWS'. This process (ETTaywy~) is described in the last chapter
of APo, as well as the first chapter of Met. It is not something Aristotle lays any
great stress on. He was not particularly worried about the reliability of sense

81 ef. the well known passage from the CA (760b27ff.) on the lack of observations on the
reproduction of bees, which stresses the priority of observations over AOyOl.
82 In the HP VII, xi, 1 Theophrastus expressly links i.uTopLa and ow<j>opci:
a<j>wpLaflEVWV ouv T01JTWV TTEpt TOS ow<j>opos EV OlS YLVOVTaL Kat TTWS AEI<TEOV ~OT]
TOS Ka8' EKaUTOV LUTopLas ... (The text following this is mutilated, but the very next
words are: oua flTl KaTo TTlV i.oLav EKauTou <j>uuw.)
The issue concerns the time of growth and flowering of herbs , which he has been discussing in
general terms, but proceeds to give detailed accounts of individual plants.
83 See Lloyd (1996) 7-37 for a discussion of how narrowly conceived the project of reading the
zoological treatises only with the APo model of apodeixis in mind, as there are many other
models of apodeixis in the Aristotelian corpus, and some which are better applicable to
zoology than the one found in the APo.
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perc Jption or about the possibilities of knowledge. He was not arguing against
scepticism about knowledge. His agenda in the APo is to explain understanding
(ETTL<JT~IlT])

in the strict sense of knowing why something necessarily is as it is.

To be able to do this by the demonstrative method one has in the end to be able
to rely on indubitable premises. He denies that they can be somehow innate
but, as all knowledge is based on some previous knowledge (clearly stated in
the first and last chapters of AP 0), they must be based on something. This
something is our capacity (ovvalllS') to learn from experience. It all starts in
perception (aL<J8T]<JlS') and from perception we proceed to the universal by
ETTaywy~,

ETTaywy~

usually translated as "induction". The classical definition of

is in Top I, 12, 105a13-14: ETTaywy~ oE ~ aTTO TWV Ka8' EKa<JTa

ETTt TO Ka8oAou E<pOOOS' . Out of context this sounds deceptively "Baconian"
but in context it is something quite different. Aristotle is discussing dialectical
arguments and ETTaywy~ is one of its cardinal methods, the other being
<JUAAOYWIl0S'. A dialectical argument begins in what someone takes to be the
case, i.e. in Evoo~a. By ETTaywy~ the opponent uses these particular statements
and beliefs of the one he is opposing to posit a general proposition which has to
be accepted by the one who has the particular belief. Then it might just be
possible for him to deduce from this general proposition something
unacceptable to the other part. Thus you win a verbal contest. . ETTaywy~ in
this instance is not based on truths or observed facts but on someone's opinions.
This is one extreme of the spectrum of ETTaywy~. When discussing it in the
APo, particularly in the last chapter, it is clear that Aristotle is referring to the

road from sense-perception -

a'(<J81l<JlS' -

to knowledge of the universal and

ultimately knowledge of the indemonstrables. But aL'8T]<JlS',

as

sense-perception, is not all what we might expect it to be. Not only can the
word mean "feeling", "consciousness", "knowledge" etc., which in itself is
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important not to forget 84 , but in sense-perception more happens .than meets the
eye. Even though we perceive (alu8civETaL) the individual (TO Ka8 ' EKaUTov )
perception (atu8T]UlS') is of the general (TOU Ka8oAou) (APo lOOa16-bl). Even
though we perceive the man Critias or any other individual the perception is of

man. The details of this are not important in the present context85 , and require a
treatise on their own, and it is sufficient to note that the lowest step in

ETTaywy~

is already a universal. There is no reason to believe that Aristotle repeated the
egg experiment in order to see if the heart always develops first. A single
observation already establishes, ceteris paribus, a general truth.

8. Transit.

In the next chapter, my final study, I will explore the "historical" investigations
of nature by Aristotle and Theophrastus, carrying on my semi-chronological
story. In order to understand the nature of the LUTopLa of Aristotle and, thereby,
dig deeper into the concept of LUTopLa, we must see how it is practiced in the

Historia. The programmatic and methodological passages discussed above
only give a very partial picture of what it is about, and that picture is easily
misunderstood. Aristotle, and Theophrastus, may theoretically have put their
main faith in autopsy and that will show most clearly in methodological
discussions. The reality in practice can be quite different.

Cf. Solmsen (1968), though he notes that atu8TjUlS' for Aristotle is primarily
sense-perception, and Frede (l987a), who argues that alu8civEa8m means becoming aware of
something, by sense-perception or in any other way. L10yd (1979) 134-138 must also be
consulted.
85 See Spruit (1994) 1-10 and, more specifically on Aristotle, 45-6.
84
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What this chapter has shown again is the great variety of uses of
the LaTop- vocabulary: it can refer to almost anything used to support a A6yo,:;.
But the A6yo,:; is not the same in the cases of Aristotle and the "Hippocratic"
author. For Aristotle it is a theory formulated within his teleological mode of
explanation. For the author of GenitlNatPuerlMorb IV it is what he has been
claiming: the facts as he claims they are -his story. The LaTopw are his
proofs. Aristotle's LaTOpLaL are the facts that need to be explained. What these
LaTOpLaL are I must now turn to.
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Nature Investigated

Nature does not come pre-packed and labelled. We need to do the packing and
labelling, as well as supply the chunks . The complexity of the job is not the
same in all areas, and biology has proved to be one of the most complex .
Animals and plants are paradigmatic natural substances, and frequently
referred to as such by Aristotle. He himself embarked on a study of animals,
while Theophrastus, who may have been instrumental in formulating a project
of natural history, concentrated on plants. But there are some very significant
differences between the Historia Animalium and the Historia Plantarum. These
have been explained in various ways, but this most often involves a claim to
the effect that Theophrastus was less of a philosopher and/or more of a scientist
than Aristotle.l This is also the case in the more general realm of cosmology
and even metaphysics, where it has been claimed that Theophrastus shows
more respect for the observed irregularities in nature than Aristotle. This
apparent contrast between Aristotle and Theophrastus is my main concern on

I "Theophrastus, however, seems to have preferred physics to metaphysics, initiating a shift of
attention fully developed by his successor Strato, nicknamed "the physical philosopher" (6
CPVUlKOS)." Baltussen (2000) 11.
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the following pages, but the objective is to explore this contrast in order to
reveal some essential elements of LGTOpLa <pUGlK~, or ~ iTEPl <pUGEWS'

LGTOpLa. After some general considerations I will first look into Aristotle and
Theophrastus on the difference between the sublunary and the superlunary
world and what that means for "natural history". Then I turn to their biological
writings and the real and apparent differences between their respective
Historiae.

1. Living nature and explanation.

Aristotle's HA and Theophrastus' HP are the more descriptive parts of their
zoological and botanical works. 2 The relation between Theophrastus' botanical
studies and his metaphysical and methodological thinking has not been a
pressing problem, simply because he is less articulate about his metaphysics
and methodology than Aristotle is. 3 But the place of zoology in Aristotle's
th

philosophy has been a central problem in 20 century Aristotelian scholarship,
leading to a variety of developmental hypotheses 4 , which I will not discuss
here. While the zoology has proved a rich source for Aristotle's metaphysical
thinking 5 the relation between the zoological works and the Organon, in
particular the APo, is much more ambiguous. Everyone in the debate has to

Louis (1956) xv overdoes it when he claims that the HA is an "reuvre purement descriptive".
3 This is still an interesting problem, which can be fruitfully explored through Theophrastus'

2

Metaphysics. Theophrastean scholarship has been taking off in recent years, in particular since
the publication of his collected fragments (FHS&G) in 1992.
4 E.g. Jaeger, who saw Aristotle's development as being from a Platonist towards a full blooded
empirical scientist, with the HA as a culmination, and Balme, who presented a more complex
picture of the relation between the zoological treatises.
5 I want in particular to mention Furth (1988) . See 67-75 for a justification of his approach to
Aristotle's metaphysics.
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agree that the zoological works display nothing like the rigid axiomatic
structure of demonstration Aristotle's APo argues for. Those who want to see a
close relation between the two have to show that there is something
significantly like that structure in the zoology, either actually or potentially.

Attempts to do this have not been lacking. 6 James Lennox has, for instance, on his own admission -

spent the last twenty years arguing for a close

connection between (a) Aristotle's zoology and his philosophy of zoology (by
which he means the PA I), and (b) the philosophy of zoology and the general
theory of science. 7 He expresses the conviction that there is a link between
these realms with the following rhetorical question: "Is it possible that a
philosopher as systematic as Aristotle could formulate the first rigorous theory
of scientific inquiry and demonstration, pepper the treatise in which he does so
with biological examples, and then not aim to structure his science of animals
in accordance with that theory?"s Ignoring, for the sake of the argument, the
question begging involved in "systematic", the obvious answer seems to be
"no". But even a "no" can be followed by a variety of different accounts of the
relation between the "theory of science" and the "science of animals", some of
which seem to approximate an affirmative answer to the above question.
Aristotle may well have intended to apply the APo model to the zoology but
failed, given up on the project, simply not have made enough progress or
possibly changed it out of recognition . It is even possible that an "APo project"
was not on the table, however we understand this phrase, when Aristotle
embarked on his zoological studies. Putting a finger on Aristotle's intentions is

E.g. Bolton (1987), Gotthelf (1987), Lennox (2000a).
7 Lennox (2000) xxii-xxiii, and for the PA I as the link between the APo and the zoology,
Lennox (2000d). It is not clear to me why he thinks it is so important to establish this link,
though the title of Lennox (2000d), "Putting Philosophy of Science to the Test: the Case of
Aristotle's Biology", is an indication.
8 Lennox (2000) 6 .
6

./
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not easy. The fact remains, as will become clear, that a qualifiGd version of
demonstration and definition that fits the zoological material is much more
complicated than the axiomatic and linear version we find in the APo.
Recent work by David Charles, citing the support of Allan
Gotthelf, illustrates this last point. 9 A pressing problem in zoology is
identifying, and defining, biological kinds. This was, of course, not only a
problem for Aristotle and Theophrastus, but has been, and still is, a central
problem in biology. How do Aristotle's definitions of biological kinds square
with his theory of definitions in the APo? According to Charles, Aristotle
developed "one, explanation-involving, account of definition", which rests on
two claims: "(A) At the centre of each definition there is reference to one
causally basic feature which explains the presence of other necessary features
of the phenomena. (B) The definition is completed by the addition of reference
to differentiating features, themselves parts of the nature of the phenomenon,
whose presence is explained by the basic causal feature specified in (A).'do
Charles takes as an example Aristotle's discussion of fish in PA IV, 13. 1l
Though many aspects of the nature of fish can be explained by reference to
their mode of movemene 2 , their mode of reproduction, style of eating as well
as the differences between species can not be explained with reference to this. J3
Charles concludes: "There is, it appears, a crisis in Aristotle's project. In
biology, his favoured area of investigation, he failed to find the one, unitary,
causal feature whose (postulated) existence provides the basis of his account of
definition in the Analytics and the Metaphysics. Are we, at this point, witnesses

Charles (1997) and (2000) referring to Gotthelf (1997) . See also Lennox (2000d) and Detel
(1997).
10 Charles (2000) 310.
II Charles (1985), (1997) and (2000) 310-347. He refers to Gotthelf (1997), for a discussion of
another example with a conclusion similar to his own.
12 For this as the causally basic feature of fish, see Charles (2000) 332-3.
9
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to the collapse of a brilliant research program?,,14 Charles' answer is a qualified
negative. But the version of the causal model of definition he comes up with is
a radical new version of the APo model. Instead of one basic causal feature,
there are many causal features, some of them material, that interact in the
explanatory definition, without there being anyone basic causal feature linking

them all. Charles terms the reSUlting unity, and there has to be some sort of
unity in a definition, "interactive unity".15
Whether it is possible to accommodate this to the APo account of
definition and demonstration, via the PA I or noe 6 , is not an issue here. The
important point to see is that definitions and demonstrations in the zoological
works are much more complicated than the theories of the APo make room for.
Even unifiers like Lennox and Gotthelf admit that the APo model has to be
qualified if it is to work in the realm of animals, and the qualification is in the
direction of increased complexity, i.e. less unity. This is surely related to the
subject matter of zoology, and biology in general. Nature, to take an even
wider category, is a complex phenomenon and does not easily submit itself to
abstract theories. It is obviously "mixed up" (auYXELv), as Aristotle says (Ph I,
1, 184a21-2).17 Much modem philosophy of science insists on the complexity

13

Cf. Charles (2000) 335.

Charles (2000) 336. See Lennox (2000e) for a defense of the idea that Aristotle had a
"research program", which no one after him and Theophrastus tried to implement.
15 Charles (2000) 345: "The resulting unity might be termed interactive unity, because it rests

14

on the distinctive interconnection of several causal features, and not on the presence of one
common cause or starting point. Biological natures, so understood, will not conform to the

Analytics ideal, but neither will they be the result solely of common sense reflection." Cf.
Charles (1997) 42. The space between the two alternatives Charles mentions in the last
sentence of this paragraph is very wide.
16 That this is the route to take is argued most forcefully by Lennox (2000d).
17 Furth (1988) 71-75, gives a list of seven "facts of nature" that characterise the biological
phainomena Aristotle was dealing with . His emphases are complexities, on the one hand, and
high degree of order, on the other (cf. "Fact 3. These biological individuals are by a wide
margin and without exception the most complex and highly organized objects to be found Oil
the Earth") .
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of nature in the face of scientific theories. Nicholas Rescher, to ·take a recent
example, has pressed this point. He argues that there is a direct correspondence
between how hard we push nature with our "tools" and the yield we get. The
resulting "laws of nature" are true of nature at the level of sophistication at
which these tools apply.ls "Aristotle's cosmos had only spheres; Ptolemy's
added epicycles; ours has a virtually endless proliferation of complex orbits
that only supercomputers can approximate.,,19 The harder we push, the more we
get. The result of the intense pushing in biology in the last hundred or so years
is that the "volume of our information of the housefly is greater than Aristotle's
about the whole of the animal kingdom. ,,20 But the complexity increases at the
same time, and this is the point I want to take away from this initial discussion
-

to Aristotle and Theophrastus. Theophrastus studies a different realm of

being in his botany than Aristotle in his zoology. Plants are lower level beings
than animals. As such, according to the hierarchical model of the universe
Aristotle and Theophrastus accepted 21 , they are more irregular or less
determined than animals. Not only is he carrying on, in the sense of carrying
further, a particular approach to a part of nature (more on this later), he is also
doing it in a different realm of nature. By comparing Aristotle's and
Theophrastus' Historiae I hope to throw light on what this means for an
enquiry into the physical world which starts with and tries to save the

phainomena. Are the classificatory and explanatory schemes they come up
with in the case of animals and plants a result of their pushing nature harder
than the APo theory can cope with?

18 Rescher (2000) 69. Rescher disagrees with Cartwright (1983) on this point. According to
Rescher the laws are not relative to levels of reality but to levels of technology. His kind of
realism, "contextualistic realism" (71), is contextual to this.
19 Rescher (2000) 9-10. Progress in science is possible, according to Rescher, but only
"advancement-progress" not "destination-progress", i.e. there is no teleology involved (49-50).
20 Rescher (2000) 22 (emphasis mine).
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The first part of this chapter deals with what Aristotle and
Theophrastus have to say about the general question of natural history.
Animals and plants are a part of nature, <j>uov;-, and are studied as such. It is
therefore important to see what Aristotle and Theophrastus think about ~ 1TEP!,
<j>uaEWS taTopla or taTopla <j>uaLK~ in general before I go on, in part II, to
discuss the narrower field of ~ 1TEP!, TWV (<.fJWV I<j>UTWV taTopla .

PART

I

2. 'IaTop{a and ETTLO"TTiJlTJ of nature.

Aristotle begins PA I by insisting on methodological standards for ~ 1TEP!,
<j>uaEws taTopla (639a13).22 He goes on to ask a series of questions about how
to proceed in the study of animals, the first being the question whether each
particular animal should be studied on its own23 or by the common attributes,
like sleep, respiration, growth, deterioration and death. He eventually settles on
this latter procedure. Later in the chapter he refers to the person doing this as a
<j>uaLKOS (639b8).24 The study of animals (and plants, cf. 644b28-30; cf. Met
VII, 8) is therefore presented within the framework of the study of nature. PA I
can be read as Aristotle's general introduction to the study of animals, which is
a limited area within the general study of nature, which again is a theoretical

See for instance Cael III 2, 300b25 ff., GA n, 1 and J'hphr Metaph passim.
22 639a12-15: WOTE 8fjAOV on Kat. TfjS- TTEPt. <j>UOLV LOToplas- 8El nvas- lmapXEL opousTOLOUTOUS- TTPOS- OUS- civa<j>Epwv ciTT08E~ETaL TOV TPOTTOV TWV 8ELKVU~EVWV, xwpt.s- TOU
TTWS- EXEL TciAT]9ES-, El TE OUTWS- ELTE aAAWS23 Which would approach what we understand with "natural history" today.
24 ef. also lA 1, 704b9-11: on !1EV ouv oihw Taum oU~~alVEL, 8fjAOV EK TfjS- LOToplasTfjS- <j>UOLKfjS-, 8Lon 8E, vuv OKETTTEOV, which seems to be a reference to the HA .
21
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and not a practical science. 25 In chapter 5 Aristotle presents his justifiably
famous apology for why animals and plants should be studied, comparing them
as objects of enquiry to un generated and imperishable things, i.e. the heavenly
bodies or the superlunary region. They are more worthy objects of study indeed divine (TLIlLm and 8ELm; cf. Cael 1,3; 11, 1; Met XII, 8, 1074a38-b14)
-

compared with the humble objects of zoology, and as such give more

pleasure

(~OLOV).

But studying animals yields more knowledge because they

can be studied in detail (cf. OL'

aKpL~ELaS'

in 644b35-645a1) as we live among

them (TO UUVTPOcpOV). There is thus a clear understanding that the study of
animals and plants is a study of less worthy things, but they supplement this by
providing an excess of knowledge

(~ T~S'

E'TTLUTT)f1T1S' lJTIEPOXT) ), which we

must understand in terms of the amount of information or volume of

phainomena. The dichotomy between more exact knowledge and the
knowledge of worthy things is repeated at the start of de Anima I. ' H TIEPl
4;UX~S'

T~S'

LUTopLa is valuable both because the object studied is good and

remarkable and because of the exactness the inquiry allows, remembering that

4;UXT) is the form of the living material body and belongs, therefore, to the
study of nature. 26

In Met VI, 1 he argues that the study of nature is a theoretical science, distinguishing it from
mathematics by his argument about the "snub" (TO Uql0V) and the "concave" (~ KOLAOTT]S):

25

OLa<pEPEL OE: mum OTL TO I1E:V Uql0V UUVELAT]I1I1EVOV EUT!. I1ETCt T~S UAT]S (EUTL yap
TO ULI10V KOlAT] plS), ~ OE: KOLAOTT]S aVEu UAT]S alUST]T~S (1025b32-34) . The study of

nature is theoretical, but its object of study is of the snub kind: it essentially involves
perceptible matter. See also DUring (1961) ad locoPA I, 639b30-640a2, who argues that the
contrast in this passage is not between the theoretical sciences and the physical sciences, but
between the latter and the practical sciences. Pellegrin (1986) 13: "To be sure, Aristotle placed
zoology in a larger frame constructed from metaphysical principles ultimately related to those
of Plato: the study of animals is part of physics; it is a theoretical science (in the sense of
episteme) of the real in becoming." In contrast, the main distinction in Theophrastus' CP is
between nature and art, both of which are essential to his enquiry.
26 TWV KaAWV Kat TLl1lWV T~V dOT]ULV lJTToAal1~civovTEs, l1aAAOV 0' £TEpav £TEpas ~
KaT' aKpl~ELaV ~ Tt!> ~EhLOVWV TE Kat SaUflaULWTEpWV ELvaL, OL' al1<POTEpa Taum T~V
lTEpt T~S tjJUX~S lUToplav EUAOyWS c'iv EV lTpuJTOLS TLSEi.T]I1EV . Ross (1961) 165 does not

understand why Aristotle "assigns a high degree of aKpl~ELa to psychology", and hesitantly
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So how does Aristotle approach the enquiry into heavenly things?

Cael I opens with these words:

~ TTEPt. <j>UOEWS ETTlOT~Il-T] 0XE80v ~ TTAdoTT] <j>alvETm TTEPl TE oWll-aTa

Kat. Il-E'YEST] Kat. TCt Tounuv ouoa miST] Kat. TaS KLV~OElS, ETl

OE TTEPt.

TaS apxclS, oom TfjS TOLaUTT]S oUOlas ElolV' KTA.

The precise argument for the centrality of bodies is not important. It is enough
to note that <PU(HS' refers primarily to bodies and that the study of <PU(HS' is,
therefore, primarily a study of bodies and their attributes. Aristotle frequently
repeats that <PU(HS' is that which has the source of movement within itselt,27
This is essential in the argument starting in Cael I, 2, that all natural bodies can
move, because nature is a principle of movement (268b14-16). The simple
bodies have simple natural movements, of which there are only two: in a
straight line and in a circle (268b26-269a9). It turns out that in the sublunary
region the natural movement is in a straight line, while in the superlunary
region it is in a circle. The distinction between these two regions is, at least in

agrees with Philoponus that this is because "soul is a pure form, not a complex for form and
matter." The reason must be that precisely because soul can be studied in ensouled bodies,
animals and plants, can we have exact knowledge of it. See e.g. Lloyd (1996) ch. 2, particularly
39. Irwin (1989) 489 n 8, who distinguishes sharply - too sharply (see e.g. Lloyd (2000a)
229) - between empirical inquiry, which he identifies with lOTopla, and dialectical inquiry,
argues that this phrase does not refer to the de An, because the de An is dialectical and not
empirical.
27 He sums up his discussion of <!>UOlS' in the "philosophical dictionary" in Met V, 4, 1015a1315: EK o~ TWV ElPTHlEVWV ~ TTPWTT] <!>UOlS' KaL KUPlWS' AEyOIl-EVT] EOTLV ~ ouola ~ TWV
EXOVTWV cipX~v Klv~aEwS' EV aUTolS 1] aUTO.
. ef. also Met VI, l025b19-21 and l036b28-30:
a'LoST]T(W yap Tl TO (4JOV, KaL aVEU KLV~OEWS' OUK EOTlV oploaoSm, OlO OUo' aVEU TWV
Il-EPWV EX6vTWV TTWS' (on this controversial passage see Frede (1990b), Lloyd (1996) 53-4 and
n 53, Charles (2000) 276-83. Ph III opens with one of his strongest formulations of the view
that without knowledge of movement there is no knowledge of nature: ETTd 0' ~ <!>UOlS' Il-EV
EOTlV ciPXT) KLV~OEWS' KaL Il-ETOPOA~S', ~ oE Il-ESOOOS' ~ll-lV TTEPL <!>UOEWS' EOTl, OElll-~
AavScivElv Tl EOTl KlVT]OlS" civaYKalOV yap ciYVOOUIl-EVT]S' aUT~S' ciyvoEloSm KaL T~V
<!>UOLV. See Solmsen (1960) 253-265 for the importance of movement in Aristotle's cosmology
and physics in contrast to Plato's insistence on generation.
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theory/8 very sharp: aither, the fifth element, belongs to the ,s uperlunary
region, while the four common elements, earth, water, air and fire, belong to
the sublunary region. The importance of this passage, for my purpose, when
compared to the opening of Cael Ill, is the phrase ~ iTEpL <pU<JEWS' EiTl<JT~[1TJ
as an introduction to Cael I.
The opening of Cael III is in many ways similar to the opening of Caell.
Here the argument for why <pU<JLS' is primarily concerned with bodies is
repeated, followed by this remark (298bl-4):

<!>aVEpov on T~V TTAElOTllV oUIl~alVEl T~S TTEPl <!>UOEWS LOToplas TTEPl
oWllaTwv EtVaL' TTeXOaL yap aL <!>uolKal OUOlaL ~ oWllaTa ~ IlETa
oWllaTwv Yl YVOVTaL Kal IlEyE9wv.

Cael I and Il concentrate on the superlunary region and the cosmos as a whole.
Cael III and IV turn to the sublunary region of destruction and generation
(298b8).29 It is in introducing this discussion that Aristotle writes about ~ iTEpL
<pU<JEWS'

iaTopia, and not the more general

~ iTEpL <pU<JEWS'

ErrWTr7IlTJ he used

at the start of book 1. 30 He has moved from the level of the ungenerated and
indestructible to the level of generation and destruction, cf. 298b6-11:

TTEPlllEV ouv TOU TTPWTOU TWV OTOLXElWV dpllTaL, Kal TTO'iOV n T~V
<!>UOW, Kat on d<!>9apTOv Kal aYEvllTOV' AOlTTOV 8E TTEPl ToLv 8uoLv

See Lloyd (1996) 160-183 and (2000b), particularly 246-7, on how Aristotle tried to bring
any irregular phenomena of the heavens - e.g. comets - to, or at least towards, the sublunary
region, and thus save the regularity of the superlunary region.
29 There are strong arguments in favour of Cael III a'nd IV being older than books I and Il,
particularly the fact that books III and IV are completely silent about the fifth element - with
28

the exception of the introductory section. If we accept this it means that the introduction to III
and IV is written later than the main text itself, i.e. after books I and n. But I see no reason to
doubt that the introduction is by Aristotle himself, as Elders (1966) 271 n 1 does.
30 Cf. Ph 1,1, 184aI4-16.
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El TTElV. 31 afla 8E aUfl~~aETaL TTEPL TOUTWV AEyoual KaL TTEPL YEVEaEWS
KaL <j>8opus 8WaKEljJaa8al' YEVEalS yap TlTOl TO TTapaTTav OUK Eanv,
flOVOV

i\

EV TOUTOlS TOlS aTOlXElOlS KaL Tots EK TOUTWV EaTlv.

The distinction presented here is similar to the one we see at the beginning of

PA I, 5 between that which suffers generation and destruction and that which
does not. 32 The use of L<JTopLa in PA I, 5, de An I, 1 and Cael Ill, 1 suggests
strongly that the variety of phrasing in Cael I, 1 and Ill, 1 is related to the
subject matter: i.e. the sublunary region of generation and destruction. The
immediate continuation of Cael Ill, 1 points in the same direction (298bll-24):

aUTO 8E TOlJTO TTPWTOV laws 8EWPT]TEOV, TTOTEPOV Eanv

i\

OUK Eanv. oL

flEV OUV TTPOTEPOV <j>lAoao<j>~aaVTES TTEPL Tils oAT]8das KaL TTPOS OUS

VUV

AEYOflEV ~flElS Myous KaL TTPOS OAA~AOUS 8lT]VEx811aav. oL flEV yap
aUTWV OAWS OVELAOV YEVEaW KaL <j>8opav' OU8EV yap OUTE YlyvEa8al
<j>aaw OUTE <j>8dpEa8aL TWV

OVTWV,

OAAa

flOVOV

80KElV ~fllV, OLOV oL TTEPL

MEAwaov TE KaL TIaPflEv(8T]v, ous, El KaL T(lAAa AEyoual KaAws, d'\'\' OV
cpvaLKWS' yE DEL vOf.LiaaL MYEW TO yap EIVaL aTTa TWV
KaL OAWS OKlVllTa flUAAOV Eanv

ETEpaS' Kat rrpOTEpaS'

OVTWV

0YEVllTa

iJ Tip CPVaLKf!s'

aKEl/JEWS'. EKElVOl 8E 8La TO flT]8EV flEV aAAO TTapa T~V TWV aLa811Twv
oualav iITTOAafl~aVElV EIVaL, TOlQ1JTas 8E nvas voilaaL TTPWTOL <j>uaElS,
dTTEP EaTaL ns yvwaLS

i\

<j>pOVT]aLS, OUTW flET~VEyKaV ETTL TaUTa TOUS

EKEl8EV Myous. 33

Aristotle often refers to the arguments of the Eleatics as not belonging to the
study of nature?4 Their failure was in not recognising where their arguments

"Two" from the perspective of their mode of movement, i.e. in a straight line either towards
or away from the middle. Aristotle has problems explaining why there are four sublunary
elements and not two.
32 Cf. the beginning of Ph Il, where animals, plants and the four simple bodies are mentioned,
in this order, as paradigmatic natural beings.
33 This is followed by ETEPOL DE , which picks up Ol IlEV yap.
34 E.g. Ph 1,2, 184b25-185al. Cf. also 184b15-18 where Melissus and Parmenides are referred
to for the view that the one principle is motionless, and then contrasted with Ol <j>UULKOL, who
31

claimed that it was in motion . What allows him to classify some earlier thinkers as <j>UULKOL
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hold, because the only beings they recognised were perceptible beings.35 He
accepts that there has to be something ungenerated and indestructible if there is
to be any ')'VW<JLS' and <ppOVll<JLS'. But it is not a feature of nature and does not
belong to the enquiry into nature. Applying the Eleatic arguments to (physical)
nature is a category mistake. Even though they were on to a right principle,
they were ignorant about nature. 36
If a report by Simplicius is to be believed Theophrastus went

even further in his criticism of the use of the Eleatics (Simp in Ph: CAG IX
22.22 f. = FHS&G 224). The question concerns whether the principle of nature
is single or not, and, if it is single, whether it is moved or unmoved, and, if it is
unmoved, whether it is unlimited, like Melissus held, or limited, like
Parmenides says, ou TTEPL <pU<JLKOiJ <JTOLXELOU AE')'OVTES' OVTOL,

TOU OVTOS' OAWS'.

aAAa

TTEpi

37

IlLaV 8E T~V apx~v ~TOl EV TO QV Kal ;HIV Kal OUTE 1TE1TEpaOIlEVOV OUTE
a1TElpov OUTE KLVOUIlEVOV OUTE T]PEIlOUV 8EvocpaVTjV
I1aWEvL8ou 8l8aOKaAOV iJTTOTLew8aL CP1l0LV

°

TOV

KOAOCPWVlOV

TOV

GEC)cppaOTOS 0IlOAOYWV

€:TEpas EtVaL llanOV ~ T~S 1TEpl CPUOEWS i.oTopLas

Tljv J.lV~J1T]v T~S

TOUTOU 86CT)s.

The implication of this remark is that arguments about being in general do not,
according to Theophrastus, belong to

~ TTEPL <pU<JEWS' L<JTopLa ,

and it is not

seems to be the fact that they attribute movement to nature. Elsewhere Aristotle seeks to drive
a wedge between Parmenides and Melissus, e.g. Met 986b18, 27ff.
35 A materialist interpretation of the Eleatics' One is implied in Aristotle's attempt, in Met J,
984a27ff, to establish a relation between the Eleatics and the material monism of the early
Ionians .
36 This passage is remarkably ignored in the scholarly literature on Parmenides . But see
Chemiss (1935) 23 n 85 and 63 n 258 for some interesting comments.
37 According to Plato's Phaedrus Hippocrates wanted to know i] TOU OAOU <f>UULS (270c-d). All
attempts to identify genuine Hippocratic works based on Plato's description of Hippocrates
have failed. The description need be no more than a Platonic spin on the famous doctor. The
Hippocratic NatHom opens with an attack on those who go further than medicine requires in
their theories about the nature of man, cf. also VM 20.
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unlikely that the phrase goes back to him. If Xenophanes' opinions do not
belong to it, neither do Melissus' or Parmenides'. Is this just a repetition of
Aristotle's criticism of the Eleatics, i.e. is Theophrastus just agreeing
(6 flOAO'YWV) with Aristotle on this point? The nature of the report makes it
difficult to draw a definitive conclusion. But we must note that it is not the
arguments of the Eleatics as such that seem to be the focus of Theophrastus'
criticism. It is the

flV~flT]

of them in the context of ~ TTEPL <pUCJEWS' LCJTOpLG

that is considered wrong. This could, therefore, be a criticism of Aristotle, who
repeatedly "remembers" the Eleatics only to claim that they are irrelevant in the
context in which they are mentioned. But Theophrastus could also be
admitting, in the context of his own practice, that the opinions of the Eleatics
and Xenophanes are not really relevant in the context. Simplicius would not be
interested in distinguishing these issues, as he wants to assimilate Aristotle to
the Platonic view that <pUCJLOAO'YLG is ELKOTOAO'YLG (CAG IX 18.29 f.

=FHS&G

142).38 He enlists Theophrastus in support of the view that this is all we are
capable of, i.e. in support of his attempted assirnilation. 39

This implies, according to Simplicius, that the APo model of demonstration does not apply in
the domain of nature.
39 The text reads: Kat KaAws 6 DAaTwv T~V <j>UUlo~oYlav ElKOToAoYlav EAEYEV ElVaL, <{J
KaL ' APWTOTEAT]S uUllllapTUpEi T~V KUPlWS cilT6oEl~lV EX UIlEUWV KaL alJTolTluTWV
apxwv KaL EK TWV KUPlWS al TlWV KaL TlJ <j>UUEl lTpOTEPWV Elvm ~OUA6f1EVOS . un' OUK
uTlllaUTEOv Olcl TOUTO <j>UuLOAoYlav, an ' UpKELu8m xp~ T4> KaT cl T~V ~f1ETEPQV <j>UULV
Kat OUVQIlLV, WS KaL 8EO<j>pauT<pooKEL . See Laks (1998) 165-7, who notes that Simplicius
frequently ends a comment by referring to Theophrastus as an authority on Aristotle. See also
Lloyd (1987) 154-5 n 179 for some reservations on the "defeatism" of Theophrastus .
38
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3. On the eternity of the world.

Is the world eternal or not? Aristotle discusses the issue in Cael I, 10-12,
reviewing what other thinkers had said on the topic and constructing his own
arguments, in the words of a recent study, "completely through logical and
conceptual analysis"; "opponents are attacked for logical inconsistency. ,,40 I
will not object to this selective description of Aristotle's procedure in Cael I,
10-12, but the characterisation of Theophrastus' contrasted position is more
seriously misleading: "But in marked contrast, the arguments that were selected
by and appealed to Theophrastus for selection, and so also the arguments
(which is perhaps even more important) by which they were countered, depend
on observation of geological, geographical and meteorological phenomena
with empirical appeal of instance, not on metaphysical argument. ,,41 The
Theophrastean text in question is Philo's De aeternitate mundi 117-149
(FHS&G 184).42 I will start by briefly summarising it.

Kidd (1996) 143. He has much the same to say on Theophrastus' Meteorology in comparison
with Aristotle's Meteorology, in Kidd (1992). Solmsen (1960) 274 expresses a similar view in
chapters 11-12.
41 Kidd (1996) 143 (emphases mine) . Sedley (1998b) 166 n 1 finds himself in "complete
agreement with his conclusions", while I find myself largely in agreement with Sedley's
conclusions but not Kidd's.
42 The text is reported by Philo and no one, as far as I know, has ever claimed that the whole of
it is in Theophrastus' own words . But there is still a wide scope for how much of it can be
ascribed to him. For a review of the variety of opinions about how much of the text goes back
to Theophrastus, and for the possible sources of the four arguments, see Sharples (1998) 132136. On the one extreme (e.g. von Arnim) only the first few lines, quoted below, belong to
Theophrastus while on the other (e.g. Sedley) the whole belongs to Theophrastus, though not in
the exact form in which it is reported in Philo. I discuss this briefly below. For a compelling
defence of the Philonian authorship of Aet see Runia (1981). See also Mansfeld (1992) for the
40
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This is how it starts, as reported by Philo (117):43

8Eo<jlpaOTOS' j.1EVTOL <jlllot TOUS' YEVEaLV Kat <jl80pav TOU K00j.10U
KaTllyopouvTaS' imo TETTapwv alTaT1l8~vaL TWV j.1EYLOTWV, Y~S'
QVWj.1aALaS', 8aAaTTllS' Qvaxwpi}oEWS', EKaoTou TWV TOU OAOU j.1EPWV
OWAUOEWS', XEpoaLwv <jl80pciS' KaTa YEvll (<.{lwv. KaTaoKEu6.(EL

44

OE TO j.1Ev

lTPWTOV OUTWS"

These four major considerations are then discussed, followed by a refutation of
each. I will summarise each argument in turn (I.a, Il.a, Ul.a and IV.a), followed
in each case by the refutation (I.b, Il.b, IU.b and IV.b).

I.a: The first argument is based on the power of water to break down stone and

\

the observation that there are still mountains and hills around. Rain,
paI1icularly torrential rain, would, given eternity, have completely flattened out
everything. The fact that there are still mountains proves that there was a
beginning of the land

(~ y~).

power of water. By force

This is followed by a short statement about the

(~(q)

it can push things out of the way, which also

applies to drops hollowing out stone.

view that Theophrastus' doxography contained both arguments and counter-arguments, that it
was <pualKai 86~al and not <pualKwv 86~al.
43 I refer to the text of FHS&G 184 according to the traditional division of chapters in Philo,
which are also used in FHS&G.
44 Mss . Usener changed this to KaTaaKEua(ElV (KaTaaKEua(oual has also been suggested),
thus making it dependent on the <PTJaL. Most editors and commentators have accepted this, but
there is no compelling need to do so. The apparent problem is that the following arguments are
not supposed to be Theophrastus' own, but his report of his opponents' arguments. Keeping the
mss. reading, Philo is reporting how Theophrastus proved the arguments, KaTaaKEua(El
immediately referring to the first argument Theophrastus is supposed to have refuted. The
difference is significant. Either Philo is reporting Theophrastus as saying that they, i.e. his
opponents, proved their arguments in the following way, or he is reporting that Theophrastus
proved the arguments in the way Philo reports them. The mss. reading seems to commit Philo
to greater fidelity towards Theophrastus. But more important is what this means for the nature
of the debate Philo is reporting. Is Theophrastus responding to already existing arguments for
the destructibility of the cosmos or is he himself constructing and proving these arguments,
using other people's opinions, in his dialectical opposition to them?
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I.b: The answer compares mountains to trees. "Others will come and say that
the nature of mountains is no different from trees." Bits fall off and bits grow
again. In the case of mountains this happens very slowly. He is, therefore, not
talking about eruptions, though the geological account that follows is probably
influenced by the phenomena of eruptions. The error of those who claim that
mountains would have been completely flattened out is their ignorance of
geology, which is not a new science but the ancient wisdom of wise men (ana
TTaAaLa <Jo<pwv av8pwv 134). Mountains grow when the fiery element in the
earth (~ y~) is brought upwards by its natural force as it goes to its proper
place (TTpOS
(TTOn~V

T~V

OLKElaV ...

xwpav), bringing loads of earthy substance

Tlls YEw80us oU<JLas 135). The violent conflict and eventual

mixture of these two elements makes the "growths" so strong that they are
almost waterproof, i.e. strong enough to withstand the power of water.
The counterargument seems, therefore, to be twofold, each part
addressing different aspects of the argument against eternity. 1: mountains
grow, just like trees. 2: what grows in this way is so strong that it sufficiently
withstands the power of water, such that the very slow growth of mountains is
not outpaced by the erosive effects of torrential rain. 1 attacks the selective use
of the evidence, while 2 more specifically claims that there is a form of stone
that is not easily destroyed by water, and thus guarantees the continued
existence of this element.

Il.a: The example of the islands Rhodes and Delos shows that the sea is already
retreating. They were in ancient times below the sea but gradually emerged.
This is revealed by the "recorded histories of these [islands]" (aL TTEpL aUTwv
avaypa<pEL<JaL [lTJVUOU<JW L<JToPLaL

120). Pindar (78 Bowra) is quoted for
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support. In addition there is evidence that what is now fertile land .used to be
below the sea. Pebbles and shells and suchlike found in fertile soil are an
indication of this. Then there is a curious twist to the argument. 45 So far it
seems to be more or less to the same effect as argument one. If the sea is
retreating, given eternity, there should be nothing left. But instead of arguing
this point it claims that if the sea is diminishing the earth should also be
diminishing and air as well, until nothing is left but fire. 46

II.b: In the reply Theophrastus admits the evidence about Rhodes and Delos,
but insists that other islands should be considered as well. His counter-example
is the qoollEvll LOTOPLU (139) about the Sicilian strait. Sicily used to be
connected to the mainland, i.e. it was not an island, but the sea, helped by the
winds, flooded and broke the land in between. A written LOTOPLU is answered
with a celebrated LOTOPLU about the formation of an island. In this case, also,
the sea is responsible for the formation of an island, but without retreating.
There is also a story (MyoS') about many cities that were swallowed by the sea.
A piece of poetry is quoted in support of this, about the Peloponnesian towns
Aigeira, Bura and Heliceia. Poetry is answered with poetry. The final bit of
evidence is the story of Atlantis from Plato's Timaeus. The stories about Delos
and Rhodes can, therefore, not be used to base and argument for the
destructibility of the cosmos on. 47 The reply ends on a methodological note,

Sometimes thought to indicate that this part is a later addition. Kidd (1996) 140 thinks this
"fearful confusion between geographicaUmeteorological phenomena, elements and principles"
is a Stoic intrusion.
46 The answer to the first argument relies to some degree on the overwhelming power of fire, as
it is the combination of fire with earth that makes the super strong stones. The observation that
the sea was withdrawing is stated in Aristotle's Mete 1,14 and Theophrastus' Metaph 10a28-9.
Cf. also Cael Ill, 6: OpwllEV yap Kat TTUP Kat iJ8wp Kat EKaUTov TWV clTTAWV UWIl<lTWV
8wAUOIlEVOV.
47 Kidd (1996) 140 claims that the counter-arguments are "based purely on geographical
observation of sea encroachment". This is stretching the term "observation" pretty far.
45
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comparing this debate to a debate in a law-court. The law-abiding judge will
only declare his decision when he has heard both sides of an argument.

IlI.a: This one starts with an argument (124). "That thing completely perishes,
of which all the parts are perishable; all the parts of the cosmos are perishable;
therefore the cosmos is perishable. ,,48 It is then shown that all the four elements
are perishable. The strongest stones smoulder; water that does not receive any
wind gets mortified -

evidence: bad smell from stale water, like from a rotting

animal; it is the nature of air to decay and in some way to die (Tporrov TLVG
Grr08Vl]O"KELV 126) -

evidence: what is plague if not dead air; fire depends on

something to feed it and is therefore obviously perishable - no evidence, but a
longish story about the kamikaze snakes of India is told. The conclusion is that
the cosmos is not imperishable (a</>8apToS' 129).

IIl .b: The reply attacks the argument. Only if all the parts disappear
simultaneously is the thing composed of them perishable. But if each of the
parts changes into a neighbouring part when it perishes, the opposite
conclusion must be stated. Support is sought in the "philosophising of the
tragedian", Euripides (fr. 839.12-14), and not in Aristotle (e.g. GC 337alff).49

IV.a: If the cosmos were eternal, the living creatures -

and especially man -

would also be eternal. But that the origin of man is recent is clear to those who

<l>6ElPETOl naVTWS" E:KElVO, OV naVTa Ta IlEpTJ <»6apTa Eun, TOU DE KOUIlOU rravTa Ta
IlEpTJ <»6apTa Eun, <»6apTOS" apa 6 KOUIl0S" EUTLV.
49 This might well be a Philonian insertion, as Philo has quoted this fragment twice already (Aet
5 and 30) . But it might also be indicative of the nature of the debate Philo is reporting. It
would, we assume, have been easy for Theophrastus to refer to Aristotle. But if this is a debate
in the context of Aristotelian cosmology and metaphysics it is important to seek evidence
outside that philosophy itself. Euripides is just as good as anyone else. Philo might even have
found this piece of poetry in Theophrastus.
48
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want to inquire into natural matters. 50 Man cannot live without the. TExvm and
the TExvm are young. There is a lacuna in the text where the evidence for the
age of the TEXVaL is presented. The conclusion is that because man is not
eternal, the other living creatures can not be; and because they are not, the
places where they live, earth, water and air, can not be eternal either.
Therefore, the cosmos is perishable. The argument rests on the recent origin of
man, and we might have expected just the general conclusion that this is
evidence for the recent birth of the whole cosmos. But the conclusion we get is
much more specific and focused on the age of the elements. This is very
important as it supports a unified reading of the four arguments (see below).

IV.b: The argument is dismissed out of hand as foolish, as it would lead to the
conclusion that the cosmos is no more than 1000 years old. 51 This then leads
into a methodological criticism, which concerns the premise of the argument,
i.e. the equal age of the TExvm and mankind (146):

EL 8E 8i) Kat AEKTEOV TC1S' TEXvaS'

La~AlKaS' aV8pwTTtuv YEVEl, ~E8'

LaTopLaS' <j>ualK~S' aAA' OUK aTTEpWKETTTWS' Kal. pQ.8u~wS' AEKTEOV. i) 8'
LaTopLa TLS'; <j>8opal. TWV KaTa y~v, OUK a8powv cmavTwv aAAa TWV
TTAElaTWV, 8ual. TalS' ~EyLaTaLS' aLTLaLS' aVaTL8EVTaL, TTUpOS' Kat u8aTOS'
aAEKTOlS' <j>opalS" KaTaa~TTTElV 8' EKaTEpaV EV ~EPEl <j>aal.v EV TTavu
~aKpalS' EVLaUTWV TTEPl080lS'.

Proper natural history supports the eternity of the cosmos, but still explaining
the recent origin of the crafts. Onslaught of fire causes death to those who live
on mountains and hills while onslaught of water kills those who live in the

Tol.S' ~OUAOI1EVOlS' EpEuvav Hl <j>UOEWS'

(130) .
This has been used as evidence that the contents of the text go back to Theophrastus, as Philo
would have had to use a larger number. See Sedley (1998b) 170 n 16.

50
51
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lower regions. 52 As they happen in turn in a long cycle only part of mankind is
killed each time. This is a large enough proportion for the TExvm to collapse.
When the population starts growing again the TExvm begin to flourish as well.
It appears that the missing account of the recent origin of the TExvm was based
on stories about those who invented the crafts. 53 He accepts these stories, but
gives a proper natural history that saves both the stories of the inventors and
the eternity of the universe. They were not inventing the TE xvaL but
rein venting them.

4. Arguments and counterarguments in frg . 184.

The four counter-arguments seem to follow a pattern: where the argument
against the eternity of the world relies on observations about the destructibility
of one or more of the elements the answer attacks the premises these arguments
are based on by criticising the use of evidence in constructing the premise. It is
admitted, at least at the outset, that water does break down even the hardest
form of earth, i.e. stone, but this must be balanced against the fact that
mountains grow, when earth, mixed with fire, grows out of them. And it is
even claimed that the stones formed in this way are exceptionally strong. It is
admitted that the sea might be retreating in some areas, but this must again be
balanced against evidence to the effect that it is growing in other parts of the
world. This blocks the further argument that if the sea is diminishing, then
earth and air must also be diminishing. In the counter-arguments to I and 11 the
criticism is that the premise is only acquired by selective use of the evidence.

52
53

Plato Ti 22C; ef. Aristotle Met XII, 8, 1074bl0-13, and de philosophia frg. 8 Ross.
Aet 145: EUPETaS TClV AEXSEVTG.
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This is explicitly stated as a methodological criticism in ILb. The premise in
IILa is not an observation or some form of reported evidence but an argument
about wholes and parts. This is attacked in IILb, by questioning the assumption
in IILa about the nature of the elements. The argument used as a premise in
IILa is based on a certain view of what it is to perish for an element. Only if it
can be shown that the elements, when they "die", cease entirely to exist, as
opposed to change into another element, does the argument hold. Argument IV
is the most peculiar, but it, and the counter-argument to it, has the same form
as the rest. The evidence is the recent origin of the n~xvGL. This is used to
establish the premise, which is that no living creature is eternal. On this is
based the claim, without any argument, that the elements in which these
creatures live, earth, water and air, are perishable. The conclusion is that the
universe is perishable. The answer admits the evidence about the recent origin
of the n~xvGL but, as before, contests the conclusion based on it. Here we find
the most strongly formulated methodological criticism. The premises used in
the arguments against the eternity of the world are based on bad natural history,
i.e. lack of knowledge about the past history of nature.
Before I go any further I must briefly address the issue of whether
all or only some of the contents of the arguments and counter-arguments go
back to Theophrastus. It is clear that there is a number of Stoic and Philonian
linguistic elements in the text. 54 But this has only a limited bearing on the
origin of the content. The quote from Euripides is also used on two other
occasions in Philo, both in Aet, but Philo might have picked it up from
Theophrastus. The last part of ILa, the statement that the diminution of the sea
carries with it the diminution of other elements, could also be seen as an
anomaly in the context of the debate. The same goes for the last bit of Lb, on
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the growths of mountains being strong enough to withstand the force of water.
But on my interpretation of the overall structure of the arguments and
counter-arguments these make perfect sense. The arguments against the
eternity of the world are not a haphazard collection of observations, empirical
or otherwise. 55 They build up towards a combined argument that attacks an
Aristotelian and Theophrastean cosmology. The counter-arguments defend that
cosmology without recourse to the fifth element, i.e. they attack the arguments
on their own premises. 56 The first argument only concerns the lowest element,
earth. The second argument turns to water, but generalises from this to earth
and, implicitly, air. Fire would be the only element left in the scenario set up in
II.a. The third argument brings in all the four elements. Fire would need
something to feed on, and could therefore not stand alone. The fourth argument
directly attacks three elements, and is as such only a stronger version of II.a.
But it is independent of any of the other arguments.
A quick review of the evidence used

In

the arguments and

counter-arguments shows clearly the dialectical nature of this debate. The first
argument is based on a common observation of pieces of rock falling off
mountains and cliffs in torrential rain and the equally common observation of
perpetual succession of drops hollowing out stones. This is answered by the
rather less common, it must be admitted, observation of the growth of
mountains . But this is ultimately based on knowledge about mountain
eruptions, which were commonly known -

though possibly not by direct

Philo's own language was Stoic-influenced. See Sedley (1998b) l76 with n 10. Also
Wiersma (1940) 235-8 on the language of the passage being post-Theophrastean.
55 Kidd (1996) 143 on the combination of these four arguments: "They are indeed a strange
collection." See also Sedley (1998b) 177. On my interpretation they form a coherent whole.
McDiarmid (1940), particularly 246, argues that initially, at least, the entire "fragment" was a
uniform argument, but that it has been badly mutilated by the later tradition.
56 There is, therefore, no reason to see this as an indication of Theophrastus' rejection or
ignorance of the fifth element.
54
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experience. The second argument is not based on common observations but
rather on the recorded histories of the islands of Delos and Rhodes. This is
answered by stories of other islands. The quote from Pindar in ILa is answered
by a quote from an otherwise unknown poet in lLb, topped up with Plato. The
argument used in IILa is shown to be unsound in IILb. In IV.b it is shown, by
proper LO'TopLa

<pUO'LK~,

that the recent origin of the TEXVaL is most properly

accounted for not by the recent origin of mankind, but by the partial, if regular,
destruction of mankind. This debate is, therefore, thoroughly dialectica1. 57 If
the evidence for the age of the TEXVaL are common stories about the first
inventor, Theophrastus answers with other stories (from Plato and Aristotle),
which explain how these first inventors were not first at all. Even though some
of the elements in the debate have an empirical flavour, this has nothing to do
with the relatively more empirical outlook of Theophrastus as compared with
Aristotle. And we should not lose sight of the fact that a fundamental
difference between Cael I, 10-12 and FHS&G 184 is that the first is concerned
with proving that the cosmos is eternal while the latter is a refutation of the
opposite view.

57

I.e. in the broad sense it has in Aristotle and not in opposition to empirical arguments and

evidence. It is still much wider and essentially different from "empirical" on its own.
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PAR T

II

5. In the shadow of Aristotle.

From the heavens and the cosmos as a whole and towards the paradigmatic
natural substances: animals and plants. Considerable part of Aristotle's output
concerns his enquiries into the world of animals and the bulk of what has come
our way from Theophrastus are his botanical works, the HP and the CP. These
works are usually, and rightly, compared with Aristotle's zoology, and
Theophrastus is on most occasions either found to be an unadventurous footsoldier, working on some of the details left out by the "master" ,58 or a critic,
unafraid to dissent from his teacher. 59 Some of the specific issues that have
been debated are whether he challenged doctrines in Aristotle's logic,60 rejected
the fifth element (a18~p),61 the theory of natural place62 and/or the unmovedmover. More generally, but related to this, is the question of teleology. Did
Theophrastus seriously doubt the value of teleological explanations 63 or was he
only airing, in Metaph lOa22ff., concerns about teleological explanations for
some things already Aristotle was aware of?64 A recurring concern in the
Metaphysics of Theophrastus is the degree of order

(TCi~LS')

in the natural

world. How far towards "the middle" (TO flEO"OV Metaph Sb12) does the
obvious regularity of the heavenly regions stretch? This is important for the

E.g. Boethius In Aristotelis De intelpretatione 1, prooemium (FHS&G 72A) . Kidd (1996)
142 "his own master (Aristotle),,; 143 "his master Aristotle"; Baltussen (2000) 31
"Theophrastus remained faithful to the teachings of his master [Aristotle]"; Fraser (1994) 169
"the master [Aristotle] left botany mainly to his pupil".
59 E.g. Quint Inst 3.8.62 (FHS&G 694).
60 Fortenbaugh (1995).
61 Steinmetz (1964).
62 Sorabji (1988).
63 Lennox (1985), French (1994) 89-92.
58
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question of how the HP relates to the HA. Animals are higher level beings than
plants and if we accept that the degree of order diminishes as we get closer
towards "the middle", there is less order to be expected in the world of plants
than in the world of animals. 65
Allan Gotthelf has recently put Theophrastus to the test. He
concludes that in the HP Theophrastus is more or less trying to do the same as
Aristotle in the HA, but not succeeding particularly well. Gotthelf reads the

HA, following Balme, as already highly philosophically motivated study of
animal differentiae, where the objective is to find and describe the highest
genus to which a differentia belongs and belongs essentially (modelled on the

APo).66 According to Gotthelf, Theophrastus embarked on his botanical studies
with the same purpose in mind, but failed. "I think ... that the aims of the
Historia Plantarum are the same as those of the Historia Animalium .. . " And:
"I think it is also the case that Aristotle was farther along in his Historia-at
least so far as the parts of their respective organisms were concerned- than
Theophrastus was in his, in that HA has much more in the way of these widestclass generalisations that both thought necessary to the establishment of causes
than does HP."67 The other extreme can be illustrated from the introduction to
the recent Bude edition and translation of the HP. Here Suzanne Amigues
states: "Quoi qu'il en soit, la plupart des descriptions que nous lisons dans les
traites botanique reposent sur l'observation directe d'un naturaliste competant.

64

L10yd (1987) 149 and n 161, who notes Theophrastus' greater willingness to voice his

concerns and Valiance (1988) passim, but particularly 27-31.
65 It has been argued (Senn (1933)) that there are two strata in his HP, one Aristotelian, one
Theophrastean. For a review of this issue, see Sharples (1998) 227-230.
66 The stock example from the APo is that it belongs to triangles as such, and essentially, that
the sum of their internal angles is equal to the sum of two right angles, and that it therefore also
belongs to isosceles triangles and all other subclasses of triangles. See my chapter Ill. The
question is whether Aristotle intended a similar analysis for animals and, if so, whether
Theophrastus, following him, also intended to do this for plants. This is the GotthelflLennox
view of it.
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Encore plus vigoureusement qu'Aristote, Theophraste condamne la methode
speculative et l'esprit de systeme appliques aux science naturelles. Son
principe, admis sans reserve par la science moderne, est d'etudier chaque
espece dans son milieu. ,,68 A combination of these views is expressed by John
Raven, himself a keen botanist. He admits, after a lengthy praise of
Theophrastus as a botanist, that he finds his botanical treatises boring,
comparing him unfavourably to Aristotle. But he blames Aristotle for how
"plodding and pedantic" Theophrastus was. "Theophrastus' taxonomy is always
far more scientific when he unthinkingly follows his natural instincts than
when, as he usually does, he allows himself time to think. I am tempted to
conclude that the unwitting villain of the piece was none other than
Theophrastus' friend, patron and master, Aristotle himself, with his emphasis
on logic. ,,69 The difference between these interpretations concerns not least the
concept of science applied on the works of Theophraslus and different
emphases on the empirical and the theoretical in that hermeneutical concept.

In the rest of this chapter I will address the real and apparent
differences between the Historiae of Aristotle and Theophrastus from various
viewpoints, starting with how they refer to the HA and the HP.

68

Gotthelf (1988) 127.
Amigues (1988) xiv.

69

Raven (2000) 20. ef. also Meiggs (1982) 19: "The arrangement is logical, the style

67

undistinguished but clear, the approach scientific and impersonal. There are no diverting
anecdotes and no moral disquisitions [i.e. compared to Aristotle] . We cannot therefore feel that
we know Theophrastus personally." Baltussen (2000) 58, pointing to personal characteristics to
explain Theophrastus' difference from Aristotle: "(a) Theophrastus accepted the basics of
Aristotle's system; (b) this acceptance is balanced by the readiness to expose obscurities and
inconsistencies and to correct these whenever necessary, taking later developments into
account; (c) Theophrastus greatly valued empirical facts and collected these with eagerness; (d)
he was reluctant to generalise and, whenever he did, his generalisations were of tentative
nature." See also Lloyd (1987) 153 on the tentativeness of Theophrastus' writings and his
insistence on further research, but still without departing significantly - or a least overtly from Aristotle's doctrines .
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6. "As I said in the Histories"

There are a number of references to L<JTopLa or L<JTOPLaL in the works of
Aristotle and Theophrastus that are possible references to the HA and the HP. 70

In addition Theophrastus occasionally uses L<JTopLa within the HP to refer to
his inquiry in general. 7l Aristotle uses L<JTopLa on only one occasion within the
HA, in a methodological passage I discussed in chapter Ill. In the case of

Aristotle we have a number of programmatic statements on the role of L<JTopLa
in zoology as well as in other contexts. Theophrastus also has some important

\

statements that bear on his methodology and the role of L<JTopLa within it,

\

though they are not as prominent as in Aristotle. In general it can be said that
he was less concerned with methodological questions in his writings than
Aristotle was. n This material raises a number of problems and questions that
need to be addressed. The first concerns the "title" of the works referred to, i.e.
the identifying phrase used in the references. The second is how the references
are formulated. Here there are marked differences between Aristotle and

Aristotle: Resp, 12, 477a5; 16, 478a28; 16, 478bl; PA II, 1, 646a9; 3, 650a31 ; 17, 660b2; Ill,
5,668b30; 14,674b16;IV,5, 680al; 8,684b4; 10,689aI8; 13,696bI4; GAI,3, 716b31;4,
717a33; 11, 719al0; 20, 728bI3; II, 4, 740a23; 7, 746a14; Ill, 1, 750b31; 2, 753b17; 8,
758a24; 10, 761al0; 11, 763b16; lA , 1, 704blO. Theophrastus: CP I, i, 1; I, i, 2; I, v, 3; I, ix, 1;
II, iii, 3; II, vi, 4; n, 13,5; Ill, vi, 7; IV, v, 6; IV, ix, 5; IV, xvi, 2; VI, 8, 7. And on one occasion
Theophrastus refers to a lUTOptG of animals, which could be a reference to Aristotle's HA II,
xvii , 9. It could also be a reference to one of his own lost works on animals. Of course it call be
doubted whether all these references are to the books we know as Historia
AllimaliumlPlalltarum, or whether they are to books at all. But there is sufficient overlap
between the materials treated in the Histories and the explanatory works to warrant the belief
that at least many of these references are to some version of the works we have.
71 I, i, 4; I, iv, 3; IV, i, 5; V, i, 1; VI, viii, 6; VII, xi,!. In addition he once applies the verb
LUTOPEW in the context of a particular inquiry (IV, xiii, 1). I will look closer at this revealing
passage below.
72 There are no methodological discussions either in Ign or Lap, despite the newness of their
subject matter.
70
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Theophrastus, as well as between Aristotle's references to the HA and to his
other works. These are two problems concerning the phrasing of the reference.
In addition we must take into account the context of these references, i.e. the
occasion in the referring work that calls for the reference.
In Aristotle there are 24 references to LCJTOpla or LOTOPlat

.73

I

will look closer at some of these below, but first some statistics. These 24
references break down like this: GA 11, PA 10, Resp 3 and lA 1. Theophrastus
refers to the HP on 11 occasions within the CP. His references are usually of
the form: EV TaLS' LUTOPlatS' ELPllTat

(EAEX811, ELTTOflEV) preceded by

Ka8aTTEp, WUTTEP or a form of the relative. 74 On three occasions does he follow
this up with a TTEPl clause. In CP I, v, 3 and IV, xvi, 2 a TTEPl clause follows
EAEX81l/E'LPllTat and is a clarification of the content of the references and not of
the work referred to, i.e. it names the particular plant under discussion ("as we
said about this in the LUTOPLat If). But in CP 11, xvii, 9 there is a TTEPL clause that
characterises the LUTOPlat referred to: aTTEp EV TaLS' LUTOPlatS- TaLS' TTEPi.
TOVTWV

E'LPllTat . The reason for the clarification is that Theophrastus is not

here referring to the HP but to a work on animals, TTEPi.

TOVTWV

referring to an

account of animals that depend on other animals for generation. The "title" or
"tag" that Theophrastus uses for the HP is therefore a plain and uniform aL
LUTOplat. Where he refers to the activity of the HP within the HP (and once in
the CP to the need for a further LUToplaf5 he always uses LUTopla in the
singular. There is, therefore, a clear distinction between a generic LUTopla, in
the singular, and references to the LUTOPLaL, i.e. the HP, in the plural. The
formulation of the reference is also plain and uniform: "as has been said in the
histories". There is never any justification for the reference, nothing about a

74

Counting the opening paragraph of PA II as one reference.
See e.g. Fraser (1994) 171-2 on these references.

75

HP I, i, 4; I, iv, 3; IV, i, 5; V, i, 1; VI, viii, 6; VII, vi, 1; CP II, xiii, 5.

73
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fuller or more precise account to be found in the "histories". But they do tend
to come in polemical contexts of the CP, like the well known discussion at the
start of the CP about spontaneous generation, which I discuss briefly below.
Aristotle usually refers to his own works with E'LPllTat EV ... ,
though he also uses other expressions. 76 But the references to the HA, assuming
that these are references to this work and not to "enquiries" in general, are
different. To illustrate, here are two references in close proximity from the PA,
one to LUTopLa (668b29-30) and one to avanvo~ (669a4):

TO OE 11ET , aKpL0Elas ws ExouaLV ai. <PAE0ES TTPOS aAA~Aas, EK TE TWV
avaTollwv OEL SEwpdv Kal EK T~S (wLKllS i.aTopLas

KaSciTTEp dpT)TaL EV ToLS TTEpl avaTTvoi'ts.

Lennox sees three unusual factors in this reference to historia: a. "there is no
reference to logoi"77, as in the reference to Resp; b. "it is to dissections and an
enquiry, in the singular"; c. "the adjective ... for 'animal' is used".78 Of the 142
references collected by Thielscher (1948), for the sake of establishing the
relative chronology of Aristotle's works, only 66 use a form of AEYElV in
referring to another work. About 20 use OLOp((ElV, there is a number of
OilAov/4>avEpov EK and occasional other means -

also used on occasion to

E.g. Rh 1404a38: ElPllTaL EV nil", TTEpl TTOlllTlKfj", (also 1404b5; 1405a3; 1419b5); Pol
1261a31: WGTTEp EV nil", ~8lKOL'" ElPllTal TTPOTEPOV (also 1280a17; 1295135); PA 669a3:
Ka8aTTEp ElPllTaL EV Tal", TTEpl civaTTvofj",.
77 I.e. he never refers with "as I said" in any form.
78 Lennox (2001) 265. Why b is only one anomaly and not two the combination of historia
and anatomai, on the one hand, and historia being in the singular, on the other - is beyond
me. Lennox is not only sceptical about this particular passage as a reference to the HA but also
about many other apparent references in the PA. It is easier for Lennox to establish a clear
theoretical distinction between description and explanation in Aristotle if it can be shown that
references to LGTOPLaL may not be references to the work later known as Historia Animalium,
as it poses acute problems for his interpretation. It should be clear from the next couple of
pages that I do not think Lennox is successful in this.
76
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refer to the HA. There is, therefore, nothing very unusual about the fact that
there is no mention of logoi in this particular reference to the HA. And there are
references to the HA where Aristotle uses E'LpTJTaL EV , though admittedly only
twO. 79 What is unusual is the use of 8EWPElV EK, which, apart from references
to the HA and the Anat, where it is quite frequent, is hardly ever used in
referring to another work.80 I will return to this, but first the "title" or "tag" used
in this reference and other possible references to the HA.
Aristotle is usually very consistent in his references to his own
works. He refers, for example, to the Poetics by EV TOlS' iTEP;' iTOl TJTlKTlS' 81, to
the Analytics by EV TOlS' aVaAUTlKolS' or EK TWV aVaAUTlKWV 82 and (of
particular importance) to the Dissections by EV TalS' avaTO[1alS' or EK TWV
avaT0[1wv 83 and similarly to most of his other works. 84 A striking feature of the

possible references to the HA is the variety of phraseology. There are ten
different "titles" in the 24 possible references:

1. ~ L(JTOpLa (1). 8S
2. aL LUTOPLaL (8).86

3. ~ <pUUlKT] LUTopLa (1).

87

4. ~ LUTopLa ~ <pUUlK~ (or ~ LUTopLa TTlS' <pUUlKTlS'
5. ~ (WlK~ LUTopLa (1).

89

6. ~ LUTopLa ~ iTEP;' Ta (Qa

79

) (1).88

(2).90

PA 646a9; 660b2.

The only exception I know of is Rh 1404b21: TE8EWPllTGl EV ToLS' TTOl~UEWS'
Rh 1372a1; 1404a38; b5; b26; 1405a3 ; 1419b5; Po 1341b38.
82 Rh 1356b9; 1357a29; b24; 1403a4; a10; Top 162all; b31, SE 165b8.
83 E.g. HA 497a34; 525a9; 511a14; 565a13 .
80
81

I.e. either with or without the TTEPL and either with EV or EK, depending on the context.
85 GA 763b16.
86 Resp 478b1; GA 719a10; 740a23; 746a14; 750b31; 753b17; 758a24; 761alO.
87 PA 650a31.
84

88

lA 704blO: EK T~S' LUTOPLUS' T~S' <pUUl~S'.
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7. aL LaTOplaL aL TTEPL Ta (0a (5).
8. aL LaTOplaL aL TTEPL TWV (0wv
9. aL TTEPL Ta (0a LaTOplaL (1).

91

(3).92
93

10. aL TTEPl. TWV (0wv LaTOplaL (1).

94

Even though there is only a slight difference in some cases (6-10) this variety
is significant in light of the uniformity of other references in Aristotle. 95 The
variety itself is striking and might indicate that Aristotle is not referring to a
particular work. But this would probably be going too far. Of these 24
references 18 (2,7-10) are in the plural, and 10 (7-10) of these 18 are qualified
with a TTEPl clause. The HA is thus usually referred to with the plural LaTOplaL
Gust like Theophrastus' references to the HP), sometimes with and sometimes
without a TTEPl clause. On one occasion (6) does he use LaTopla in the singular
with a TTEPl clause and ~ (WlK~ LaTopla (5) is only a slight variation on that.
There are, therefore, only three anomalous "titles" left (1, 3-4), and two of
these can be explained by the general (quasi-methodological) character of the
reference (1 and 4). The one that is left shows what a fine line there can be
between a generic reference to LaTopla and a reference to the HA (PA 650a31):

The context is the digestive system and in particular the relation of the mouth

89

PA 668b30.

90

PA 674b16; 689a18 (there is in addition a reference to a future discussion in the GA, and

here he uses AEYElV to refer to the GA.
Resp 478a28; PA 680al; 684b4; 696b14; GA 717a33.
92 PA 660b2; 646a9; GA 716b31.
. 93 GA 728b13.
94 Resp 477a5 .
91

This might be the reason why Thielscher does not quote but only lists the references to the
HA, unlike his practice with all the other references he discusses . Comparable variety is shown
in the possible references to the lost treatise on plants: e.g. Lollg 467b4: EV TOlS' iTEpL <j>UTWV
HA 539a20: EV TD 8Ewplq TD iTEpL <j>UTWV ; GA 731a21: ana. iTEPi. flEV <j>UTWV EV ETEpOlS'
EiTEGKEiTTal; Sells 442b23 : EV TD <j>UGLOAOYlq TD iTEPi. <j>UTWV .
95
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to the stomach, and there are passages in the HA this might be a reference to
(495b19 ff; 514blO ft). But Aristotle could also be referring to "natural history"
in general, and this might be called for because he has not only been talking
about animals but also about plants and the relation of roots (corresponding to
mouth) to earth (corresponding to stomach). Even though the variety should
put us on our guard it does not warrant a full scale sceptictsm about the
references to the HA.

What it does possibly indicate is that a Historia of

animals was not an easily recognised category, unlike ethics, poetics etc. When
Theophrastus wrote his Historia it was a fixed category and easily
conceptualised as lOTopLa.
Apart from the "title", Aristotle uses a variety of formulations to
refer his readersllisteners to the HA. The most common is oEL 8EwpELv EK .
Nowhere apart from the HA and the Anat does he use 8EwpELv EK as a way of
characterising what the reader/hearer is to do with the thing referred to.
Another striking aspect of some of the references is the use of ypa<pELv to
characterise the work referred to. 96 It is something written or drawn. In some
cases these references also involve

aKpL~ELa

to characterise the account

referred to, or to justify the reference. 97 Kullmann takes this use of ypa<pELV as
an indication that HA was for Aristotle a book in a particular sense, i.e. some

Resp 477a5; 478a28; GA 728b13; 746a14; 750b31; 753b17; 761a10. The standard way of
referring to a written account is by AEYELV, e.g. in HA Ill, 2-4, where Aristotle quotes from
Synnesis, Diogenes and Polybus. But see also opening of VM, referring to those who speak
(AEYELV) and write (ypa<jlElv).
97 PA: 668b30; 696b15; GA: 716b31; 728b14; 753b17; Resp: 477a5; 478b!. The important
methodological paragraphs from the PA n, 1 and the HA I, 6 (which I discussed in chapter Ill)
also stress the more exact (a.Kpl~ELa) or more clear (ua<jlEuTEpOV) nature of the account in the
HA, referring to it in general, i.e. not to any particular passage.
96
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form of a lexicon or an encyclopaedia of animals or animal differentiae, a work
that needs to be consulted and not a discussion to be remembered. 98
I will now turn to another important feature of these references,
the conjunction of l(JTOPLaL and clVaTOflaL. This should not be done in isolation
from the context of the references as most of them concern the anatomical
systems Aristotle was mainly interested in: the digestive system, the system of
blood vessels (with special emphasis on the heart and the lung) and the
generative system.99 Of the 24 references to LO"TOPLaL 12 are in conjunction
with a reference to clvaToflaL (and one refers in general to things being cut
up). 100 Most of these are probably references to a lost work of Aristotle's, the
Dissections (Anat)lOl, that, to judge by the evidence, contained drawings or

diagrams. Aristotle refers to the Anat from the HA for what must be
apprehended from a oLaypa<p~ or a O"xil fla. 102 But he also refers to the HA for
pictures or diagrams, e.g. the GA: 746a14-15: OEl OE Taiha 8EWPElV EK TE
TWV

napaoEL YflclTWV

TWV

EV TaLS clvaToflalS Kat,

TWV

EV TalS lO"TOPLaLS

Kullmann (1998) 125: "Dies bedeutet offensichtlich, daB der Buchcharakter dieser Schrift flir
ihn besonders deutlich war. Er konnte sie nicht als Vorlesungsmanuskript benutzen. Sie diente

98

als Buch zum Nachschlagen, auf das er seine Hiker hinweisen wollte."
99 Cf. Kollesch (1997).
100 Resp 478a28; bl; PA 650a31; 668b30; 674b16; 680a1; 684b4; 689a18; 696b14; GA 719alO;
740a23; 746a14; 750b31.
101 Longrigg (1993) 161-2, suggests that Aristotle might be referring to Diocles, who,
according to Galen, was the first to write on human anatomy (Eijk F 17). In support of this
Longrigg claims that "neither here nor elsewhere does the possessive pronoun appear." The
short reply is that Aristotle does not normally refer to his work using the possessive pronoun.
102 Cf. HA 497a30-34 (having discussed the anatomy of the male): TOV alJTOV OE TPOTTOV Kal.
EV T<f> S~AEl mivTa TTE<pUKEV' oW<pEPEL yap OUOEVl. TWV E(JW TT A~V TatS U(JTEPaLS , <Dv ~
IlEV otjJLS SEWPEl(JSW EK TfiS' 8LaypmpfiS' TTlS EV TatS civaTOllaLS, ~ OE SE(JlS E(JTl.V ETTl.
ToLS EVTEPOlS ; HA 525a8-9: EKa(JTa OE TOlJTWV WS KELTal TWV 1l0PLWV, SEWPEl(JSW
EK Tfjs
EV TaLS' ciVaTOJ.1aLS' 8LaypmPfiS'; HA 511 a 11-14: aUTwv OE TOUTWV TTPOS QAATIAG TE Kal.
TTPOS TOUS QAAOUS LXSUS ~ oW<popa TWV U(JTEPWV ciKPl~E(JTEPOV QV SEWPllSElll
TOIS
aX~J.1aaLV EK TWV civaTollwv; HA 565a12-13: TO IlEV OUV axfiJ.1a TTlS u(JTEpas WS EXEl,
EK TWV civaTollwv SEWPEL(JSW.
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TPOTTOV, 8EL 8EWPELV EK TWV LaTOpLWIJ

. Here we are clearly dealing with

pictures or diagrams in the HA.
To start to get a grip on some of this information I will take a closer look
at a passage from Resp, where it is not entirely clear whether Aristotle is
referring to the work Anat or to actual dissections 103 (478a26-bl):

QV SE Tpo-rrov ~ KapS[a T~V aUVTPllaLV EXEL TTPOS'

TOV

TTvEullova, SEl

SEwPElv EK TE TWV avaTEllvollEVWV Kat TWV LaTOpL<DV TWV TTEpt Ta (0a
YEYPaIlIlEVWV.

WS' S' ~ SEaLS' EXEL T~S' KapS[aS' TTPOS' Ta ~paYXLa, rrpoS' J-LEV T~V Oif;LV
TWV civaTollwv SEl SEwPElv,

EK

rrpOs 0' GKp£[3ELaV EK TWV LaTopLwv.

The position of the heart in relation to the lung, on the one hand, and in relation
to the gills (which function as lungs in fish), on the other, is being explained.
For the relative position of the heart to the lung Aristotle insists that this must
be 8EWPELIJ from what has been cut open and from the written histories in the
HA. The relation of the heart to the gills in fish must also be 8EWPELIJ from the
dissections/Anal, i.e. its OtVLS' must be 8EWPELIJ from the dissections/Anal, and

the details from the HA. It is not clear whether Aristotle is here referring to
actual cutting up or if he is referring to his work, the Anal. ' EK TWIJ
(WGTOIlWIJ, at least, could be a reference to that work, as the phrase usually

seems to be a reference to it. It is clear, though, that he means that dissection is
required to see how the heart connects to the lung and the gills, and this is
independent of whether he is referring in these passages to dissections or to the
Anal. But he also refers to the written account in the HA. A passage in the PA

shows Aristotle referring to the two works for different kinds of materials
about the same thing (680al-4):
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QV

BE TPOTIOV EXEl TOUTtUV EKaoTov, EK TE

(Qa 8EWpdo8w Kal. EK

TWV avaTOIlWV'

TWV

LOTOPlWV

TWV

TIEPl. Ta

Ta IlEV yap TQ AOytp Ta BE TIpoS'

T~V 04JLV aUTwv owj>YlVL(ELV BEL Ilunov.

The issue concerns the digestive system of the testacea, and this is clearer by
sight than by words, and Aristotle is here referring to the HA for the words and
the Anal for the sight.104
This shows Aristotle acutely aware of the difference between
words and pictures or diagrams and their explanatory value. Some of the joint
references to the HA and the Anal can be explained by this fact: the one
supplies the visual aid but the other detailed discussion. Even though the HA
included pictures or diagrams it was mainly a textual work and, to judge by the
evidence, much more so than the Anal, which was possibly a collection of
pictures and diagrams. What seems to be most important for these joint
references is their context. The internal systems of the body he is discussing are
not obvious, as the external parts are, and require careful descriptions and,
when possible, visual representations. This could also explain why he is so
fond of 8EWpELV. The material is to be looked at, whether it is written or drawn,
and contemplated as such.

Cf. DUring (1966) 513 n 36; Lloyd (1978) 216 n 7.
104 Pace Peck (1961) ad loc., note b: "This seems to imply that diagrams or illustrations
accompanied the treatises."
103
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7. The sources of the Histories.

Turning from these references towards the Historiae themselves an important
area to explore are the sources available to and used by Aristotle and
Theophrastus. The HA (and to a lesser degree the HP) has had a variety of
responses from overdriven applause for its empirical character to a straight
dismissal as a confused jumble of fact and fiction. Some of the dismissals have
been based on assumptions about what "natural history" should be while much
of the applause has relied on a nai've understanding of empirical knowledge.
Both Aristotle and Theophrastus refer to their works as LUTOPlaL and in generic
terms to what they are about as LUTopla. 'IuTopla and a collection of LUTOPlaL
are neither "natural history" nor empirical knowledge, as these concepts are
used by Aristotle's predecessors, and we need strong arguments to give it a
more technical definition in his case. Both Aristotle and Theophrastus rely on a
great variety of sources for their Historiae and this is in a sense necessitated by
their striving for completion. One of the main themes of this chapter is the
difficult nature of the subject matter of the Historiae but the works are also to a
great degree influenced by the nature of the source material Aristotle and
Theophrastus dealt with. Before I compare the Historiae from the perspective
of the subject matter I will briefly review the sources used in composing them.
There have been many theories around about where Aristotle and
Theophrastus got their information from. Concerning Aristotle, Jaeger assumed
that all the descriptions must be based on autopsy, either Aristotle's own or
those of his collaborators. 105 To explain descriptions of animals only found in

105 On Jaeger's developmental thesis the biological works belong to the third and last period of
Aristotle's development and mark the culmination of his transformation from a Platonist to an
empirical scientist, cf. Jaeger (1955) 347: "In der dritten Periode erscheint nun etwas ganzlich
Neues und Eigenes. Er wendet sich der empirischen Einzelforschung zu, wo er durch die
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the Far East (Aristotle's and Theophrastus' knowledge of the east was much
greater than of the west) he thought the HA must have been composed after
Alexander went on his campaign to the east (as Pliny indeed106). Similarly it
has been argued that Theophrastus must have spent considerable time in Egypt,
because he shows great familiarity with the flora of the region. 107 But we need

--

not even in cases where there is nothing to indicate that anything else might be
the case. Nor should we be hasty in criticising them for dishonesty on this
account. Our assumptions about "natural history" may not have been their
assumptions about LaTopLa. 108
There is a great variety of sources both Aristotle and
Theophrastus rely on in their Historiae. Some information is from their own
observations, which include dissections. 109 Observations, dissections (and other
"experiments") are never without problems and Aristotle often points this out.
Some things are difficult to observe, like the internal organs of the smaller
Testacea 110 and the copulation of oviparous fishlll. Some things have not yet
been observed, for instance the peculiar larva called ~uAo<pe6pov112, which turns

folgerichtige Durchftirung seines Formgedankes zum Schopfer eines neuen Typus der
Wissenscheft wird."
106 NH VIII, 17,44 ff.
Capella, quoted by Fraser (1994) 180-1, with Fraser's emphatic refutation of this view.
This is similar to the debate on the sources of Herodotus, where Fehling and his followers
criticise Herodotus for not living up to a standard of history they impose on him.
109 There is no need to list all important observations. In chapter III I dealt extensively with one
of Aristotle's most celebrated observations/experiments: the egg experiment. There can be little
doubt that Aristotle did the egg experiment himself, but many other observations and
dissections described in the HA and the other zoological writings are more difficult to
determine. When did Aristotle do it himself and when did some of his collaborators? See Lloyd
(1979) 211 for some reflections.
110 HA 529a28-29; b4-5.
I11 541a11.
107

108

112 Codd. Most editors have amendet to ~vAo<p6pov : it is either a wood-carrying or wooddestroying insect. Peck translates: "faggot-bearer, as queer a creature as any of them" (OU8EVOS
~TTOV ClTOTTOV TOlJTWV TWV (0wv ).
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into a chrysalis but no one has observed into what winged creature it then
develops.113 This must mean that despite everything he tried there was no
information to be had on this peculiar creature. There are many cases where
further observations and enquiries are needed and neither Aristotle nor
Theophrastus is afraid of emphasising this.114 There are also things that can

-----

only be observed in dissections. To observe what is inside the body the body
~-

needs to be cut open. It is, for instance, impossible to inspect (a8UvaTov EaTL

8Eaaaa8m) the blood vessels in living animals because they are on the
inside.1I5 But dissection is not as easy as just cutting the body open. The nature
of the blood vessels, for instance, can not be discovered in dead and dissected
animals because the vessels collapse as soon as the blood leaves them. 116
(Similarly the position of the apex of the heart is difficult to determine as it can
change in dissection. ll7 )

Aristotle uses this to criticise the theories of

Syennesis, a doctor (laTpos-) from Cyprus, Diogenes of Apollonia and Polybus
with extensive quotations from their writings on the blood vessels, only to
return with the proper method to proceed in dissecting animals without losing
the blood from the vessels: the blood vessels can only be observed when
previously emaciated animals are strangled. 118

113

HA V, xxxii, 557b13ff.

E.g. HA 493b14 and 580aI9-22. Theophrastus seems to be more willing to do so than
Aristotle and he frequently ends individual discussions with a formula like Toiho ouv
ETTlOKElTTEOV. On occasion he refers to the need for further enquiries into mutations in plants,
but this time unfulfilled, like CP II, xiii, 5:
Ta eE Ka8' EKaom ~anov, lOWS' eE Kat ~OVWS', QV TLS' ClTTOOOLT] T~V E~lTELpLaV
lTpOOAa~wv xwpaS' Kat TOlTOU OLa T~S' lOTopLaS'.
Further enquiry is needed in order to gain more expert knowledge about each plant and plant
classes. Here his explanations stop for want of further enquiry. ef. also I, v, 5, on spontaneous
generation: aAAa TOUTO ~Ev wS' ElTLOO~a'O~Ev Elprjo8w ' eEL OE ciKPL~EOTEPOV tJ1TEP atJTou
OKEt/Jao8m Kat ciVLOTop~om TaS' aUTOWlTOUS' 'YEVEOELS' .
115 HA 511bI8-20.
116 HA 511bI4-16.
117 HA 496a9ff. The Empiricists later used similar arguments against dissection in general.
118 HA 513aI2-15 . For dissection in general and Aristotle in particular see Lloyd (1979) 156169.
114
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Observations can be difficult and dissections must , be done
properly if they are to give useful results. But when they are properly done they
can hardly be bettered. Autopsy is as certain knowledge as can be but there are
cases where detailed observations must give way to other evidence. In HA IV,
viii, 533a3lff. Aristotle discusses the perceptual organs of fish. They have no

--------

visible sense organs for hearing and smelling but evidence from methods of
fishing shows clearly that they hear and smell. Here, detailed observations of
the physiology of fish do not stand against information from fishermen. 119 They
are among special groups Aristotle frequently refers to for information, like
hunters, doctors, veterinarian surgeons and midwives as well as all kinds of
animal breeders: horse-, pig-, peafowl-, bee- and eel-breeders, to name some.
These must be classified as specialists due to their extensive experience with
the kinds of animals they deal with on a daily basis. l2O The evidence for the
hearing and smelling of fish is not based on a single report but the knowledge
of fishermen as a group. It can not be doubted, or at least not easily. But there
are also cases where the specialists can not be counted on because they are not
in the same knowledge driven business as Aristotle. In GA 756a33f. he insists
that fish do copulate even though fishermen have not observed them to. The
copulation takes very short time and escapes the sight of fishermen because
they are not looking out for these things. As with dissections, observations
must be done appropriately. If Aristotle uses those who deal regularly with
animals Theophrastus uses those who are specialists in plants. Most of the
unspecified third person plural subjects he refers to must be farmers and people
who grow trees and plants, and some detailed observations may be

He also argues in the other direction in the immediately following lines, i.e. from observed
physiology against the claims of the fishermen (and Herodotus) that fish conceive by
swallowing the milt (756b4ff.): the passage from the mouth passes into the stomach and not the
uterus.
120 The egg experiment is done with domesticated hens.
119
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Theophrastus' own from the garden he apparently had. 121 But he al~o, and in
particular in HP IX, cites root-cutters and drug-sellers, some of them named,
for the properties of plants. 122 These sources are useful but not beyond doubt.
They are, in particular, prone to exaggeration in order to glorify their craft (cf.

HP IX, 8, 5 and 19,2-3).

---

Apart from these groups of people there are also named
~~~--~

individuals. These include the usual suspects, the "pre-Socratics" and Plato, as
well as Syennesis, Diogenes and Polybus, mentioned above, but also Ctesias
and Herodotus 123 and even Homer, Stesichorus and Musaeus l24 , and many
more. Individuals are often brought in to be criticised but also for information
and the most unlikely individuals (Stesichorus and Musaeus, for instance) are
used for positive evidence. Among those Aristotle (and Theophrastus) uses on
a number of occasions, without citing him by name, is Herodotus. He might not
seem an obvious choice for reliable information on the world of animals or
plants and it is all the more significant that he is so used. When Aristotle writes
that a human skull has been seen that has no sutures 125 he is most probably
referring to Herodotus IX, 83 and Herodotus may also be the source for the
claim that in Europe lions are only found on a strip of land between the rivers
Achelous and Nessus. 126 There are no indications that he has any reservations
about these claims or that he treats them in a way different from his own
observations and on another occasion he emphatically claims as true that the

121

DL V, 52. He never talks about his personal experience of plants and only once mentions

seeing a plant, in HP IV, xii, 2: 8aullaaTov y ' ~v lOElV. This has more to do with style than
substance, as Theophrastus has obviously looked hard at many plants.
122 Analysed by L10yd (1983) 121-125.
123 Ctesias is untrustworthy, HA 606a8; Herodotus a llu8oA6yos, CA 756b6 (clearly pejorative).
124 HA 519aI8-19; 542b24; 563a16.
125 HA 516aI9-20: ~8T] 0' w<j>8T] KaL avopos KE<j>aAT) OUK Exouaa pa<j>6.s
126 HA 579b5f, cf. Herodotus VII, 126.
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Pygmies live in the region south of Egypt, where the Nile has, its source.l27
Though the Pygmies were well known in Greek literature the combination of
the source of the Nile and the story of the Pygmies indicates that Herodotus II,
32,2 is his source for this story.l28 If that is true he seems to have no qualms
about using Herodotus as a source of facts, at least not when he uses him

--

~ ~ithout

mentioning him by name. Because he is not as charitable when he does

name Herodotus. On one occasion he calls him a l1U80AOyOS' in dismissing his
and fishermen's tales about fish conceiving through the mouth. 129 Without
overdoing the duplicity of Aristotle in this case it is important to keep in mind
how flexible he is in his use of written sources. Theophrastus seems also to use
Herodotus without any doubts about his value as a source of information when
discussing the olive tree in HP II, iii, 3. Here he brings into play some
abnormal changes in olive trees, like what is said to have happened to
Thettalos, son of Pisistratus, whose olive lost its leaves but still bore fruits, and
the olive in Boiotia whose young shoots were eaten by locusts but grew again.
A third example is the olive that sprang up again entire after being completely
burnt down. This is most probably the olive tree on the Acropolis the Persians
burnt down in 479, described in Herodotus VIII, 55. All these are stories of
individual trees and these abnormalities can all easily be causally explained,
according to Theophrastus. It is more difficult to deal with abnormal cases of a
more general nature, like when trees do not bear fruits where they naturally

127 HA 597a7ff.: OU yap fan TOlJTO [lu80S' aAA ' fan Kanl T~V aA~8Elav YEVOS' [lLKPOV
[lEV waTTEp AEYETaL .
128 As argued by T.K. 10hansen (1999) 281.
129 GA 756b6f. For Aristotle's use of Herodotus in the zoology see L10yd (1979) 212, and now
in particular T.K. 10hansen (1999). If the P.Oxy. 4458 col. I (O).,yrhynchus Papyri vol. LXV,
1998) is really a genuine fragment of Aristotle's De inundaciane Nili he also calls him
[lu80ypa<jJoS' (6). This would again be clearly pejorative, as he is criticising Herodotus theory.
Remember that Herodotus himself uses [lu80S' when referring to the explanation based on the
river Ocean. The Latin translation (Rose frg . 248) has : "fabularum scriptor".
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grow. Inductive science of any sort must take seriously every claim that is out
of the ordinary. 130
All this variety of information -

named and unnamed

individuals, named or unnamed groups of people, planned and unplanned
observations, written and oral sources, etc. -

must, in general, count as

LCJTOpLa. This must make us sceptical about claims to the effect that LOTopLa in
----

-

-

-

--

-

-

Aristotle and Theophrastus is fundamentally different from the concept as used
by earlier writers such as Herodotus and the Hippocratics. It is obvious that
there are different degrees of reliability for these various forms of information
counted as LOTopLa, and Aristotle's and Theophrastus' treatment of the material
shows this in practice. Autopsy can not easily be refuted by a report or a story,
though the story can cause problems for how to interpret the apparent facts. But
often it is the case that stories, reports old and new, are the only thing to go by.
Reported facts can never be dismissed on principle and we cannot assume, as
has often been done, that the reports are by designated collaborators or
students. The opposite is often obviously true: much information is derived
from a variety of old and new sources of any sort available. The principle
seems to be that anything is better than nothing, though nothing is beyond
criticism. It remains that all of this, observations, experiments, the cumulated
knowledge of craftsmen as well as written and orally reported stories, count as
LOTopLa.
To emphasise the inclusiveness of LOTOp( a there is one
particularly revealing passage in the HP, which also happens to be the only use
of the verb LOToPElv in the botanical works (the verb is never used by
Aristotle). In the HP IV, xiii, 1-6 Theophrastus discusses the length and

If someone claims to have a specimen of a white raven it must be looked into. Is it a raven?
Is it white? If it is a white raven, are there any causes that can explain it being white (e.g., are
its feathers dyed)? Black swans were discovered in Australia, after all.
130
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shortness of the life of plants. He starts by noting, very briefly, that water
plants, like water animals, are generally shorter lived than those on dry land.
Then: TOUS' oE Ku8' EKU<JTOV ~LOUS' L<JTOPT)<JaL oEL

TWV

XEP<JULWV

. He

promptly does this. First he refers to the "woodmen" (opEoTlmOl), who say that
the wild kinds are almost all without exception long lived and none short lived.

--

Theophrastus agrees with this judgement, though he discusses the claim with
reference to the relative length of life of cultivated plants, which are obviously
more familiar to him than the wild plants. Wild plants as a whole are longer
lived than cultivated plants as a whole, and considering individual kinds of
plants, the wild variety is longer lived than the cultivated one. As further
evidence of the comparative length of life of trees in particular he cites stories
handed down in mythology.13J These concern the olive in Athens, the palm in
Delos and the wild olive at Olympia. When were they planted and by whom?
How old are they? This leads to a discussion about the relative length of life of
various types of trees. Olives and palms are long lived while apples, figs and
others are short lived. He follows this up with a discussion about identity
problems: when a tree grows from the same root as one that has been cut down,
is it a new tree or the same one? If it is the same it seems possible to prolong
the life of individual trees almost indefinitely; which is what vine growers do.
The contest is mainly between vine and olive - two of the best known plants in
Greece - and there is a number of "they say" to back up various claims.
However we decide this question it remains that the L<JTopELv he
has given us is a mixture from various sources: the "woodmen", traditional
stories -

both written and oral -

and a fair bit of his own theorising based on

common knowledge. This fits quite well with what we get in the Historiae of
Aristotle and Theophrastus. Independently of how they present the material -

131

IV, xiii, 2: T~V BE I.taKpO~l6TT)Ta l1apTUpouow ETTt yE TLVWV Kat ~I1Epwv Kat aypLWV
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which is important enough -

the LcnopLa in it seems much closer to the

LCJTOPl T] of Herodotus than many would like to admit. This in itself puts a strain
on how systematic Aristotle and Theophrastus can be in their Historiae, quite
apart from the problematic nature of the subject matter they deal with. To this I
now turn.

- --8. Animals and plants as objects of i O"TOPL a.

Reading the HP book one and comparing it to the HA book one reveals some
essential similarities. Aristotle spends most of HA I discussing in general terms
the parts of animals, only spending some few pages on their differences KaTa
TE TOUS ~lOUS KaL TaS TTpa(ELS KaL Ta ~8T] KaL [i.e. "as well as"]

Ta

flOpla (HA I, 1, 487alOf.). The HP opens with these words:

TWV <j>UTWV TaS 8w<j>opas Kat T~V clAATlV <j>UUW ATlTTTEOV KaTa TE Ta
flEPTl Kat Ta TTa8Tl Kat TaS YEVEUELS Kat TOUS ~LOUS' ~8Tl yap Kat
TTpa~ELS OUK EXOUUW WUTTEP Ta (tiJa.

He goes on to say that their differences according to parts are the only
differences difficult to observe, and he accordingly uses most of the space on
discussing the parts of plants. It is interesting to note that he picks up two of
the differences Aristotle had identified, the way of life

(~lOS')

and the parts,

while explicitly excluding two from Aristotle's list. But he adds two and ends
up with a list of four, like Aristotle. 132

Kat ai. TTapaoEOOflEVaL <j>fjflaL TTapa TWV flUSOAOyWV.
132

Aristotle was keenly interested in the YEvEalS' of animals. He devoted a study to it and in the

HA there are three whole books about reproduction (V-VII). This indicates that Theophrastus is
responding to HA I more than anything.
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This explicit comparison with animals is a recurring theme in
book one. Section I, i, 3 starts:

Taxa OE OUX 0IlOLWS' alTaVTa (TlTTlTEOV oihE EV TOlS' aAAOLS' oi59' aoa
lTPOS' TT)V YEVEaLV, aUT a TE Ta YEvvwllEva IlEPTl eETEOV, OLOV TOUS'
KaplTOuS" OUOE yap Ta EIl~pua TWV (0wv.

--

Theophrastus has spent a page or so on how difficult it is to determine what is a
part in the case of plants (are leafs, flowers, shoots, etc. parts?). Here he doubts
how generally we should expect plants to be alike animals, and explains this by
wondering whether what counts as difference according to YEvEolS' in animals
might not belong to parts in plants. So the categories used to analyse the
differences in the case of animals do not necessarily apply in the same way to
plants. He expresses the same general concern at the start of I, i, 4 and goes on
to say:

aoa yap 1lT) OLOV TE a<jlolloLoDv, lTEPLEPYOV TO YALXEaem lTaVTWS" lva 1lT)
KaL TT)V oLKELav alTO~aAWIlEV eEWpLav. T) OE lOTopLa TWV <jlUTWV Eonv,
wS' alTAWS' ELlTElV, ~ KaT a Ta E~W 1l0pW KaL TT)V aATlV 1l0p<jlT)V ~ KaTa
Ta EVTOS', WOlTEP ElTL TWV (0wv Ta EK TWV avaTollwv.

Stressing that we should not lose sight of the proper enquiry by concentrating
too much on comparison with animals, Theophrastus cannot help but make
comparison with the study of animals. These examples can be multiplied (see
e.g. I, i, 9). Animals are constantly at the back of Theophrastus' mind in his
study of plants. This is to some degree out of necessity. Theophrastus is doing
something new, in a sense inventing "botany", and he needs something to
model it on. Vocabulary is one significant problem (1, ii passim, but
particularly 3ff.). In this part of the HP (I, ii) he is discussing the principles
(cipXa() of plants, particularly the principles of the homoiomerous parts, for
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which the vocabulary is largely based on animals (flesh, veins, etc.), because
they are better known. When, for instance, it comes to the core (Il-~Tpa) some
call this "heart" (Kap8La) others "interior" (EVTEPLWVTj), but some call the inner
part of the core "heart" while some call this "marrow" (ll-uEA.6v) (I, ii, 6). Just
talking about plants on this level is comparing them to animals.

---

Aristotle frequently refers to plants for comparison

III

his

zoological works. They all seem to emphasise the hierarchy of nature and are
typically brought in where Aristotle approaches that level of the zoological
world that is closest to plants, in particular where he is discussing the initial
stages of generation. 133 Other examples are his discussions of spontaneous
generation and the testacea. In the HA (V, 1, 539a16-25) and in the GA (Ill, 11,
762b18ff.) where he discusses spontaneous generation he refers to plants, as
there are common features to spontaneous generation in plants and animals,
though the explanation in the case of animals is rather more complex than in
the case of plants (GA 762a18-21). In HA book V, Aristotle turns to generation
of animals, and the testacea are the first group he discusses. This is the reverse
order of what he has practiced so far in the HA. His usual procedure is to start
with what is best known, i.e. man, and use it as a guide through the enquiry. He
justifies this reverse procedure at the start of book V. Generation in the case of
man is the most complicated. Therefore he decides to start from the other end,
the most simple. These are the testacea, and he has numerous occasions to
compare them to plants. 134 A characteristic of the testacea is that they are
spontaneously generated. l35 What makes them particularly like plants is the fact

133

See L10yd (1996) 67-82 on the "fuzzy nature" of these border creatures. There is also a

substantial discussion of plants in the NatPuer in order to clarify what happens in conception
and at the initial stages of the development of the foetus.
134 Not only in book V, but also e.g. in IV, 11, 538aI8-22. The testacea share in the nature of
plants and animals regarding generation, cf. GA 731 b9f.
135 HA V, 14, 547bI8-19 : oAwS' oE mlvTa Ta OOTPUKWOTj ylYVETaL IlEV UlJTOIlUTa EV TD
LAUL, KUTa OE T~V OLU</JOpaV TfjS' LAUOS' ETEPU, KTA .
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that they are stuck to the ground (GA I, 1, 715b16-25; some can move around,
though, cf. HA IV, 4, 528a30-33). It is especially when Aristotle is dealing with
animals and aspects of aniInals that are close to plants in their nature that he
brings in plants for comparison. At the end of this last discussion he states on
principle, though, that plants must be investigated on another occasion. 136 This
gives Theophrastus the opportunity to question some of Aristotle's assumptions
about plants, without him going all the way to overtly question the theories
Aristotle bases on these assumptions, as in the case of the theory of
spontaneous generation.
An example of this is the discussion about generation from seed (in HP
11, i, 2 137 ). Theophrastus lTIentions "some", TLVES, who are not entirely
convinced that all plants can be generated from seed, because farmers, as a
matter of fact, do not use seed in growing them. Kal TOl, Ka8aTTEp EV TalS
L<JTOPlaLS E'(PllTaL, KaL <pUVEpuJTaTOV ETTt.

TWV

LTEWV

. This is a reference to

the HP Ill, i, 2-3. Here the seed-principle is stated: o<Ja oE EXEl <JTTEPlla Kat.
KapTTOV, KclV aTTO Pl(llS' YLVTlTQL, KaL aTTO TOUTWV, ETTEl Kal Ta OOKOUVTa
clKapTTa dVaL 'YEvvCiIJ <f:>uaLv, OLOIJ TTTEAEaIJ LTEav (HP

Ill, i, 2). This and

the following discussion is based on a report (TLVES is the subject of a number
of third person plural verbs), and Theophrastus even refers to the "poet"
(Homer, Od X, 510) for the opinion that willows (LTEa) shed their fruits early
(HP Ill, i, 3). In the GA Aristotle states: EIJW 0' OAWS ouoE <pEPEl <JTTEPlla,

nEp\' Il EV ouv <pUTWV, mJTa KUS' Ulna XWPLs EiTlOKEnTEov ( GA I, i, 716a1). Aristotle
has been discussing spontaneous generation, where he frequently refers to plants for
comparison. He proceeds to discuss "the other animals", i.e. those not spontaneously generated.
Morsink (1982) argues that this is not a reference to a missing treatise, but a statement of the
principle that plants need to be looked into separately.
136

137 This is how the discussion starts, by distinguishing the possible ways of generation: at
f'EVEOELS TWV OEVOPWV KaL o\wS' TWV <pVTWV ~ alJTOllaTal ~ ana onEwaTos ~ ana
pL(T]S ~ ana napaomioos ~ cmo clKpqlOVOS ~ ana KAWVOS ~ an' alJTou TOU OTEAEXOUS
ElOLv - ~ ETL TOU ~UAOV KaTuKoTTEVTOS ELs IlLKpa ' KaL yap OUTWS EVLa <pUETal.
TOUTWV OE ~ IlEV UlJTOllaTos TTpwTll TlS, at OE ana onEPllaTos Ka\' pL(T]S <PUoLK(;lTaTal
oo~aLEv av' wonEp yap al!TOJ-l.UTUl KaL alJTaL, OlO KaL Tols aYPLOlS lmapxOUoLV' at OE
aAAal TEXVT]S ~ o~ np0alpEGEWS'.
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that they are stuck to the ground (GA I, 1, 715b16-25; some can move around,
though, cf. HA IV, 4, 528a30-33). It is especially when Aristotle is dealing with
animals and aspects of animals that are close to plants in their nature that he
brings in plants for comparison. At the end of this last discussion he states on
principle, though, that plants must be investigated on another occasion. 136 This
gives Theophrastus the opportunity to question some of Aristotle's assumptions
about plants, without him going all the way to overtly question the theories
Aristotle bases on these assumptions, as in the case of the theory of
spontaneous generation.
An example of this is the discussion about generation from seed (in HP
11, i, 2 137 ). Theophrastus mentions "some", TLVES' , who are not entirely
convinced that all plants can be generated from seed, because farmers, as a
matter of fact, do not use seed in growing them. KaL TOl, Ka8anEp EV TillS'
LO'TOPLaLS' dpllTaL, Kat. cpaVEpWTaTov EnL

TWV

l TEWV

the HP Ill, i, 2-3. Here the seed-principle is stated: oO'a

. This is a reference to

oE

EXEL O'nEpfla Kat.

Kapnov, Kav ano PLCllS' YLVllTaL, Kat. ano Toimuv, EnEt. Kat. Ta OOKoUVTa
aKapna ElVaL YEvvdv cpaO'LV, olOV nTEAEav lTEav (HP

Ill, i, 2). This and

the following discussion is based on a report (TLVES' is the subject of a number
of third person plural verbs), and Theophrastus even refers to the "poet"
(Homer, Od X, 510) for the opinion that willows (l TEa) shed their fruits early

(HP Ill, i, 3). In the GA Aristotle states: EVLa 0' OAWS'

ouoE

CPEPEL O'nEpflG,

136nEptllEV OUV <pUTWV, aiml KaS' aiml xwptS' EmUKEiTTEOV ( GA I, i, 716a1). Aristotle
has been discussing spontaneous generation, where he frequently refers to plants for
comparison. He proceeds to discuss "the other animals" , i.e. those not spontaneously generated.
Morsink (1982) argues that this is not a reference to a missing treatise, but a statement of the
principle that plants need to be looked into separately.
137 This is how the discussion starts, by distinguishing the possible ways of generation: aL
YEVEUElS' TWV 8EV8pwv Kat OAWS TWV <pUTWV ij ai!TOllaTaL ij ana uTTEPIlaTos ij ana
PL(llS' ij aTTO napaumi8oS' ij aTTO aKPEIlOVOS' ij ana KAWVOS' ij an' mJTou TOU UTEAEXOUS'
ElULV - ij ETl TOU ~UAOU KaTaKonEvTos ElS' IlLKpa ' Kat yap oihws EVLa <pUETaL.
TOUTWV 8E ~ IlEV mJTOllaTos npwTll TLS, aL 8E ana unEPllaToS' Kat, PL(llS <pUULKWTaTaL
80~aLEV av' wunEp yap ai!TOllaTaL Kat aUTaL, 8LO Kat TOtS' aYPLOLS UTTapxOUULV' aL 8E
anal TEXVllS ij 8~ np0aLpEuEWS'.
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OLOV Ln~U KUL ULYELPOS' (I,

18, 726a6f.). He does not refer to an observation,

either his own or someone else's, but backs this up with a theory that explains
why these trees cannot produce seed. Theophrastus is obviously not a slave to
Aristotle's opinions. 138 But it is noteworthy that he bases his disagreement not
on observation but on an unspecified report. This shows a characteristic of
LGTOp(U :

in principle it can always be refuted in a variety of ways. A better

observation, another report, and what we believed to be the case no longer
seems to be the case. This also opens up for the possibility of the growth of
knowledge (cf. my ch. 11). Theophrastus is not criticising Aristotle's
methodology or his knowledge base in general, only some particular
observations.
It seems, therefore, obvious that the comparison with animals,
and in particular with Aristotle's HA, was an important part of Theophrastus'
project in the HP. The reason is the same as why man is constantly at the back
of Aristotle's mind. Understanding the lower animals and plants is a downward
process. The hermeneutical move is top down. But this does not mean that he
was importing wholesale Aristotle's methodology to the study of plants. He
even goes out of his way to stress the distance between the study of plants and
the study animals. In the course of book one Theophrastus repeatedly claims
that we should not expect a complete correspondence between plants and
animals, and he stresses in particular that plants are more diverse and manifold
than animals. Thus in I, i, 10_11: 139

138 He frequently corrects Aristotle on matters of fact, without ever mentioning him by name.
Another example, also concerning spontaneous generation, is his explanation of how the
mistletoe is generated from seed (CP n, 17, 5) that is brought to the host tree by birds who
have eaten the fruits, correcting GA, I, 1, 715b25-30.
139 See also I, ii, 3: EXEL oE lawS' Kat aAAaS' ow<popaS' Kat mum Kat OAWS' TO TWV
<pUTWV YEVOS" TTOAUXOUV yap waTTEp Elp~KaIlEv. The context is the use of animal vocabulary
for the internal parts of plants, which is largely derived from animals. He carries on with this
justification:
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OAWS 8E TTOAUXOUV TO <pUTOV KaL TTOlKlAOV, KaL xaAETTOV El TTELV Ka8oAOU'
aTlj1.ELOV 8E TO j1.Tl8EV ELVaL KOLVOV Aa~ELV 0 TTClaLV umipXEl, Ka8aTTEp
TOLS (00lS aTOj1.a KaL KOlAla. Ta 8E avaAOYl\l TalJTa, Ta 8' aAA-OV
TpOTTOV.

Explicitly comparing plants to animals he claims that, unlike animals, there is
no one thing common to all plants. Whereas all animals have a mouth and a
stomach, it is only possible to generalise something for all plants by resorting
to analogy l40 or some other form of comparison. Theophrastus is probably here
thinking about a passage in the HA, where Aristotle says (I, 2, 488b29f):
TTaVTWV 8' EaTL

TWV

(Qwv KOLVa j1.0pW, <1l8EXETaL T~V TPO<p~V KaL ELs 0

8EXETaL.

But importantly Aristotle goes on to say (ibidem):

TaUTa EaTL TalJTa Kat €TEpa I<aTcl TOUS ElPTlj1.EVOUS TPOTTOUS, ~ I<aT '
EL80s ~ Ka8' iJTTEPOX~V ~ KaT' aVaAOYlaV ~ Tfj 8EaEl 8W<pEpOVTa.

So that through which and into which animals receive food, i.e. the mouth and
the stomach, is not generalisable to all animals in any stronger sense than by
analogy, which seems to be the same as Theophrastus is claiming for plants.
They seem, therefore, to agree on this point, i.e. that there are no differentiae
generalisable for respectively all animals and plants in any stronger sense than
aAA' ETTEL 8la TWV yVWPll.lWTEpWV IlEm8u;)KElV 8E'i Ta aYVWPWTa, YVWPlllwTEpa 8E
Ta IlEL(W KaL EIl<!>avfj Tfj aLu8~uEl, 8T]Aovon Ka8uTTEp U<!>~YllTaL TTEPL TOtlTWV
AEKTEov. ETTaVa<!>Opav yap E~OIlEV TWV clAAWV TTPOS Taum IlEXPl TTOUOU Kat rrws
EKaUTa IlETEXEl TfjS OIlOlOTllTos.
According to this fairly unproblematic principle Theophrastus uses what is known about the
interior of animals to talk about the interior of plants, and animals in general to understand
plants. When it comes to plants, trees are used as an introduction to plants - they are both
bigger and better known than other plants, and apart from that they exhibit the characteristics
of plants better than "lesser" plants.
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by analogy. But there is a difference. Aristotle says that almost. all animals
have that part in common by which they discharge food. But not all. And then
(HA I, ii, 489al-2):

KaAElTaL 8' DIlEV Aall~aVEL, GTOlla, Els 0 8E 8EXETaL, KOlAla' TO 8E
AOlTTOV TIOAUWVUIlOV EGnv.

So only that through which and that into which animals receive food have a
common name in the case of all animals. And this obviously carries some
weight with Aristotle.
Theophrastus was concerned with putting a distance between his
study of plants and the better known (i.e. in the context within which he was
worldng) study of animals. But it is important to note that he stresses the
difference on the JeveJ of subject matter, and not on the level of method. He is
not disagreeing with Aristotle, but arguing that his enquiry is different as it is
an enquiry into different things.

9. Location, cultivation and the classification of plants.

To understand how different plants are I will look into problems Theophrastus
faced in his practice of classifications, the effects of location and cultivation on
plants. Theophrastus proceeds in the HP according to his general classification
of plants into four different ldnds: trees, shrubs, under-shrubs and herbs (HP I,
iii, 1). The justification for this classification is that it makes the study
CJ'a<pECJ'TE pOS', meaning that it is clearer and at least a helpful rough

140

On analogy, though cryptic, see Metaph 9a4-9.
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classification to deal with the chaotic material of the plant kingdom. These
classes are based on the relations between the most important parts of the plant:
root, stem branch and twig (HP I, i, 9).141 These distinctions or definitions
(OpOL), he says, must only be taken to apply in a general sense, and not to each

and every plant. Some seem to cut across these classes, either by nature or
through cultivation -

where they depart from nature (I, iii, 2):

EVLa yap taws ElTaAAaTTELV 80~ElE, Ta 8E Kat lTapa TTjV aywyTjv
aAAOlOTEpa YLvw6m Kat EK~aLVELV Tfls <puaEWs , KTA.

Some under-shrubs and herbs, for instance, seem to belong to the class of trees,
as they grow one stem from the root (I, iii, 4). On the other hand, some trees,
for instance apple and pear, are by nature more like shrubs than trees, and it is
only by cultivation that they become like proper trees with only one stem (I, iii,

Tlm<.p ATJ7TTEOV TOUS cl<P0PWIlOVS

(I , iii , 5) . Theophrastus therefore suggests

other classifications, like size and length of life or classifications based on the
presence or absence of fruits, flowers, evergreenness and/or cultivation (I, iii,
5). In I, iv, 2 he suggests locality and climate, locality being more important in
the case of plants than in the case of animals as plants are stuck to the ground
(I, iv, 4). He returns to these varieties of classification at the end of book I (xiv,
3-5), where he in particular stresses locality and cultivation, which are often
causally responsible for the presence or absence of fruits, flowers and
evergreenness and therefore, in a sense, more fundamental than those. But
locality and cultivation can also often upset the basic classification into trees,

141

He goes "deeper" into the parts of plants in the following chapters: I, ii, 1: the

homoiomerous parts like bark, wood and core; these are composed of sap, fibre, veins and
flesh; the deepest level is moisture and warmth (I, ii, 4). I, ii, 7: TC1llEV ouv 1l0pW 0XE8ov
EOTL TooauTa . OUYKElTaL 8E Ta UOTEPOV EK TWV npOTEpwV ,
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shrubs, under-shrubs and herbs and, it seems, almost any classification at any
level in the study of plants (I, iii, 2-3). I will look closer at cultivation below,
but first locality, and the exceptional case of the date-palm.
At the start of CP Theophrastus argues that all seed bearing plants
can be generated from seed. In the CP I, i, 3 ff. he continues discussing
seed-bearing plants, identifying a group that can only be grown from seeds:
plants that are dry, single-stemmed and without side shots (~llpa Kat Ilovo<pui)
Kat ciTTapci~Aa(JTa) can not grow from side-shots or branches, i.e. practically

speaking they can only be grown from seed. Being single-stemmed they can
not grow from side-shots, being dry the branches and twigs are too dry for
them to be able to produce independent life. 142 At the beginning of I, i, 4 he
moves from discussing plants that can only be generated from seed to those
that can also be generated from other parts, with this formulaic expression:

And he ends i, 4, and the discussion of this initial dichotomy, with an
expression summing up:

Ka9o;\.ov IlEV ouv KaL TUTTtp Toihov OlWPl09w TC)v TpOTTOV.

In chapter iii he turns to differences among those that generate from different
parts, as they do not all generate from all of them, and the reasons why some
plants generate in one way and some in another. In between, i.e. in chapter ii,
he discusses an exception to the initial classification: the date-palm

(<pOLVL~)

in

142 ef. HP I, ii, 4: TTpClTa [of the most important homoiomerous parts] oE fun TO uypov Kat
8EPIlOV' aTTav yap <jJUTOV EXEL nva UYPOTTlTa Kat 8EPIlOTTlTU UUIl<jJUTOV, WUTTEP Kat
C4>0V, <Dv UTTOAELTTOVTWV YLVETUL y~pas Kat <jJ8LULS, TEAElWS OE UTTOALTTOVTWV 8civaTos
Kat auavuLS.
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Babylonia: it is dry, single-stemmed and without side shots but can still be
generated from various parts.
Babylonia is exceptionally fertile and rich in food (CP I, ii, 3; HP
Ill, iii, 5; VIII, vii, 4). This fertility and richness is cited as the reason why the
date-palm grows from its branches there. 143 Babylonia is a particular case,
because it is the proper place for the date-palm (HP II, ii, 8; Ill, iii, 5), and that
is more than just a curious fact: 6 8E OLKELOS [sc.
T~S

a~p] ~8TJ 8WTEA.ELOL TCI

<pVGEWs (CP II, iii, 7).144 The difference in climate, soil etc. of different

locations makes it possible to causally explain why the date-palm shows this
different behaviour in Babylonia. 145 But what is the real nature of the date-palm? The way it is in Babylonia or the way it is in Greece? Only by
appealing to the proper place can it be claimed that a plant shows its true nature
in one place and not in another. This shows him attempting to get a grip on the
variety of plants and their resistance to rigid classifications. His attitude
towards cultivation is similar, and to this I now tum. l46
Without doubt the bulk of the information gathered by
Theophrastus comes from cultivated and harvested plants. 147 He pays enormous
attention to the cultivation of plants, how to grow them with advice on how to
get the best out of them. When he discusses the generation of plants (most of
the CP), for instance, his chief concern is with how they are grown. The
distinction between cultivated and wild plants is enormously important, though

143 CP I, ii, 3: 6 OE <polvl~ aTTO flEV TWV pa~8wv ~AaaT(ivEl xwpas Eu~Oalc;t KaL EU<pULc;t
TTPOS TO SUTTOV ~AaaTaVElV.
144 He has just been discussing the date-palm. Cf. CP I, ix, 2: (mAWS 0' <>Tav oLKolav xwpav
Aci~walv oL KapTToL flUnOv OUVaVTal Ta YEVTJ OWTTJPELV, ihav flaAWT' EUSEVD KaL
KanlKUpTTD Ta OEvOpa.
145 Cf. HP n, iii, 3, where he has been discussing some things that are TEpaTa and TTapa <pUGlV :
~KWTa oE 'Laws Ta TOlaUTa (lTOTTa Ola TO <paVE paS EXElV TaS aLTlas. ana flunov
TO fl~ EK TWV OLKElWV TOTTWV <pEPElV TOUS KapTTOUS ~ fl~ OLKElOUS.
146 Aristotle also refers to locality, but does not make as much of it. In the HA V, 11, 543b23-31
he discusses the effect of locality on the fertility of fish, referring to plants for comparison.
147 See e.g. Rihll (1999) 117.
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not as important as location. 148 One and the same plant can be radically
different depending on whether it is wild or cultivated. This, as well as
location, means that plants are more difficult to classify than animals, as almost
every single kind and every single individual can be radically different
according to place and cultivation . It does not mean, of course, that the plant
kingdom is impossible to classify, and we have just seen how Theophrastus
applies the notion of proper place to get a firmer grip on the nature of plants
that are known to be very different in different places. When discussing the
difference between wild and cultivated plants Theophrastus occasionally
mentions Hippon the Samian. According to Hippon any plant can be wild or
cultivated. It only depends on whether it is treated or not, and there is nothing
more to the distinction than that. 149 If wild and cultivated are understood in this
way these categories can not be used to classify plants, though they can, of
course, be used to causally explain differences among plants of the same kind,
assuming the kind can be identified independently. But Theophrastus flirts with
the idea that there might be a natural difference between wild and cultivated
(HP I, iii, 6):

afla OE KaL <l>aLvETaL Twa EXELV cjJVaLKr,V 8wcjJopav

Eu8us ETTL TWV

aYPLWV Kal TWV ~flEPWV, ElTTEP EVLO fl~ OUVaTaL (flv WGTTEp Ta
YEWPyouflEva flT]O' OAWS OEXETaL 8EpaTTElaV, ana XElPW YLVETaL, KTA.

148 HP n, ii, 8: EUAOYOV DE Kat El TLS TCJV lTap' TlllwV <j>olvLKa <j>UTEUEL EV Ba~uAwvL,
KUPlTLllOV TE Ylvw8aL Kat E~OlloLOD<J8aL nils EKEl. TOV aUTov DE TPOlTOV Kat El TLS
ETEpa lTpO<JUAAT]AOV EXEL KaplTOV TOlTljl' KPEl TTWV yap OUTOS' TfjS' Epya<Jlas Kat TfjS
8EpalTElas . <JT]IlElOV DE, OTL IlETa<j>EpollEva nlKEL8EV aKaplTa, Ta DE Kat OAWS' a~Aa<JTfj
ylVETaL.
149 HP, I, iii, 5: mlv yap KaL aYPLov Kat ~IlEPOV <j>T]<JlV "IlTlTWV YLvw8aL TUYXUVOV Kat

IlTi Tuyxavov 8EpalTElas; HP Ill, ii, 2: KaLTOl <j>T]<Jtv "lTIlTWV alTaV Kat ~IlEPOV Kat aypLOv
dVaL, Kat 8EpalTEUOllEVOV IlEV ~IlEPOV, IlTi 8EpalTEUOllEVOV DE aypLOv (adding: Tl] IlEV
op8wS' AEYwv, Tl] DE OUK op8wS'

.)
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Some plants entirely refuse to be cultivated and deteriorate when this is
attempted. These plants, he goes on to say, we can truly call wild. This implies
that there is a degree to being wild and cultivated that is not just a matter of
how far along the path of treatment a plant is but on how far it is possible to
cultivate it. 150 What is cultivation? 6 8E Civ8pwTIoS' ~

1l0VOV

~ WIALaTa

~IlEPOV.151 As far as ~IlEPOS' goes, man is the extreme case. But man is not a

plant by any stretch of Theophrastus' imagination, so how can he be used to fix
. the reference of "cultivated" in the case of plants? In HP Ill, ii, 2, where he has
picked up the debate with Hippon, the point is put rather differently: 0 8~
XWPLan~ov

Kat, Ta IlEV CiYPLa, Ta 8' ~IlEpa AEKTEOV, WGTIEP

TWV

(<{lwv

Ta Guvav8pwTIEUOllEVa Kat, Ta 8ExollEva TL8aaELav. This means that those
plants that are with man and receive his culture must be called cultivated, i.e.
naturally cultivated.

la. Conclusion.

This discussion shows two things. First how flexible plants are. Classifying
plants, with the tools available to Theophrastus, is extremely difficult as almost
any classification can be upset by change of place and cultivation. This
explains why the HP is less systematic than the H A, without showing
Theophrastus less interested in the questions Aristotle was interested in or not
as far along in his enquiries as Aristotle was in his. It secondly shows him
trying, in the case of place and cultivation, to use these categories as well to

av

In HP Ill, ii, 1-2, talking about plants that do not take cultivation: IlclALaT'
TlS aypw
<jJuaLV ElTTOl. TO yap Il~ TTpoaoExollEVOV ~IlEpwaLV, waTTEp EV TOLS (00LS. TOliTo
aYPLov TTJ <jJuaEL.
151 Bracketed by Hort.
150

T~V
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classify plants and not just causally explain specific features. The true nature of
the date-palm is as it is in Babylonia, in its proper climate. Plants can naturally
be divided into cultivated and wild.

AOyOL distinguish themselves by being disputed, and in this way they
differ from perception. 152 In addition, the cumulative nature of LO"TopLa, which
includes corrections of other peoples LO"TOPLaL, puts a strain on the theories that
must agree with them. Living nature is particularly difficult in this respect by
the immense complexity it presents. This both relates to the subject matter
itself and to the nature of the information available about it. This is not all
together different from the subject enquired into by Herodotus, or indeed the
Hippocratics. Or the subject of this thesis: LO"TopLa itself. It only remains to pull
the threads together and see if there is any system in the madness.

152

Cf. CP I, xxi, 4, concerning the hot and the cold as theoretical entities.
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In the four studies this dissertation is composed of I have only done the
material partial justice. The overall effect may be one of confusion rather than
clarity and although confusion is not my aim, establishing the complexity of
meanings and uses of LCJTOPLQ is important. . IaTopLQ and cognates are used by
a number of writers in various contexts and with different meanings. This
should not be a surprising conclusion though a remarkable number of scholars
see a single core meaning -

whatever that is -

of LaTOpLQ in play every time

the word and its cognates are used. In this concluding chapter I will briefly,
first, discuss the different possible meanings of the LaTop- vocabulary as it
reveals itself in the studies and, second, explore the common threads in the
history of the concept and indicate the most important moments in its minting
process. It should already be clear, but needs to be spelled out explicitly, that
the concept of LaTOpLQ is created in the melting pot of fifth and fourth century
debates about the nature and acquisition of knowledge.

Conclusion

1. Variety.
There is first the variety of words that belong to the L<JTOP- vocabulary:

'(<JTWP; L<JTOPELV; L<JTopLa/T]; L<JTOPlKOS'; L<JTOPlOV.

My studies have been based on analyses of the uses of these terms,l with focus
on the period up to and including Theophrastus. In chapter

n,

on reported

knowledge, I include the Hellenistic Empiricists, as they are a particularly
interesting example of how technical a term it became. There is a tendency in
classical scholarship, when it gets into exploring individual words, to look
back to a core meaning that is supposed to be found in the stem and the root.
This is then used to explain later uses and meanings of key terms. In the case
of L<JTopLa these are the stem l<JTWP and the root *w( e )id-. There are good
reasons to connect *w( e) id- with seeing but applying this to the earliest uses of
'L<JTWP in ancient Greek literature does not add up . Homer (ll XVII 501, XXII
486) uses l<JTWP of a person who has the special position within society to
arbitrate in a dispute and Hesiod (Erga 792) seems to use it in a more general
sense of "wise" or "knowing". Bacchylides (IX 44 SnelllMaehler) has l<JTOPES'
meaning "skilful" (with a spear) and Heraclitus (DK22B35) also seems to use
it in a general sense of knowledgeable or wise, though many scholars translate
'(<JTOPES' in frg. 35 as "enquirers".
These earliest uses of l<JTWP do not confirm that there is an idea
of seeing carried from the root through the stem and to the branches. The uses
of the L<JTOP- vocabulary in the tragedians is another indication that seeing is

There are in addition later derivatives, like LaTOpTJl.w, LaTOpT]TEOV, LaTopwlla and
LaTOpl(')OT]S' as well as compounds with ypa<j>ELv (LUTopLO-ypa<j>ELv, -ypa<j>ta, -ypa<j>lKos and
-ypa<j>os).
I
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not an essential element in its uses. The verb LGTOpELV is common in the
tragedians in the meaning "to ask", which is also the meaning of the verb in
Herodotus. "IGTwp does not, therefore, seem essentially tied to the idea of
seeing. Other scholars, still looking for the core in LGTOpLa, have abandoned
the root and seized upon the meaning of'LGTwp in Homer: "arbitrator". The
aim is primarily to understand the use of LGTOpt Tj in the opening words of
Herodotus' Histories. Why does he present his work as a LGTOptTj? This is an
intriguing and interesting question, all the more because the use of LGTOpt Tj in
Herodotus' proem seems to be of momentous importance for the subsequent
history of the concept. But even if we were to accept that the idea of arbitration
is present in the concept as used by Herodotus, and I do not think we should, it
would only work as a partial explanation of the use of the concept in
Herodotus' proem. It would not give a key to the concept as such, not even to
the use of the LGTOp- vocabulary in Herodotus, let alone Aristotle or anyone
else.
Another much discussed idea is the empirical spirit of the Ionian
enlightenment, where "philosophers" and "scientists" approached the subject of
nature through empirical investigations. Or so it is claimed. This is frequently
associated with LGTOPtTj, enquiry, and tied to the root *w(e)id- and the core
meaning of "seeing". But the early uses of LGTWp or LGTOpELV pose serious
problems for this interpretation, as noted above. A drastic solution, clinging to
the model of a root with a stem and branches, is to insist on two (why not
more?) different roots to homonymous words. This only indicates how
desperate the search for origins can be. Respecting the variety in the evidence
for LGTOpta should make us look for different models.
I argued in chapter IH that LGTOpta/Tj in Herodotus, On Ancient

Medicine and the Empiricists refers to reported knowledge. There is great
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variety in the nature of the knowledge reported. It includes direct observations,
common knowledge ("facts") and abstract arguments. In Herodotus it seems to
have more to do with privileged access than direct experience, while in On

Ancient Medicine it is reported knowledge based on the experience of medical
practitioners, in the past and the present. The Empiricists debated among
themselves what precisely L<JTopLa was, and the candidates were reported
information, true or false, and reported aUT0tVi.a, always true. In Aristotle's and
Theophrastus' Historiae L<JTopi.a was reported information in the more general
sense, not strictly speaking aUT0tVi.a written down but also the endoxa. From
Herodotus to the Empiricists, through On Ancient Medicine and Aristotle, there
is, in addition, increased reliance on writing as a medium for L<JTopi.a.

2 . Minting .
There is more to L<JTopi.a than just a variety of different meanings and uses. In
all this material the contours of a tree begin to emerge. But this is not the tree
of traditional linguistics growing from a root. It is a tree as they should be:
with a complex nexus of roots that grow together into a stem or stems. In the
earliest material I have investigated there does not seem to be a clear
conception of what L<JTopLa and the L<JTOP- vocabulary covers. This is
gradually hammered out in the developing debates about the nature of
knowledge, both within and between the competing groups and individuals.
Some moments in this history are more important than other and the effect of
the proem of Herodotus can hardly be exaggerated. Herodotus was early well
known for his work and the fame lasted. It became irretrievably associated
with L<JTOPL Tj and L<JTOPi. Tj with it. This does not mean, of course, that all uses
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of the LaTop- vocabulary were from then on inseparable from the Histories of
Herodotus.
By the fourth century LaTopLa becomes a "fundamental concept"
in the sense of Koselleck. There is LaTopLa and there is <pLAoao<pLa. And even
though individuals can disagree on the meaning of these terms, as well as on
the meaning of any term they use, they have a fixed place in the discourse
about the nature of knowledge. An indication of how fixed LaTopLa had
become is the dominance of the word LaTopLa and the disappearance, for a
while, of the verb LaTopEw. 'IaTopLa is a category referred to. There is also
LaTopLa and LaTopLa 'TTEPL one thing or another. Theophrastus has no problems
referring to his HP as the LaTOpLaL, plain and simple, while Aristotle is not as
clear. He refers to the HA as the LaTOpLaL but he often qualifies this with a'TTEpL
clause or some other identifying marker, which either refers to animals or to
nature. ' IaTopLa 'TTEPL <puaEws

was a well known category, at least from the

time of Plato, but it was mainly used in historical contexts, i.e. to describe the
activities of some of the earliest Greek philosophers. It is possible that the
difference between Aristotle and Theophrastus regarding the "title" of their

Historiae is one of character, but it is at least as likely that the idea or concept
of LaTopLa concerning nature has been sharpened from one to the other. This
is minting in practice.
Instead of looking back to an "original" meaning of LaTopLa to
explain its later uses we see a concrete concept being hammered out over time.
Not all words and phrases get this treatment. 'IaTopLa is undoubtedly among
the chosen few, and it already was in the fourth century for the ancient Greeks.
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3. ']aTop(a
One of the most striking similarities in the various uses of LUTopLa is that
between Herodotus and Aristotle. Not only does Aristotle's practice of LUTopLa
in the HA seem more akin to Herodotus' practice than is commonly recognised.
The statements of Herodotus and Aristotle on the role of LUTopLa/T] show a
curious resemblance in vocabulary. Herodotus presents, in the proem, an
ci'TT68E~LS' of LUTOPlT], which turns out to be an enquiry into causes (8L' ~v

at Tl T]v), which is strikingly similar to how Aristotle presents LUTopla in the
HA (I, 6, 491a7-14). But even though they use the same words they do not use

them in the same meaning. Aristotle's ci'TT68EL~LS' is demonstration, Herodotus'
ci'TT68E~LS' is presentation, and this is telling for the difference between the two

uses of LUTopla.
Herodotus and Aristotle both claim LUTOplT]/a for what they are
doing. Some of the Hippocratics as well as the Empiricists did as well. Others
used LUTopla to name the kind of enquiry or knowledge they contrasted their
own kind of enquiry and knowledge with. The best known of these is the
autobiography of "Socrates" in Plato's Phaedo. For Socrates LUTopla had too
limited aims. It only described physical conditions and did not tackle any of
the important "why" questions. He therefore turned towards logoi and

hypotheses. The author of the VM, who is an advocate of LUTOPl T], attacks the
"philosophers" (he names Empedocles) precisely for relying on hypotheses in
dealing with hidden things. He regards his own method of LUTOPl T] as much
superior because it is based on experience, cumulated over time. The
Empiricists had a more radical version of this position as they wanted to do
away with the hidden in general. Herodotus uses similar criticisms of some of
those he attacks. The source of the Nile has been inadequately enquired into.
The same goes for the story of Heracles and the fate of Helen. By enquiring,
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asking, he believes himself to have found out more about the facts of these
matters than his predecessors, and based on these "facts" he can make better
guesses. Speculation and hearsay are attacked by these authors, as well as
relying on anything other than direct observation or observational reports, and
L<JTOPL T] is proposed instead.
On the other hand, those who attack the principle of L<JTopLa do it
either in terms similar to Socrates, i.e. in terms of its limited aims or lack of
demonstrable conclusions, or as contrasted with proper autopsy . The debate
among the Empiricists on whether L<JTopLa was autopsy in written form or just
a convincing account turns on this contrast and the relative status of L<JTopLa
and autopsy. Aristotle fits the dichotomy of those who like and those who
dislike L<JTopLa with the twist that he wanted the best of both. ' I<JTopLa was
inferior to philosophy, in that it did not deal with the general and its contents
could not be demonstrated. But he still wanted it to serve philosophy by
supplying the necessary facts to be demonstrated in his theoretical works, but
in order to make it demonstrable he has to make it describe not the individual
but the species the individual is a specimen of.
'I<JTopLa is description of the world, but what world? Is it only
the world of experience, as some of the Empiricists wanted, or is it any report,
even a dubious one, and the endoxa, as with Aristotle and Theophrastus?
Theoretically the distinction is clear, but in practice the boundaries between
properly reported autopsy and fabrications, not to mention everything in
between, is difficult to draw .
In some cases L<JTopla is (or in the case of the embryological
treatises discussed in chapter 11, L<JTOPLcl are) supposed to convince by itself,
but in other contexts it is and can only be a first step in a process that
eventually is supposed to be a convincing account. Aristotle is not satisfied
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with the mere fact. He must also know why. While for Herodotus it is enough
to present the L<JTOPlT], already established by his enquiry, Aristotle has to

demonstrate it.
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